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PREFACE
Widely known for diamond polishing and synthetic textiles, Surat is one among the
most prominent and rapidly growing cities of India. According to 2011 census of
India, Surat is the 9th largest city of India in terms of population with 45 lakh people
(as per the recent estimate (2020) Surat population would be nearing 60 lakh). Surat
is home to several industries that contribute vastly to the nation's economy. It is well
known hub for diamond and textile business in the World. 92 percent of the World's
diamonds of the global market cut and polished in the city. Diamond cutting and
polishing industry is recent in the Surat. But this industry has very unique future in
terms of its growth, structure, owners and labourers. The main entrepreneurs of the
diamond industry were initially Jain Vanias of North Gujarat. Later Patidars from
Saurashtra entered the industry. With the growth of the diamond polishing industry in
1960s and early 1970s Saurashtrain Kanbi Patels who were already in Surat started
inviting families, caste and village relations from Saurashtra to come to the city to
earn money in the diamond industry. They came in large numbers – especially after 3
years of drought and famine in Saurashtra from 1972-74– there was a true invasion of
Kanbi Patels into Surat. Many early Saurashtrian pioneers were able to start their own
diamond workshops and factories. They rapidly turned into wealthy factory owners
and diamond traders. They helped their family members to set up their own business
and became economically independent. This has a trickledown effect as more and
more family members-near and distant- started landing up in Surat with the support of
main family head who were the first migrant. Simultaneously, after they became
wealthy many first generation diamond traders did help the needy and poor from their
profit and thus it had became tradition of social reform activities among Saurashtrian
diamond traders. This was a unique tradition and need to study further. This study is
on one among the many successful Saurashtrian migrant who came as a worker and
became top diamond traders in the City, Shree Govindbhai Dholakia and his company
Shree Ramkrishana Export Ltd. In this study we have captured his struggle, hard
work, family upliftment process and his efforts to reach out needy and poor through
various charitable activities.
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study. He stayed in the Centre’s guest house with lots of difficulties, during his stay
we demolished our old guest house and constructed new one, so he had to face lots of
difficulties while staying during transit phase, but he worked with same spirit and
zeal. I owed it to him for his support and valuable academic inputs in this study.

Let me also express my gratitude to Prof. Ghanshyambhai Shah, who inspired me to
undertake this study and remain present during initial discussions of the study with
Govindbhai and others.
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CHAPTER  1
INTRODUCTION
Introduction
The city of Surat, the commercial capital of Gujarat, is of significant importance to
the growth. Surat, a prominent West Indian mercantile node since the seventeenth
century and a contemporary industrial city in the state of Gujarat today. Surat is an 8th
largest city in India as per population, 4th fastest growing city globally. 9 out of 10
diamonds in the world are cut and polished here. 40% of nation's total man-made
fabric and 28% of nation's total man-made fiber production are produced in the city.
With the decadal growth of over 55 to 60% since last four decades, it has the most
vibrant present and equally varied heritage of the past. It is the city where the British
first landed in India. The Dutch and Portuguese also established there business centers
in Surat, the remnants of which are still preserved in the modern day Surat. In past
this was a glorious port with ships of more than 64 countries anchored in its harbor at
any time. Surat is now an amalgamation of a capital-intensive industrial units and a
wide range of numerous small scale and household enterprises. Its entrepreneurial
skills are worth noting. The city has emerged as the awe of the major industrial hub of
Gujarat. At present there are around 10,000 diamond cutting and polishing units, 330
textiles dyeing and printing units, over 500 texurizing units, nearly 80 chemical
industries, approximately 4,50,000 power loom units and 6610 Jari units in the city.

The modern city of Surat which has a glorious history is one of the oldest historical
trade centers of India. Between the 10th and 16thcenturies, it was ruled by various
kings who used it as a port to generate revenues and established links with other
powers. At the time of 17th century, Surat comes to achieve a level of prosperity it had
never known before. The pre-eminence of Surat among the ports in India was without
doubt the gift of Mughal Empire. Not only the merchants and traders from west Asia
and Mediterranean arrived and settled here but many others from their regions and
other parts of the Indian sub-continent came to reside here, enhancing its
cosmopolitan character. It was also during this period that the Dutch, the British and
the French arrived here for maritime trade. Towards the close of the 18thcentury, the
British gained political control of the city. Prosperity of Surat, however, did not last
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long due to various geographical, social and political factors. One of the important
factors responsible for the decline of Surat was the growth of Bombay in the 18th
century. Quarrels among the merchants of the city, raids by the Portuguese and the
Marathas led by Shivaji in the 16th and 17th century had earlier prepared the ground
for its decline. It is only after the Independence the Surat once again picked up its
wealth and population to regain its fast glory. The above facts are significant in
today's growth of Surat.

Though the decline of trade took away its cosmopolitan trading character and thereby
affected the process that were linked with the accumulation of merchant capital, it did
not take a long time for the local traders to find avenues of capital employment in the
fast changing commercial sectors and small scale industries within the region. A large
section of population was still dependent on industry and trade – the character of
which had already undergone a transformation owing to the flight of capital to
Bombay and growth of Jari industry and at subsequent stage, the numerous power
looms spread over the city. While emergence of the large-scale units in the city has
been of a relatively recent, the economy of Surat has long been characterized and
shaped by small-scale decentralized production units. This has been particularly true
for the powerlooms as well as diamond and Jari industries. Even in the postindependence industrial development policy has helped in sustaining the small scale
industrial character of the city. This has attracted large number of workers from
within as well as outside the state. Patidars of Saurashtra also came to Surat for
working as a labourer in the diamond and polishing industry way back in 1950s. Story
of Sauratrian Patidar is unique in terms of their economical growth, prosperity and
business expansion has been phenomenal. Patidars of Saurashtra are hard working and
very much rooted with their native places. Apart from their success story in business
they do contribute their profit for welfare of needy. This study is mainly focused on
Saurashtrian Patidar’s contribution in development and expansion of Diamond
industry as well as their own socio-economic development. Besides these the study
also threw light on their philanthropic contribution in the development of the deprived
section of society.
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Growth of Diamond Industry
Diamond cutting and polishing industry is recent in the Surat. But this industry has
very unique future in terms of its growth, structure, owners and labourers. A
systematic rise of diamond cutting and polishing industry goes back to the decade of
1950s. The rise was a direct outcome of the rapidly growing demand for small
diamonds in the industrial market. The growth in demands, coupled with scarcity of
labour in the foreign manufacturing centres provided perhaps one of the most
powerful incentives to the development and spread of the industry. The main
entrepreneurs of the diamond industry were initially Jain Banias of North Gujarat.
Later Patidars from Saurashtra entered the industry. Since small investment was
required at that time to buy a lathe machine or Ghanti the scope of upward mobility is
quite high among workers. Palanpuri Banias had a firm control over the local
diamond trade in Surat. However, in the course of the 1960s, many early Saurashtrian
pioneers were able to start their own diamond workshops and factories. Initially they
started working under Palanburibanias and learnt the skill of diamond cutting and
policing industry. Over a period of time they rapidly turned into wealthy factory
owners and diamond traders. A good part of the industry is still run along caste and
kinship lines and the entire sector is semi unorganized.

Govindbhai Dholakia’s contribution in up-lifting his Family and the society
The owner of Shri Ramkrishna Exports – one of leading diamond polishing and
business houses, whose annual turnover is around Rs.8500 crores, Shri Govindbhai
Dholakia, popularly known as Govind Bhagat, has also brought has entire family of
around 1000 persons from Saurashtra and could able to made all members
economically independent. Today Govindbhai runs a diamond export house whose
turnover is around Rs.8500crores and give employment to 5000 persons. Most of the
family members are staying together as a joint family and also their bond with each
other is very strong. Family unit is the backbone of the SRK industry. Govindbhai
believes that if he is getting luxurious facilities then his family members also should
get the same. He sees to it that his near and distant family members become selfreliant and also enjoy the facilities that he enjoys. With this belief he started bringing
his close and distant relatives from Saurashtra and helped in settling them. These
efforts of Govindbhai brought many fold changes among his fellow family members.
Apart from making family economically independent and socially sound, Govindbhai
3

is also a philanthropist and he firmly believes that whatever he earns at least 10
percent share of it should go to the welfare of people. In light of this he established
various charitable trusts such as Shri Ramkrishna Charitable Trust, Shri Ramkrishna
welfare trust, Dholakia Charitable trust, Matushri Santokba Laljibhai Dholakia
charitable Trust and Shri Ramkrishna Knowledge Foundation. Through these trusts
and foundation he undertakes various welfare activities like scholarships to poor
students, health check-ups, medical relief centre, community marriages, water
conservation in Saurashtra region, 'save girl child' campaign and various social
reforms activities etc.

Objectives of the Study
In view of the above description, it is worth documenting and understanding the
processes in which Govindbhai's effort to settle his entire family in Surat with proper
employment. It is also important from the point of view that the Indian family system
is gradually becoming nuclear and small while in the case of Govindbhai's family it is
the other way round. How he and his family members remain intact and bonded in
changing circumstances provides vital sense of belongingness, security and dignity.
Also it is worth documenting Govindbhai's contribution in welfare activities among
his community and also to the larger society. Keeping these broad questions in mind,
the proposed study would carry out with focusing following objectives:
(a)

To document how and in what circumstances Govindbhai came to Surat and
established his business (Genesis of migration, growth and development of his
family and his business).

(b) To document the processes of bringing his family members to Surat and make
them settled in Surat (economically as well as socially) – (Who were the first
migrant, how they struggled, their earlier phase and survival mechanism).
(c)

To document Govindbhai's welfare activities.

(d) To document family dispute redressal system as well as removing social stigma
among family members.
(e)

To understand the Govindbhai's family members perception about their present
situation and in what way it helps them to emancipate from economic and social
constraints they were facing prior to migrating to Surat.
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(f)

Govindbhai family's new generation understanding and perception on this
upward mobility effort and also their views on their present living and working
conditions.

Significance of Study
‘An important feature of social mobility in modern India is the manner in
which the successful members of the backward caste work consistently for
improving the economic and social condition of their caste-fellows. This is
due to the sense of identification with one’s own caste, and also a realization
that caste mobility is essential for individual or familial mobility.’ (Srinivas,
M.N., Collected essays, OUP, 2005.)

This observation of eminent sociologist Prof. M.N. Srinivas is very much true in the
case of migrated Saurashtrian Patidars who migrated to Surat for better employment
and eventually became the rich diamond merchants of Surat. This study is significant
for that point of view. This study will also describe the process of social mobility of a
migrant caste community, the Saurashtra Patel, in the city of Surat. This study will
also be significance to show that this migrant family membership and their identity is
not only significant in their struggle for a higher social status, but also provide a vital
sense of belonging, security and dignity in an environment characterized by rapid
social change, economic and social stability, and a multitude of different culture,
language and lifestyles. This study will also further reveal the effort and struggle
made by head of the Indian family to uplift their family members with certain ethos.
Furthermore this study is extremely important in understanding the philanthropic
nature of a successful business man and its contribution in welfare of needy.

Methodology
Since this study is exploratory and descriptive in nature we have mainly used case
study and in-depth interview technique. We have conducted around 49 detail case
studies which includes Govindbhai’s family members (including Govindbhai), his
close associates with whom he worked, managerial persons in SRK. (Names of all
interviewed persons is given in Annexure - 1) Besides this, we have also use the
secondary material available with Govindbhai's archive repository and from other
sources. Since Govindbhai's welfare activities are spread to various fields in
5

Saurashtra and South Gujarat we met various key lenders in Surat and outside Surat
who were working closely with Govindbhai. It should be noted here that Govindbhai
has developed huge archive of his work which was very helpful to us for
understanding his activities and his ideas. We have witness ourselves for his medical
welfare activities, and also social, educational and religious activities in Dangs and
other rural areas. We personally visited G.N. Godhani School and other Municipal
corporation schools which he has adopted for imparting better and meaningful
education to poor children. We met principal, teachers and trustees of these schools.
Around 87 persons working on various positions in SRK Diamond unit at Katargam
were interviewed (the interview scheduled is given in the Annexure - 9).
Functionaries in various charitable foundations of SRK groups were also interviewed
in details. For our study purpose we have been given small office place with all
necessary facilities in the SRK factory at Katargam. Due to this we have been able to
observe the day today functioning of SRK factory work as well as its welfare
activities and also got opportunity to interact with management of SRK, workers of
SRK and well-wishers of SRK during the study period.

Project Launch
Meetings in mid-August 2018 during onset of The Study included visit to Office of
Shree Ramkrishna Exports. A meeting with Shri Govindbhai Dholakia carved
roadmap for fieldwork based on methodology agreed upon. Project Coordinator (PC)
was recruited as a consultant on freelance basis and formed part of these meetings.
Project Director of Centre for Social Studies (CSS) and PC conducted series of
meetings with managers of Shree Ramkrishna Knowledge Foundation, personnel of
Human Resource Department and Communication Department of SRK Exports. It
was agreed that Communication Department will gather the required secondary
materials like publications, articles, interviews and other such relevant printed matters
and make it available to research team. It was also agreed that PC will visit Office of
SRK Export and will occupy a cabin with computer for working on these secondary
materials. Such arrangement would be an advantage for researchers to easily access
SRK personnel in case of any query and also keep sharing progress updates with
them. Studying secondary materials would give better insight of the journey of Shri
Govindbhai Dholakia and of SRK Exports and then series of interviews can begin.
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Communication Department and HR Department would facilitate appointments for
interviews of family members, SRK Exports employees and other stakeholders.

Data Collection
Chief Executive Officer, President and a Member of Shree Ramkrishna Knowledge
Foundation, during initial interactions set ground for comprehending magnitude of
munificence by Shri Govindbhai Dholakia. His compassion flowing not only for
family but also equally for employees was a novel aspect in India. They suggested
referring not only articles, news and periodicals but also looking into Shree
Ramkrishna Archive Department, which would open possible new avenues for
explorations. Chief Human Capital Officer of SRK Exports gave insight of overall
operations of company and involvement by Shri Govindbhai Dholakia in various
social and charitable activities other than managing the company. His schedule of
next few weeks included an address to IIM-A faculties and students and Research
Team are invited for the same for gaining deeper understanding on working
environment of SRK Export premises, Chief Manager, Technical Operations guided
through production cycle spread across entire building that houses around 3,500
employees.

Communication Department has made available materials in hard copies and soft
copies related with various aspects on Shri Govindbhai Dholakia and SRK Exports.
Materials include newspaper clipping, pages of periodicals, sections of magazines,
brochures, booklets, leaflets, etc. These materials have information in various forms
like interviews, news-reporting, articles, information-brochures and biographical
articles; and they depict life of Shri Govindbhai Dholakia from early years in Dudhala
Village, his struggle there and after arriving at Surat till establishing as one of the
pioneer in diamond industry. Materials also inform regarding his inclination to uphold
family values and keeping unity in the joint family; his charitable approach and ways
of undertaking various charities; his simplicity and nobility while also his methods of
preparing Next Generation for business.

Interviews
Acquiring basics from personnel of SRK Exports, SRKKF and SRK Archive
Department followed by referring secondary materials had equipped the Research
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Team with enough understanding for initiating interviews. With help by
Communication Department sessions of interviews began by interacting with
immediate family members of Shri Govindbhai Dholakia. The team had an easy
option to hold certain interviews inside the SRK Export campus, because several
interviewees, like brother and brother-in-law have offices in the campus. However,
core objective of this Study aims at learning about how family values were upheld
concurrent to upward mobility of Shri Govindbhai Dholakia. Therefore, it was
considered best to visit residence of a person for interviewing, because it will also
help interaction with other family members who are also stakeholders in the joint
family. Research Team has visited residences of elder sister Smt. Shantuben Narola,
younger brother Shri Arjanbhai Dholakia and sons of eldest brother Shri Dineshbhai
Dholakia and Shri Vishnubhai Dholakia. Elder brother Shri Nagjibhai Dholakia and
younger sister Smt. Devkunwarben Khokharia visited Smt. Shantuben for their
interview. The Team could interact intermittently with other family members and
recorded their views as well.

In the following pages of the report will try to

documents the work done by SRK and Govindbhai in the development of his family
as well as society at large.

Participation and Visitation
Research Team has initiated visits to other places like Relief Center, Medical Center
and Schools. One visit for an overview was undertaken to the campus that houses
Relief Center, Shri V. N. Godhani School and Medical Center. Interactions with
Manager of the premises, in-charge of Relief Center and Principals of English
Medium and Gujarati Medium Schools. Team member also attended a lecture by Shri
Govindbhai Dholakia for faculty and students of IIM-A; while also participating in an
event organize on same day for launch of matrimony software for HIV+ section of
society. In August 2019 Project Director visited various places in Dangs such as
Malegaon, Jakhana and Swaraj Ashram Ahwa where Govindbhai and his trust started
various welfare activities and had a detail interview of P.P. Swamy, who runs the
Malegaon school at Dangs.
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Chaptertiation
Entire report is divided into seven chapters. Second chapter will give background of
diamond industry while third chapter will give detailed account of in what
circumstances Saurashtra Patidar migrated to Surat. Chapters four, five and six will
focused mainly on Govindbhai Dholakia’s life, his major welfare activities, how he
economically and socially up-lifted his family members and brought various social
reform changes within the family. Last chapter will be of concluding remark of the
entire report.
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CHAPTER – 2
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF DIAMOND
INDUSTRY
In this chapter we have given detailed of historical information about diamond
industry. How industries grew over a period of time and who were and are the major
stake holder of the industry. Also it would be interesting to know the processes of
making the diamond and how diamond industry in India and particularly in Surat
established, expanded and became one of the major economic activities of the city.

Making of Diamond Globally
Diamonds are crystallized carbon, usually transparent and having occasional color
variation, with a relative hardness of 10 (Mohs’ scale), a specific gravity of 3.52 and
2.42.1 They are embedded in tough rocks called kimberlite, located hundred
kilometers below earth surface and are formed because of extreme pressure coupled
with very high temperature there. Kimberlites were named after a district in South
Africa. A research paper in late 2018 reported in Journal of Geoscience, Geophysics
and Geosystem has claimed deposits of 1 quadrillion (10 lac-arab) tones diamonds in
the earth. These deposits are more than 160 kilometers underground. Deepest mine in
the world is Mponeng Gold Mine in South Africa is four kilometers deep. Researchers
have experimented and have dug a bore as deep as about 12 kilometers. That is
farthest we have gone under the earth.2 It is not possible to go beyond 12 kilometers
underground, but it reassures presence of diamonds under the earth surface. Diamonds
deposits are found in select countries. Over a period of time several mines were
discovered and mining activities continued in them. However, as the time progressed
few of them ran out of diamond deposits. Africa has been the largest rough diamond
source since its deposits were discovered and mining established. It is reported that
over 95 per cent of the world’s rough diamond production originates in sub-Saharan
Africa; the rest come from India, South America and Russia. Diamond mines in India
have gone defunct over a period of time. There were mines in Golconda, Panna and
Kullur, but non-feasibility of mining has left them inoperable. First ever diamond was
1
2

Tolansky S.; The History & Use of Diamond; University of London; 1962; p245
Report in Gujarat Samachar, Ahmedabad edition, 19/10/2019; p13
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found in Golconda of Hyderabad in India, claims Shri Sevantilal Shah, a leading
diamontaire of Surat. There is also a report claiming that India was the only place for
centuries where diamonds were discovered. Till Alexander the Great from Greece
came to India in 326 B.C, no one outside the subcontinent knew of diamonds. The
Greek took home some stones and introduced the vajra to the world.3 While
indicating origin of fancy yellow pear shaped Moon of Baroda diamond, Gemological
Institute of America refers Golconda as the legendary mines in India, which, until the
advent of the 20th century, produced the finest and largest diamonds in the world.4

Pioneers of Diamond Mining
There is also listing of top ten mines vis-à-vis their production; website of Mining dot
com details top ten producing mines of 2016 and they are Jwaneng Mines in
Botswana that produced 11,975,000 carats, worth $2,347 million; Jubilee Mine (also
known as Yubileinaya) in Russia produced 9,231,000 carats, worth $1,431 million;
International (also known as Internatsionalny) in Russia produced 3,948,000 carats,
worth $829 million; Orapa Mines of Botswana produced 7,931,000 carats, worth $753
million; Debmarine Mines in Namibia produced 1,169,000 carats, worth $585
million; 6. Catoca in Angola produced 6,700,000 carats (figures unconfirmed), worth
$570 million; Nyurbinskaya of Russia produced 5,001,000 carats, worth $565 million;
Diavik in Canada produced 6,658,000 carats, worth $539 million; 9. Ekati in Canada
produced 5,200,000 carats, worth $463 million; Mir in Russia produced 3,191,000
carats $463 million. Johannesburg and London based diamond Mining Corporation
De Beers Grouphas been indisputable pioneer in mining history of all time. It has
historically held a near total monopoly in the diamond trade. They own mines in
South Africa and Botswana. Alrosa is state owned mining venture of Russia and
accounts for almost hundred per cent of diamond mining activities in the country. Rio
Tinto Diamonds, established in 2002, has mining interest in Canada, Australia and
Zimbabwe. BHP Billiton became world’s largest diamond mining company when two
companies, Australia’s Broken Hill Proprietary Company (BHP) and Britain’s

3

4

Ramesh M; India’s last functioning diamond mine faces closure next week; Business Line;
24/06/2016.
Christie’s; 20/11/2018; (christies.com/features/The-legendary-Moon-of-Baroda-diamond-93933.aspx)
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Billiton, merged in 2001.5 Besides these companies, there are several others having
their own mining activities. Rough diamonds extracted are sold to diamond
processing companies. Large companies have their own suitable channels for selling
rough diamonds and relatively minor companies sell them in diamond trading
markets.

However, De Beers continued expanding its cartel and have remained leading miners.
De Beers was estimated to have controlled a staggering 90 per cent of the world’s
diamond production by 1902. While De Beers only controls about 40 to 50 per cent of
that market today, they still, in effect, control the prices of rough diamond paid by
world consumers.6 Thus, De Beers Group has been the largest stakeholders in mining
and disbursing sector for rough diamonds and its emergence is significant in history
of diamond trading.

De Beers Group: A Diamond is forever
De Beers Group is the largest producer and purveyor of rough diamonds in the world.
1871 was the turning point as The De Beers mine was discovered in May, and the
Kimberley mine in July. Its website details out the historical journey. We have
selected some of the milestone accomplishments from it. Cecil Rhodes was 18 when
he first arrived in South Africa in 1870 and Barney Barnatowas 17 when he came
after three years. They entered into diamond mining individually and soon became
successful leading miners. This resulted in competition between the two on who
produces more number of diamonds. By the year 1887, each of them competed to
outperform other in production. This flooded the market causing diamond prices to
plummet. A merger became the only solution to this competition and because of this
De Beers Consolidated Mines Limited was born on March 12, 1888, with Cecil
Rhodes as Chairman. Their hold over mining and disbursing rough diamonds has
continued ever since. De Beers Group withstood various market hiccups including the
Great Depression7 during 1929 to 1939. This decade long depression is the worst ever
5

6
7

Jha Murlidhar & Tomar Manish; Diamond Education & Beyond; Published by Shree Ramkrishna
Exports; 2007; p144-150
Joshua Ritche; The History of the Diamond Trade; Intuit Mint Life; 2009
History website notes that Great Depression began after the stock market crash of October 1929,
which sent Wall Street into a panic and wiped out millions of investors. Over the next several
years, consumer spending and investment dropped, causing steep declines in industrial output and
employment as failing companies laid off workers. By 1933, when the Great Depression reached
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economic downturn in the history of the industrialized world. This was soon followed
World War II from 1939 to 1945that engulfed Europe. All De Beers’ mines closed for
the duration. Thus, even to think of purchasing diamonds becomes a far cry for war
torn societies. In post-war scenario it was important for miners to bring diamonds
back into the minds of people. By 1947, De Beers was looking for a campaign that
would help boost the sales of diamonds which had fallen drastically. Frances Gerety,
a young copywriter at the NW Ayer advertising agency, creates the timeless slogan,
‘A diamond is forever’. It hit minds of people. Even at the end of century, in 1997, it
was recognized as the greatest advertising slogan of the twentieth century. Many have
credited Gerety and her counterparts at NW Ayer for essentially inventing the modern
concept of an engagement ring, since before the campaign’s debut proposing to a
woman with a diamond was not the standard.

Methods of Accessing Roughs
For distributing the rough diamonds unearthed in their mines, they established a
Diamond Trading Company (DTC). It was later renamed from DTC to De Beers
Global Sightholder Sales (DBGSS). While attaining various milestones in their
journey of diamond mining and disbursing, they embraced digitization. They
launched online auctions for selling roughs. Diamantaires wishing to procure roughs
have to first register in DBGSS’s Sightholder List. It is a list of authorized bulk
purchasers of rough diamonds. Purchasers require very high credit level to be in the
list. Once they furnish required terms and conditions they become Sightholder. List of
Sightholders is updated from time to time based on performances of listed
Sightholders and new entrants. We found 43 Sightholders listed under customer
directory of De Beers Group during our fieldwork in mid-2019.Apart from becoming
a Sightholder, one can also choose to be Accredited Buyer. Sightholders qualify for
term contract supply for forthcoming 12 months. Whereas, Accredited Buyers can
purchase rough diamonds on a more ad hoc basis, which Sightholders can also
purchase. The requirements for becoming a Sightholder are slightly different from
those for becoming an Accredited Buyer. These terms and conditions keep altering
based on various paradigms in diamond mining and markets.

its lowest point, some 15 million Americans were unemployed and nearly half the country’s
banks had failed.
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Antwerp – Global Diamond Trade Center
From ancient times until the eighteenth century, world’s diamonds are believed to
have come from India. At the beginning of the sixteenth century, trade relations
started flourishing between Europe and Eastern Asia. Bruges in Belgium, Western
Europe, had big advantage of waterway access to North Sea via channel of Zwin
Nature Resort. This favourable condition for Bruges did not last long. Progressive
silting in Zwin ultimately made that waterway defunct and Bruges lost its importance
as most favoured trade route. Antwerp then emerged as alternative trade route city,
having topography similar to that of Bruges. The website of Diamond Land of
Antwerp further notes that not only did diamond trade shift to Antwerp, but many
other economic activities in Bruges gradually shifted to the city of Antwerp which
offered newer and better facilities for communications and exchange. This shift was
soon followed by massive influx of rough stones because of discoveries in South
Africa in late nineteenth century. This factor further emphasized Antwerp as the
world’s leading diamond center8. The city still remains the heart of diamond trading
in international market. After understanding the international scenario of diamond
industry now we will briefly look into Indian diamond industry and its growth.

Diamond Industry in India
In earlier times, large pieces nicely cut and polished ones were recognized as
diamonds. Small crumbs of roughs from mines were treated as discards. Any large
rough stones when cut and carved for giving a shape will create a waste of smaller
pieces. Such smaller pieces of roughs, whether from mines or from wastage were not
having any importance in market. This changed when few diamond merchants started
buying these rejected roughs. This was a pure gamble. Though, Indian diamond
processors from Surat and Navsari bought these rough, polished them and sold them
at much higher rate than that of rough. Pathak notes that roughs which were worth a
dollar-a-carat got converted into 80-100 dollars a carat.9 This was an innovation that
created entirely a new market for smaller diamonds while also utilizing the waste;
perhaps the richest example of best out of waste. This industry has had its share of
crest and trough since the rule of British era. Till independence in 1947, there were no
8
9
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restrictions on diamond imports. Rough diamonds sent to India were small in size and
very hard to cut. Artisans of other countries could not handle these roughs and
therefore were uneconomical for them. Yet, Indian artisans managed cutting and
polishing them and this virtue created international market for small and polished
diamonds. Diamond Trade and Industry in India, a study by Pathak informs that the
first modern Indian diamond cutting factory was established in Mumbai (then
Bombay) by pioneering entrepreneurs like H. B. Shah, Mohanlal Raichand and Sons
and H. H. Jhaveri.10 Pathak in his study further notes about the change after
independence when diamond imports were curbed. Therefore diamond trading had
temporarily vanished from India because rough stones were not locally available and
importing them was not possible. This continued till 1953, when quota licenses were
issued and others started entering this business. The quota of imports permitted was
miniscule as compared to total exports value, 1.5 per cent of the value of exports in
1950. This had triggered smuggling of rough diamonds. Few diamontaires also
believe that initial diamond market was boosted by jewelries unloaded in Indian
markets by Indian princes; like Nizam of Hyderabad, Prince of Jamnagar and Ruler of
Darbhanga.11 Initial exports boosted from 1952-53 onwards because roughs were
imports against exports of indigenous collections. Though, Import Replenishment
Scheme of 1957-58 was real shot in arm. Under this scheme permissible imports were
raised to whooping 70 per cent of total exports, however this percentage were lowered
in 1970 and were altered again with changes in other policies.

In 1940s there were hardly 25 to 30 diamond cutting units in the whole country,
Pathak adds that they employed about 200-300 artisans. Indicating the recent
statistics, a report by India Brand Equity Foundation states that the Gems and
Jewellery sector employs over 4.64 million workers. It further asserts its significant
role in the Indian economy, contributing around 7 per cent of the country’s GDP and
15 per cent to India’s total merchandise exports. Its imports increased at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.84 per cent from US$ 11.63 billion in FY2004-05 to
US$ 28.78 billion in FY2016-17.12

10
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Availability of informal Labour and Establishing Surat as Major Diamond Hub
Another major factor for upsurge of diamond industry in India has been the
availability of labour. Industry had initially faced labour shortage when mining
operation began and demand for rough diamond was increasing. To meet this demand
more workforce was required for mining. The present diamond trade started in
eighteenth century and Africa has been legend in this sector since its inception. There
used to be an era of individual ownership of mine owners on Kimberley mines. There
were near about 1600 owners at one time and demand for labour kept rising with rise
of production. Kannani, in his study on diamond labours, observes that individual
ownership era was hit hard when joint ventures entered this sector. Joint venture was
required also because of scarcity of labour and high wage-rate. De Beers had taken his
own ownership up to 1888.13Another phase of labour shortage surfaced when small
diamonds became popular. On one side demands escalated globally for small
diamonds and there was not enough workforce to processes the supply in accordance
with ever rising demands. Pathak notes that continuous growth in demand combined
with scarcity of labour in foreign markets provided perhaps the most powerful push to
the development and spread of the industry in India. India again had some traditions
in the diamond industry. Learning the job of cutting and polishing was hence not
difficult and she had abundant supply of labour. It was combination of these
circumstances which initially provided the impetus for the industry.14Most
diamantaires claim the trustworthiness as a noble virtue of diamond trade in India. We
met several of leading persons of this industry and they have confirmed this. They are
not entirely wrong because their claim revolves around the person-to-person
interactions and exchanges, may it be diamonds or cash. Details of diamond or cash
exchanged are scribbled on a piece of paper, which is honored in times to come. This
is likely to be true because cases of defaulters in such transactions have not surfaced
profoundly.

During our long interview with Govindbhai Dholkia, he told us that
“when Kuldeep Sharma was a commissioner of police of the Surat city, he
told me that during my three years of tenure as police commissioner in this
13
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city I have not come across a single case of diamond theft by diamond
worker. This entire business is working on trust and we are proud for this.”

Strengthening of diamond industry has attracted many more entrepreneurs to join the
trade. This led to formation of varieties of associations, government-sponsored as well
as private, based on requirements from time to time.

Mumbai Diamond Merchant’s Association
Mumbai Diamond Merchants’ Association (MDMA) was established in 1906, is the
oldest diamond trade organisation. It is formed by diamond fraternity and is dedicated
for diamond traders. Since inception the Association has been providing numbers of
facilities-n-support to diamantaires members. In 1978 diamond industry was in need
of rough diamonds that were becoming scarce. Association could convince Union
Government for setting up of Hindustan Diamond Corporation with the mandate to
make rough diamonds available to even a small diamantaires.

Gem and Jewellery Export Promotion Council
The Gem & Jewellery Export Promotion Council (GJEPC) was set up by the Ministry
of Commerce, Government of India (GoI) in 1966. It was one of several Export
Promotion Councils (EPCs) launched by the Indian Government, to boost the
country’s export thrust, when India’s post-Independence economy began making
forays in the international markets. Since 1998, the GJEPC has been granted
autonomous status. The GJEPC, in its websites, claims to be an apex body of the
gems & jewellery industry and represents almost 6,000 exporters in the sector. With
headquarters in Mumbai, the GJEPC has Regional Offices in New Delhi, Kolkata,
Chennai, Surat and Jaipur, all of which are major centres for the industry.

Indian Diamond Institute
Diamond export in 1965-66 was Rs.474.95 lacs and it soared to Rs.1106.65 lacs in
1966-67. Diamond cutting and polishing units needed more artisans to meet the
escalating demands. In 1970-71, GJEPC submitted a detailed scheme to GoI for
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setting up a training school for artisans at Surat and Navsari.15 GoI approved the
scheme and Indian Diamond Institute (IDI) took shape in Surat. It claims in its
website as most coveted institute in the field of diamonds, gems & jewellery in India
is a state-of-art school of learning, everything within the campus, under one roof.

Diamond Exporters’ Association Limited
Diamontaires involved in exports of diamonds established Diamond Exporters’
Association Limited (DEAL) in 1973 with their headquarters in Mumbai.

Hindustan Diamond Company Private Limited
Hindustan Diamond Company Private Limited (HDCPL) is a Joint Venture Enterprise
between the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India and De Beers
Centenary Mauritius Limited, a De Beers group company, with each shareholder
holding an equal stake in the Company. HDCPL was incorporated in the year 1978. It
is a premier trading agency of rough diamonds in India, with a mandate to cater to the
vast demand of the Indian diamond industry, with particular emphasis on that segment
of this industry which does not have access to the international markets for sourcing
its raw materials. HDCPL is currently a Public Authority.

Bharat Diamond Bourse
Established in 2010 at Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bharat Diamond Bourse (BDB) has
emerged as sophisticated diamond center. It aims for promotion and export of
diamonds from India. It provides the infrastructure and other facilities in India for
Indian and overseas buyers and sellers. It has over 4,000 members engaged in import
and export, manufacturing and marketing of rough and polished diamonds, BDB has
created a business framework to conduct their transactions in maximum convenience
and security.
Diamond processing units within Gujarat are located in districts of Ahmedabad,
Bhavnagar, Mehsana, Palanpur and Surat. Surat already housed diamond
manufactures and was attracting international buyers from around 80 countries.
Though, it was yet to make its presence felt as emerging leader in diamond world.
15
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Under era of British rule many Indian youths were migrating to foreign countries like
Fiji and Africa in search of livelihood. Among them were two Surtis, Shri Gandabhai
Kuberdas Mavjiwala and his brother Shri Rangiladas, going to Africa. As early as in
1900, they returned back to India and started a small diamond processing unit of
cutting and polishing.16 Shri Sevantilal Shah, pioneer among Surat diamontaire,
details out their strategy by adding that they used very crude processing methods
when we compare it with today’s technology. He also observes their approach of
keeping the skills within family and not letting others learn the business. Myanmar
(then Burma) used to house several south Gujarat-based diamond processing workers
till first half of nineteenth century. Myanmar was under British rule, just like in India
and there was civil turmoil when they gained independence in 1948. These workers
choose to leave from there and settle in Surat and Navsari, being their hometown.
Palanpuri Jains were already trading in diamonds in these cities. When they came in
contact with these artisans, they were encouraged to engage in diamond processing
also. This led to formal establishing of diamond processing units at Surat. Though,
Mumbai had been financial capital of India and had rightly claimed larger chunk of
upcoming diamond trading and polishing units. However, the industry did not flourish
much because, according to Indian Mirror17 magazine, Mumbai was diamond trading
center but due to problematic trade union politics, the polishers moved to Surat.
Second half of twentieth century witnessed boost in diamond sector in Surat. In the
mid-1950s the city had slightly more than 100 ateliers employing barely 500 workers.
By the end of the 1960s these had already increased to 1000 cutting and polishing
establishments with 20,000 workers. In 1978-9, there were almost 5,000 workplaces
with a registered workforce of 41,000. In 1982, it was estimated that there were over
9,000 units with workers totaling to 57,500. Research based on sample survey has
shown that government registration leaves a great deal to be desired. There are more
diamond cutting firms in Surat than is officially known. The number of workers is
also much higher than the stated average of six or seven per unit. Taking this factors
into account, is it estimated that there was a total of around 90,000 workers in the
industry at the beginning of the 1990’s, a number which makes it clear why Surat is
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called Diamond City of India.18 Jains from Palanpur in north Gujarat, better known as
Palanpuri Jains, were handling diamond trade before of Surat till 1950s. They
supplied diamonds to the riches of India and also to international buyer’s visiting
Surat. Artisans in diamond processing migrating from Rangoon to south Gujarat in
1950’sopened doors for diamond manufacturing as well. Palanpuri Jains utilized their
skills for instituting manufacturing units in Surat and Navsari. Diamond processing
units started emerging as new ventures.
Leading diamantaire of Surat is a Palanpuri Jain Shri Sevantilal P Shah of Venus
Jewel recounts the past when he joined this sector in 1965. Despite being from
economically sound family and a bright student of secondary school in Mumbai, he
joined his elder brother who was already in diamond sector of Surat. Diamond sector
was not trending at that time, only few people from Jain community own processing
units. They produced cut and polished diamonds, which were already in demand but
increasing their production required more workforce of diamond cutters and polishers.
However, such skill was not readily available. Jains were diamond processing unit
owners and traders and did not encourage their community members to turn into unit
workers. Sevantibhai has seen industry’s upsurge from businessman viewpoint. He
has been a reformist in personal life and a man with absolute conviction. He recalls
inviting relatives’ annoyance when he disallowed visitors when his wife was
hospitalized and also when he was hospitalized. He argued against social norm of
visiting hospitalized relatives and making hospital environment unhygienic. Such
conviction in Sevantibhai, a leading diamantaire since beginning, has helped diamond
industry with his ventures for varieties of reforms.
Stages in Diamond Processing
An uneven stone called rough diamond or just ‘rough’ is the raw material for this
industry. This stone has been unearthed from the mine and reaches the unit while
passing through several dealers. Skilled person uses the expertise to carve one or more
than one diamond from this rough, based on its length, breadth and roundness. Each
rough passes through several stages to reach the market as polished diamond.19Small
diamond processing units do not have in-house facilities for all processing stages.
18
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However, large units have these processes, but their department names and certain
process types vary from each other. We have simplified process details with focus on
non-diamond persons.
Scanning for Better Insight and Detecting Inclusions
A rough is scanned in a machine that gives its transparent image in three dimensional
modes. This helps view inside of the stone for any inclusion, which is
disadvantageous. It also helps in envisaging how to cut it for acquiring best possible
value. The process is popularly known as Sarin Technology or Helium Technology.
Marking Outlines for Cutting Rough
Artisans of Marking Department view rough on screen from every angle. They come
up with initial plan on what will happen next to this rough stone. Next major steps
involve cutting into pieces, giving specific shape to each piece and finally giving
facets to the shaped piece. In most cases, the rough stone is cut into either 3 or 4
different pieces. Numbers of pieces are decided based on various aspects. In rare
cases a rough stone remain in single piece or cut in two pieces. The rough marked for
cutting, for example in 4 pieces, will now be sent to Laser Department.

Splitting into Two with Laser Beams
This process is also recognized as cleaving. Laser Department first cuts the rough into
two pieces. The stone is firmly fixed on a platform by sticking, centering and setting
with full precision. Slightest wobbling results in cutting error and therefore
devaluation of diamond. Laser beam is then passed with help of computerized system
and cutting process can be seen on a monitor. When two pieces are ready, they are
given acid bath to wipe off dust. Acid bath is immersing the rough stone in acid and
heating it. Process generally uses a mixture of 1 part nitric and 2 parts sulfuric acids in
a small beaker over heat.20 This will clean the diamonds thoroughly. Such acid bath
helps remove any particles sticking to the pieces. Before further cutting them in four
pieces, it is wiser to reassure original marking.
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Back to Marking for Reassessment
The two pieces resulted return to Marking Department. Here, initial plan is
reconsidered after closely viewing both pieces. They have two options on how to
process further. Option-1 would suggest that initial plan is appropriate and to proceed
without any alterations; and cut it further to make 4 pieces as outlined initially.
However, seeing two pieces independently might show them something that was not
visible in single piece stone. This would lead to option-2; mark both pieces again in a
way that gives best value of polished diamond. Thus, both pieces are taken to laser for
cutting them into pre-designated pieces, i.e. 4 pieces as per our example.
Laser Beam Further Cutting it into Chosen Pieces
Two pieces of the stone would be individually subjected to cutting in laser chamber.
Each piece is centered and tightly affixed carefully in the chamber to avoid wobbling
and laser-cut with computerized system. Now we have desired number of pieces.
These are given acid bath for removing dust and then forwarded to Laser Bruiting
Department.
Converting into Desired Shape
A polished diamond can be of varied shapes; Oval, Pear, Round, Heart, Marquise,
Emerald and so on. Laser Bruting Department has a system that moves laser beam on
all sides of rough stone. Thus, as in earlier cutting exercises, a rough piece is centered
and affixed firmly in the laser chamber. A laser beam starts moving in all directions in
the chamber in accordance with computarised programming. When the cutting
process ends, we get a desired shape of rough stone. After regular acid bath, it is sent
to Blocking or Polishing Department.
Carving Facets with Polishing Wheel
A shaped rough piece is fixed on a rotating arm. Artisan uses the arm to place
particular side of rough on a motorized polishing wheel (ghanti). He continues the
process with different sides for carving each facet. Upon completion, the piece
undergoes acid bath and a polished diamond is ready. Readied diamonds undergo
quality check in Grading Department
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In-house Grading
Polished diamonds readied are closely inspected and graded as per market norms.
Certification of Higher Graded Diamonds
Independent laboratories evaluate diamonds and provide certificates to verify their
grading. Some laboratories are strict and consistent. Gemological Institute of America
(GIA) tops the list of quality grading. Its certification is recognized and valued
worldwide. Though, they charge for testing and certifying each piece and therefore it
may not be cost-effective to get all diamonds certified. Getting their certification for
high valued diamonds is economically viable because prospective buyers for higher
valued diamonds are in favour of such certificates. Other diamonds can be sent
directly to market.
Better Skills Reap Higher Returns
Market cost of a particular rough is arrived at by projecting estimate of its finished
product. This leaves very marginal profit margin for the processing unit. However, it
is the skill of the persons involved at each stage to produce better quality finished
product that can fetch higher price than originally estimated. Thus, diamond sector
extends high returns to people with superior skills regardless of their academic
background.
Having explained the growth and processes of diamond industry in India and Gujarat
the next chapter will deal with in what circumstances Saurashtrian Patidars migrated
to Surat and developed the diamond business in Surat.
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CHAPTER – 3
COMING OF SAURASHTRIAN PATELS TO SURAT
The term Patel and Patidar are considered synonym, but it is not the case. Patidar term
indicates landowner and is mainly used for Patels from Kheda and Anand regions.
Saurashtrian Patels are known mainly as Patels or sometimes addressed as Kanbi
Patels.21 Kanbi Patels of Saurashtrian had been primarily rural dwellers and in lower
economic strata. They had been agriculturists and cultivating land for generations. Till
1950’s they have been share croppers or agriculture labourers working for Rajputs or
Darbars, a dominant caste in that region. As a normal practice here, landowners, in
this case Darbars would be relaxing at home and passing the orders while agriculture
labours, mainly Patels would be taking these orders. Livelihood of Patels depended on
Darbars who looked down upon them and treated them below par. Miranda
Engelshoven quotes an interviewee, “Patels had to do the work for Darbars. They had
to work on their land. We had to salute them. If a Darbar came and we were sitting on
the bed, we had to sit on the floor and the Darbar on bed.”22 During our fieldwork we
met Shri NanubhaiVanani, a Patel having roots in Saurashtrian and a former MLA
from Surat confirmed this as reality. He extended couple of his books and one of them
mentions the few ground realities Patels faced in Saurashtrian23. It is regrettable that
some of these practices are prevalent even in present times.

If we recount human, social and psychological exploitations of Kathiawad’s princely
and societal rulers; women cannot travel in bullock-cart or use footwear within village
periphery, they should turn faces away and stand still if any person of ruling class is
seen on the road; citizens cannot occupy a cot in presence of ruling classes; they
should remain mute when rulers unleash their cattle in their farm with standing crop;
farmers should cut grass from their farm and give it for rulers’ cattle; farmers should
abandon tilling their farm and first till rulers’ farms; elderly citizen should approach
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the children of rulers with full respect whereas these children would address them
derogatively. Rulers tried to forcibly snatch-away land that they lost under land
ceiling act; to instill fear during election times so that rulers can continue to rule.
Numerous villages of Saurashtrian have not witnessed iota of democracy even after
seventy five years of Independence. In such villages, sarpanchs are chosen because of
scare of only one person.

Inviting wrath of bosses had become part of their life, but it changed in 1950s. Their
lives took unprecedented turn in decade of 1950s when Land Reform Act came in.
The act facilitated them to own the land that once belonged to Darbars who were
rendered landless. However, appalling behavior by Darbar also dipped further and
enmity intensified because they considered Patels as responsible for grabbing their
land. Thus, economic status of Saurashtrian Patels changed marginally as they were
no longer sharecroppers or casual labours but had become landowners. Yet,
dominance and harassment by Darbars had continued and dignified life still eluded
them.

Destination Surat
Independence in 1947 changed many dynamics in India and this brought changes in
psyche of the rural population in Saurashtrian, too. Common people, including Patels,
started objecting to treatment they were getting. Rulers were in no mood to relent and
they resorted to inhuman violence to curb the resistance. State of unruly atmosphere
engulfed Saurashtrian when several confronted exploitations by ruling class. Among
them, many citizens choose to migrate to other regions to escape the wrath. Vanani
also notes that in wake of scanty livelihood options, anti-social and unruly village
atmosphere Saurashtrian chose to Surat for security and better livelihood.24During our
fieldwork many respondents empathetically informed us that apart from harassment
by Darbars the Saurashtrian region was dry and there were series of drought occurred
continuously hence the productivity in the agriculture is very low. This led many
villagers to migrate to Surat in search of livelihood. Besides this several of them
voluntarily chose to migrate when diamond industry was absorbing new entrants;
such migrants had not faced unruly behavior of ruling classes or they were not so
24
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poor. Their interest was to earn more or ‘try out their luck’ in diamonds or settle in
urban environment or all of them.

Diamond industries beyond trading had started showing up in Surat by end of 1950s.
Palanpuri Jains were handling diamond industry till onset of 1960, when Saurashtrian
started pouring in Surat and established their stakes in diamonds too. Diamond
processing has been a laborious task and, in those times, it required sitting on floor for
long hours. It was difficult for Jains to process diamonds by themselves and so they
hired help for tackling labourious tasks. This opened jobs for those who were ready to
toil. Besides local workers, people from other regions started reaching Surat and
major inbound thrust was from Saurashtrian, when many Kanbi Patels viewed this as
an opportunity to escape harassment of Darbars. Other than that, venturing in
diamonds turned out to be a job with less hardship and far better remunerations when
compared with agriculture work. Whereas, local Surti labour were averse to such hard
work. This was added factor for Saurashtrian who were absorbed as diamond workers
without much difficulty. Also, academic education is not a pre-condition for diamond
processing and any new entrant, educated or not, required training on how to cut and
polish diamonds with available tools, which were non-mechanised in those days.
Initial batch of migrants, in mid-sixties, had two options for receiving training at any
diamond processing unit. One option was to pay Rs.700 as monthly fee for four
months long training. Other option was for people not able to afford fees. They had to
promise one year binding with unit owner and it will include four months training,
followed by six months working for the owner.

Shri Babubhai Gujarati completed primary education and arrived at Surat without any
money in 1966 and started training at Shri Manjibhai Italiya. He did not have to pay
training fees and instead he worked as office as well as domestic assistant, which
included running errands and washing utensils and clothes during off hours. He
received fifty paisa on every Sunday. Another Saurashtrian Patel knew him through a
relative and therefore made him Partner in his unit. In 1971 he established his own
unit, B. Mahesh, which is managed by his two sons. He is now a president of Surat
Diamond Association (SDA). Industry owners were inclined to appoint Saurashtrian
because as agriculture labourers back in Saurashtrian, Patels were capable of hard
labour for long hours. Moreover, local labours were not so enthused to join this new
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upcoming industry, because of its long working hours and difficult working condition.
This boosted recruitment opportunities for migrants and Patels were in majority
among them.

Perform or Perish
Patels in Saurashtrian were either peasants with some land holdings or were casual
labourers mainly in agriculture. Drought-prone Saurashtrian had not offered them
much vis-à-vis their counterparts in agriculture-rich south Gujarat. Darbars bashing
was like an added adversity in their rural life. In other words, history of rural
Saurashtrian had not been too kind to Patels. Working in diamond processing units
became blessing in disguise; education not essential, work involved sitting in a room
whole day instead of toiling in sun for farming, very high financial returns when
compared with agriculture income, living in urban setup and that too just few hours
away from nation’s economic capital Mumbai. As the time progressed they learnt
nitty-gritty of establishing diamond processing units. Investment required for setting
up such unit required workspace and few thousands worth machineries. It was not
difficult for several Patels to arrange for the amount and thus, they started venturing
into owning diamond processing units. It was certainly a risk and failure would
deescalate a person to a worker. However, as Nanubhai puts it, Saurashtrian of Surat
had nothing to lose, but their poverty. Their decision to start own units had come after
intense self-deliberation on issues like inability to send money back home for a while
and what if the venture misfires.25Needless to say that Jains encouraged and guided
them in starting their own business; first in processing and then in trading of
diamonds. Handholding and guidance helped new entrants establish and flourish, but
that was not the case for every Patels who ventured into diamond business.

This was a new emerging trade that boomed in 1970’s onwards and was setting its
own norm. Most unique of them all was trust in trading roughs or polished diamonds.
Not all new entrants could keep pace with honesty required in handling and trading of
these tiny pieces. For several of them certain manipulations was fine enough if that
reaped rich returns; like promising certain numbers of higher quality pieces and
actually supplying lesser quantity or lower quality. People with such dishonest
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practices could not flourish in diamond industry. In mid-seventies, diamond handling
started flourishing in Mumbai. Rich diamantaires started hiring artisans and acquired
offices in south Mumbai for assorting work. Young entrepreneurs, unable to afford
offices, started retail trading by just standing on a designated crossroads, which was
nearby Zaveri Bazar of Mumbai. At this junction, group of youths gathered mainly in
evenings. They roam around with small neatly folded paper-packets containing
diamond pieces, roughs or polished. Trust was driving force for these youths. A buyer
might purchase a packet of diamond on the very spot; or is permitted to keep with him
for couple of days. He would either pay the agreed price or return the pack to seller.
Artisans working at offices were also trying their hands at diamond trading and with
full knowledge of their bosses. However, it also became known that few employees
indulged in practices of extracting good quality diamonds at workplace and replaced
them with lower quality ones that they acquire at trading junctions. Though, people
with such practices did not last long in their jobs. Several diamantaires in Surat closed
shutters and changed occupation owing to Great Recession in 2008. Great Recession,
economic recession that was precipitated in the United States by the financial crisis of
2007–08 and quickly spread to other countries. Beginning in late 2007 and lasting
until mid-2009, it was the longest and deepest economic downturn in many countries,
including the United States, since the Great Depression (1929–c. 1939).26 Many
diamond processing units closed down during this phase and some of them never
returned to this sector. Though, people with professional approach continued during
the recession and after that. Ability to remain honest with dealings, imbibing business
acumen along with dynamism to accept new technology became significant for
success in diamond sector. People unable to stick to these norms went out of business
or remained at average business level; and those understanding and adhering to this
significance could emerge as successful diamantaires of Surat.

There were no diamond artisan among Jains and therefore they needed to enroll
novices and train them as diamond artisans. Diamond industry was not so known, but
many youths new to the city were eager to settle here and therefore prepared to take
up the training, if it pays. Thus, Jains started training new entrants with a promise of
post-training jobs. This opened a newer occupation avenue for youth, regardless of
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their academic, social or economic background. Several Saurashtrian Patels had kept
coming to Surat well before 1960, but nobody joined diamond sector. Shri
Lakhmanbhai Kakadia from Vallabhipur of Amreli district in Saurashtrian was the
first and only one Saurashtrian Patel arriving in Surat to join diamond sector before
1960. Many others came after that in look out for work and kept joining different
industries. Heavy demand of diamond sector after 1960 attracted numerous adolescent
boys from Saurashtrian.27 1960-65 was phase for major migration. Breman and Das
observe that persistent drought from 1966-8 drove thousands of young Kanbi Patels,
belonging to the locally dominant peasant caste, and of the villages around Bhavnagar
in Saurashtrian to the diamond ateliers in south Gujarat at the opposite end of Gulf of
Cambay. The school going boys abandoned their studies and came to Surat and
Navsari in search of jobs in this field. These youths were apprenticed for three years
on very meager wages – only the cost of their food was met by their employers.28
Patels initiated their career in diamond processing as workers in Jain-owned units.
Many such workers had skills for growing in this sector. Whereas it was not too
difficult to own unit for processing diamonds, but that would only fetch small income
enough for survival. Affluent profit was possible only by trading in diamonds
internationally. Though, it required skills and contacts to do that. Palanpuri Jains did
not confined their skills within family or caste-fellows, but started identifying smart
boys mostly from Patel community from their squad and taught them nitty-gritty of
business. Thus, several skilled persons in diamond processing started venturing into
starting their own independent manufacturing units. Not all of them succeeded.
Successful units required more than existing raw materials supplies, more people to
handle their work and also more buyers for selling their final product. In-migration
continued and one person settling here would fetch more from his relatives and
friends back home while helping them to find work and settle here. Major masses
joining diamond sector were from Surat, north Gujarat, Saurashtrian of within Gujarat
and also from other states like Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. Thus,
people from more than 7000 villages of various states came and settled in Surat to try
their hands in diamonds. As the time tickled, Surat became destination for
employment-seekers. They were primarily addressed as workers in diamond industry
27
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or diamond-cutters; a term symbolizing them as working class that is lower in the
hierarchy of employee ladder. Spiritual guru Pandurang Athawale sanctified the
terminology by addressing them as Ratnakalakar, an artist handling jewels. Many of
adolescent boys and youth migrating from Saurashtrian to Surat in look out of
livelihood had settled themselves as diamond artisans by end of 1960s. Time had
come for exploring path for upward mobility. It needed renting a place, owning a
ghanti and four artisans for each ghanti. It was cost-effective to operate with full
capacity of four persons per one ghanti. Those were the days when roughs were
available very easily and traders were happy to deliver at units’ doorsteps. So, owning
a diamond processing unit was not very difficult for someone who can arrange for a
little investment in ghanti and few months of house-rent till income starts. Persons
with entrepreneurship outlook started looking for finances either from home or from
other dependable sources. Nanubhai was one such person from Saurashtrian and
establishing himself as diamantaire and thereafter also engaging in politics. He is
upfront while detailing Saurashtrian Patels’ upward mobility that undoubtedly
included hard labour, strong determination and immense courage; while they also
utilized unfair means that helped boost their business. Unit owners juggled with the
lot and extracted additional weight and quality diamonds before handing over the lot
to the traders. They sold wrongly extracted polished diamond in market and gained
extra income, a result of unfair practices.

Starting of Patels’ diamond processing unit began with a small step. When they
decided to start a unit, they first consulted their colleague if they would choose to
work for him. Upon receiving positive response, the venture began with a unit of one
ghanti. It will surprise many to learn that diamonds exchanged hands on piece-basis
and not according to their weight. It was easy to access rough diamonds as well.
Traders used to come and handover one lot of rough diamonds to units. These units
would process and turn them into a polished diamond. Readied polished diamonds are
handed over to same trader, who will offer another lot of rough diamonds.
Remuneration from trader minus operation cost including artisans’ wages would be
profits. Their perspicacity enlightened them on their product being better graded in
terms of weight and quality. So, they can earn more profits if they retain additional
weight and quality of diamonds. This was dishonest means, but they strode that way.
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They started earning additional income by selling diamonds extracted from traders’
lot.29

Traders were now receiving polished diamonds that were lesser in weight and lower
in quality as compared to roughs they gave to processing units. Despite this fact,
traders continued to give more and more roughs for getting them polished. This
surprised unit owners. It also affirmed them of their diamond making skills. It was
like a history in making when diamond polishing unit owners started selling polished
diamond extracted from traders’ lot. They started learning fundamentals of diamond
trading and linkages between rough and polished diamond markets. Till this point
their earning was on piece-rate basis that depended on the traders who were middlepersons between them and the markets. Now they had acquired access to both markets
and therefore were able to procure roughs from its market, process them to make
polished diamonds and then directly sell it in polished-diamond market. Thus, they
earned profits from processing unit as well as from diamond trading. This set their
point of departure for being successful diamantaires and Surat was all set to lead in
diamond processing. Surat is the largest diamond processing center, reports
Gemological Institute of America (GIA) in 2014, with around 10,000 diamond units
located in and around the city. Surat accounts for more than 50 per cent of Gujarat’s
total exports of processed diamonds from India. Reputed globally for its high
standards and constant technological innovation, Surat is estimated to process 9 out of
every 10 diamonds in the world. Diamond processing units were covered under Shops
and Establishment Act. In 1990’s after ruling by Gujarat High Court it changed and
now it is under Factory Act. Types of these units range from organized factory system
to tiny cottage-based artisan job-shops. They can be best understood as ‘small
enterprises’ combining typical manufacturing-cum-processing to trading operations.30
This has been the major facet of this industry. We met various stakeholders from
some of the leading diamantaires of Surat to activists engaged in workers’ welfare and
each of them opine that education is not necessitated for either working in diamond
unit or owning it. It mainly depends on the skills to know diamond, its proper
processing and insight for trading.
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In earlier times, machines were not available for diamond cutting, which was limited
to manufacture of round shape diamonds. People sat on wooden benches and used
their hands for cutting a diamond. Former president of SDA Shri C. P. Vanani talks of
the era when artisans used hammer and chisel for shaping a diamond. However, this
changed over a period of time when motorized machines came in and they were again
replaced by digitized processing with laser rays. Though, the transition took ample
time and persuasion for every change.
Unit owned by Sevantbhai in mid-sixties housed ghantis (polishing-wheels)
that were operated by squatting on the floor. He was not happy with that
arrangement because health hazard. He came up with new arrangement of
polishing-wheels having table-chair arrangement. This was out rightly
unacceptable to his employees. Sevantibhai was adamant to give it a try. He
was aware that there were many applicants eager to join his unit. So, he
announced vacancy for batch of employees. The announcement had a catch:
recruited persons should be prepared to work on table-chair ghantis.
Enthusiasm for employment in his unit made them accept the terms and idea
was instant hit. Very soon the senior employees requested for similar
arrangement.

Likewise, Sevantibhai was also unhappy about diamond worker termed as hira-ghasu
in a derogatory sense. This led him to change working environment. It was said that
earning profits is not possible in diamond sector without indulging in malpractices.
He showed path of earning profit with honest means. Sevantibhai initiated one reform
after another and now, in 2019 he proudly claims that he has pioneered all reforms
witnessed in diamond sector of Surat. He has been a trendsetter in diamond industry
of Surat.

Varachha Emerging as Diamond Unit Hub
There were four diamond processing units in Surat till 1960. The numbers started
increasing after that and according to a study in around mid-eighties; a total of 369
units were in place at 15 various locations. Location-wise unit numbers based on
government records and physical visits; indicated 88 diamond units in Varachha,
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second highest was as low as 53 in Mahidharpura and 48 in Saiyadpura.31 Thus,
Varachha had started emerging as a center for diamond processing units with 23.9 per
cent of the total units in Surat. Later half of 60’s had witnessed emergence of diamond
processing units being set up at residential locations. By early 70’s, these locations
had reached saturation point and could not absorb more units. Concurrently, several
diamond unit owners were richer and were in look out of locations. Same was the case
for new entrants who wished to establish a unit. All eyes were set on Varachha, where
no diamond unit existed till 1972. This gave rise to Varachha as another major
concentration of diamond unit in later part of 1970’s; and is known as miniSaurashtrian because of many diamond processing units from Saurashtrian established
there. Surat administration was probably unprepared for the large-influx in a short
time span during 1970’s and 80’s. Textile industry had already started footing itself in
the city and diamond was the new trend of the city. Small and large diamond units
started emerging in parts of Surat that paused challenges to administration for keeping
pace with power supply that was required for these industries and instances of power
failures increased till proper structures were put in place. There were also challenges
in meeting demands of other needs including water and sanitation. Majority of people
coming to Surat diamond industry were Patels from Saurashtrian. They started
residing inside the diamond unit where they worked; or group of them rented a house
nearby their workplace. However, diamond processing units had started functioning in
residential area as well, because it did not require large place and with marginal
renovation, the house was converted into processing unit and house-owners were paid
a rent that they demanded, without any bargains. This led to tremendous congestion
and density of population increased and disturbed the social equilibrium of the
locality. Problems had intensified also because local residents and migrants hailed
from different culture and lifestyles. Pathak observes in his research that it advanced
as a major threat to the cultural life of the people as argued by residents of Surat in
localities like Gopipura, Saiyadpura and Mahidharpura.32 He has also noted that their
lavish habits increased cost of living in Surat. The diamond migrant workers were
mainly young boys having agriculture background. The diamond work fetched them
very high returns when compared with their income in agriculture work at hometown.
31
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Thus, they became prone to lavish spending that led to escalation of living cost in
Surat.

This was also somewhat cursorily noticed at Mumbai in a different manner. We recall
the times when Hindi feature film Sholay was released in 1975, it was blockbuster
film pioneering in stereophonic sound effects. Minerava Talkies near Mumbai Central
railway station was only cinema hall fully supporting such effects. People stood in
long queues to get ticket for experiencing the effect, but all shows ran with full house.
Surat Diamond workers made it a point to travel to Mumbai, around 4 hours train
journey, and acquire ticket in black market from touts around Minerava Talkies. They
would watch the movie in afternoon and return back to Surat on same day. A normal
black market cost is double or a bit more than double the actual ticket cost, but
diamond workers were ready to shell out up to 10 times the actual cost. This had
overshot cost of Rs.2.50 to Rs.3.00 per ticket to more than Rs.25-30 for one ticket.
Total amount spent to see a movie would be much more, when travel cost is added to
it. This was clearly unaffordable and indigestible venture for any local persons. News
and articles appeared debating this and one of the arguments offered in their favour
was that they toil for entire week from early morning till late night and monetary
returns are quite higher, but they have no entertainment during normal working days.
Therefore, at times such extravagant expenditure for trivial entertainment is
explicable. Looking from migrant viewpoint, life was not so extravagant for initial
batch. Diamond processing units were mainly home-based sector with very poor
working condition. In a small room with no ventilation, lit with neon tubes but
without fresh air, ten or more young men sit cross-legged and close together on the
floor around ghantis, work benches, closely watched by the owner from his airconditioned cubicle. A towel hanging around the worker’s neck is used to dry hands
and face of the sweat that runs profusely, particularly in the summer heat. The boss
does not allow any fresh air into the atelier out of fear that his workers might rob him
of diamonds by throwing some of the valuable stones given to them for processing out
of the window or use any other opening to the outside world for that purpose. It is in
these degrading circumstances that the dazzling jewels are produced.33
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In several such instances these group of persons working on machine in a room would
also sleep in same room. Heat and bugs was their daily routine, recalls Shri
Mathurbhai Savani. There was a platform outside the room, but they were not allowed
to sleep there. Mathurbhai continues to narrate their apt to build relations. One such
worker noticed that owner lady is fond of peanuts and every evening she will
purchase nuts from a hawker. Therefore, during his next visit to hometown in
Saurashtrian he brought sack full of peanuts that were cultivated in his farm and did
not cost him anything. He gifted this sack to the owner lady, who permitted him to
sleep on the platform. These youths were barely beyond adolescent and slowly started
earning respectable income. In Saurashtrian, families having a son in diamond unit
were looked upon with honor. Being a worker or artisan notwithstanding, every
person in diamond sector had become honorable villager back home.

Diamantaires Establish an Association
Surat Diamond Association (SDA) is a non-profit organization established in 1988 by
major jewel industry leaders of Surat. Annual report of 2017-18 lists out objectives
that are mainly for benefits of traders and factory owners in diamond and jewelry
sectors. SDA also aims at extending helping hand to society at large in event of any
calamity while serving people and nation for betterment of health and education.
Membership strength of SDA is 4930 that includes 765 companies and 4165
individual members. Its office-bearers are among the leading diamantaires of Surat
and therefore are able to persuade industries’ interest with government departments.
Decision of State government for imposing sales tax in year 2000 was reversed when
entire diamond sector agitated against it. Their claim was that 98 per cent of diamonds
processed are exported and exports have been non-taxable. Similar arguments were
put forward for exemption from Value Added Tax (VAT) in 2006. Goods and Service
Tax (GST) for diamond trading was set at 3 per cent, but SDA could advocate
reducing it to 0.25 per cent. They could also persuade state owned bus services for
vacation travel subsidy of 25 per cent for diamond workers visiting native place
during festivities.

In 1996, Supreme Court had directed government to get strict with industries having
child-labour and diamond sector was named as one of them. A private agency in Surat
had already submitted survey claiming more than 25 per cent workers as child
35

labours, which turned out to be incorrect. The Association could persuade District
Collector for a re-survey and concerned agency had backed out. Shri Ramjibhai
Shamjibhai Italiya, a reformist and former president of SDA, informs that all
diamantaires have agreed on not having elections for office-bearers. Elections are
likely to place incompetent person in the helm. Instead, they have been selecting
mutually agreed diamantaires as office-bearers.

Asserting Importance of Surat
Gems and Jewelry Export Promotion Council at Mumbai had been honoring
individuals and institutes under various categories of industries and banks with
outstanding performances. This annual award functions were always held in Mumbai.
Surat had already emerged world’s largest diamond hub, so eyebrows were raised on
Mumbai being the venue always. The Council rejected the request by terming Surat as
only manufacturing hub and therefore they can institute awards for cleanliness of
factory and best cut diamond. This suggestion did not go well with Suratis, because
Surat houses everything related with diamond sector and in abundance. It is wrong of
Council to term Surat as only manufacturing hub and it turned into a prestige issue.
This led SDA to take a call on it and decide for instituting all awards that Council is
conferring. Having learnt this decision, the Council first tried to downplay it but later
on agreed to conduct the function at Surat from next year.34

Welfare Activities
Welfare initiatives have been part of SDA since its inception. Surat Diamond
Association Girls High School has been functioning since mid-nineties with support
from diamantaire members. Similarly, a 125-bed charitable hospital, Matushree
Shantaba Vidiya Hospital, is established in 2014 in association with Surat Municipal
Corporation. SDA has been actively responded to disasters like plague and floods
faced by Surat city. SDA established insurance facilities after an untoward incident
involving diamond worker deaths. In 2003, a building housing many several diamond
workers had collapsed due to an accident in diamond processing unit inside it. 43
diamond workers had died and news spread across the country. Diamantaires were not
into workers’ insurances at that time and it invited lot of flaks. SDA initiated talks
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with them for insuring workers, but insurance companies were charging exorbitant
premium of Rs.1000 to 1500 per worker. So, being businesspersons, they started own
insurance coverage scheme wherein a worker needs to pay only around two hundred
rupees premium. Upon deaths of insured worker, they gave away Rs.1 lac cheques to
dependents in a large public function, for popularizing the scheme.

Labour Unions Discouraged
SDA officer bearers emphasized that they have always discouraged formation of
workers’ union because any worker has the freedom to approach them to resolve their
grievances. There had been unrest among workers in 2001 demanding wage rise.
Workers had gone on strike and were staging demonstration near police station.
Police contacted diamond workshop owners for speedy resolution for avoiding law
and order problems. Former SDA President Nanubhai Vanani notes in a book that he
did not consider any government personnel becoming intermediary, because any
corrupt officer taking such charge in future might instigate workers for strike and later
push for settlement at cost. It can also be not ruled out that police shall identify a
unruly element as workers’ leader who shall exploit workers as well as owners. Thus,
Nanubhai met leading diamantaires and expressed this concern and everybody agreed.
They devised a plan to hold meeting with batches of workers at SDA office daily and
continue with it till every case is resolved. In case any demands are found proper, they
shall contact the respective owner and help resolve by facilitating their dialogue.
Police was okay with this arrangement and it took seven days of intense dialogues to
resolve all concerns.35

Present president of SDA Babubhai Gujarati had reaffirmed this stance of
discouraging any form of unions among workers in diamond sector and all factories
shall solve problems their workers face. A survey of diamond workers confirms that
unions have not succeeded in enrolling diamond artisans; only 5.5 per cent of its
sample size had enrolled with workers’ unions.36 SDA reassures to be intervening
whenever such need arises. Hirway highlights the claim that there are no employeremployee conflicts in the industry because of this ‘family’ environment. The wage
35
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rates are determined by the Diamond Associations, in consultation with producers and
employers. However, in July 2008, workers in the industry went on strike when the 20
percent increase in the salary, recommended by the SDA was not implemented.
Though the employers accepted the demand, not all of them implemented it.37
Workers also face threat from owners if they engage in union related activities. “Two
of our office-bearers have been fired by their owners for uniting the workers to fight
for their own cause. The company owners threatened them with dire consequences
and asked them to stay away from union bazzi” claims Gujarat Diamond Workers’
Union president Shri Ranmal Jilariya.38

Babubhai estimates Rs.20,000 as average current monthly income of a diamond
worker. In 2007, it was Rs.7,000 and SDA considered it to be on lower side. In a
members’ meeting it was resolved to hike salaries by 20 per cent. SDA also conveyed
to members that workers face challenges due to lack of proper finances and employers
need to help them solve it. He claims that all diamond workers own a two-wheeler
and gone are those days of commuting in bicycle. Even working environments are
workforce-friendly with proper washroom facilities in diamond factories.

Ratnakalakar Vikas Sangh Emerges for Labour
We came across more than one group working for diamond workers. While one of
them is Ratnakalakar Vikas Sangh, whom we could connect with and meet chief
functionary. Although, we found names of two other unions Surat Diamond Workers’
Union and Diamond Worker’s Union Gujarat; but their information did not have any
contact addresses. Their phone numbers were also not reachable. Yet, their support
for diamond workers in distress was very visible in media. They have been
demanding Factory Act implementation with an aim of job security for workers. In
1990-92, Shri Dhirubhai Mangarolia established an association for welfare of
diamond artisans. He had named it as Ratnakalakar Sangh. It later operated under
guidance of Shri Babubhai Jirawala. The association functioned for interest of artisans
and due to lack of much support it closed down in 2008. Shri Jaysukhbhai Gajera,
while narrating the history, said that he restarted it in December-2014 with an altered
37
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name of Ratnakalakar Vikas Sangh (RVS). Office of RVS is a shop in a building in
vicinity of SDA. It has a table and few chairs and cannot accommodate more than five
persons. The shop premises belong to Vishwa Hindu Parishad, who rented them the
place. While RVS do not have membership fee or do not enroll workers as permanent
members and therefore they have no corpus or steady income to meet working
expenses. They take up cases of diamond workers who approach them. RVS would
resolve the case without monetary expectations, but most times workers voluntarily
offer token amount in return of having solved their concerns. They have been
maintaining register for the cases undertaken and results thereof. RVS registered
around 1200 complaints, mainly on remuneration dispute, during 2017-18 and
approximately 90 per cent of them were resolved successfully, about 9 per cent do not
pursue or are their complaints are not resolvable and 1 per cent complainants
withdraw their complaints. RVS is not in favour of violent measures to solve any
concern. If any worker chose to become violent for getting things done, they disown
his actions and withdraw from his case. In 2017, they made a representation to
government to mark diamond unit artisans under category of labour and abolish
professional tax from their income.

The Artisans
People working in diamond processing units are addressed as workers, artisans or
ratnakalakar; as the case maybe. Though, every employee of the unit is not artisan
who process diamonds. There are also staffs looking after counting, computer data
entry and support services including logistics and accounts. However, one does not
need any academic background for being in diamond processing departments and
remuneration offered is based on skills of a person.

Nature and Scale of Remuneration Varies
Remuneration of piece-rate has broadly prevailed in diamond sector. However,
functioning altered with modernizations and mechanizations; nature of payments also
altered with that. Wage rate is determined per piece according to work-category,
diamond-size and quality of cut. Wages for large diamonds are determined in
accordance with their weight. Whereas, fixed salary is given to employees in certain
departments along with those in administration sections. Nature of payment in a
particular department might vary from one unit to other.
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New management system has added bonus and penalty scheme for artisans giving
better output. This scheme has helped assiduous artisans with fair remunerations.39
Monthly remuneration in this sector range from Rs.10,000 to Rs.2,50,000; therefore it
is likely that a literate with not much diamond related skills might earn few thousands
and his counterpart with high skills may earn in lacs. Jaysukhbhai recalls his
interaction with one of the leading diamontaire of Surat who claimed to have 5 to 7
employees at any given time who annually earn Rs.60 lacs. Persons with such
extraordinary skills are rare. Only six to seven leading diamond units would be having
such skilled artisans. Same is the case with working conditions and environment in
diamond processing units. There might be not more than 100 large-scale units that
provide comfortable working environment to employees. Conditions are not so good
in smaller units and are pathetic in units that are very small.

Mending Guidelines
Directive under Factory Act indicates that no adult workers shall be required or
allowed to work in a factory for more than 9 hours in a day and for more than 48
hours in a week. Also, no worker shall work for more than five hours before he has
had an interval for rest of at least half an hour.40 These directives have remained on
paper for most industries and they are able to circumvent the rules. Diamond
processing units are no exceptions. Study in 2014 noted that 61 per cent of workers in
diamond industry worked for daily 10 hours or more.41 No entire workforce handles
diamond, as several employees would also belong to departments not handling
diamonds like admin and other support staffs.

Jan Breman observed this in various industries even during mid-nineties. Like
powerloom, a majority of diamond units (64 per cent) are small, employing less than
ten workers. There is also bhagla system, i.e. division to avoid implementation of
Factory Act. Concealed employment in industry is widespread ‘to economise on
labour cost’, to circumvent the labour law or to avoid giving workforce statutory
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benefits and to keep them submissive.42 Skirting around such laws and apathy of
government machineries towards it is not a new thing for people in India. It has
become more of a norm for employees to either accept with the catch like scanty to no
basic amenities or inappropriate financial returns or longer working hours or no
weekly holidays. It is like take it or leave it basis. Gujarat Diamond Workers Union
reaffirms that diamond unit owners are not following these laws.43 In Surat, we see it
happening in more than one industrial sector including diamond and textile. However,
diamond sector claims to give good financial returns to employees in large units.
Jaysukhbhai is concerned for diamond workers, “An annual import-export turnover of
almost Rs.2 trillion (Rs.2 lac crore) diamond industries has no proper sanitation
facilities for most of its workers. If not curbed now, it will blow beyond control after
five years.” Barring about hundred diamond processing units, all lack basic amenities
in their working places; proper sanitation, ventilation, health and fire safety are hardly
visible for 40 per cent of total workforce engaged in smaller units. Crèche facilities
are not seen anywhere in diamond sector of Surat.

Insecure Jobs
Not all diamantaires have looked upon employees as part of business family. This
became evident during global recession when most units closed down. Very few
processing factories functioned during diamond sector recession of 2008. Most of all
had downed their shutters and lay off their workers. Labour Ministry of Gujarat had
estimated closure of about 70 per cent of units during that period. Labour
Commissioner pressurized them to continue functioning by paying lesser wages, but
they did not heed to it.44 Nanubhai, once a diamantaire himself, is anguished to note
this and observes that they have fallen short in humanitarian duty of standing by their
workers. His agony for workers is understandable, because, as Times of India
reported in impact of recession- It’s a déjà vu for the Rs. 1 lakh crore diamond
industry that witnessed suicide events during the global economic downturn in 200910 when more than 50 jobless diamond workers had ended their lives.
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Similar situation of 2008 recession is looming over diamond industry since 2018.
Newspaper The Times of India reported suicide by eight diamond workers during
September-October 2018. News of diamond workers being fired has been doing
rounds ever since that period. It appears that worst is yet to come, as Colin Shah, vicechairman, Gem & Jewellery Export Promotion Council, predicted in October 201845,
“The diamond trade in Surat could potentially lose one lakh jobs in the next two
quarters due to the increase in duty, lack of ease of doing business and the liquidity
crunch. A lot of diamonds which used to come to India for recutting are now being
shipped to China and Thailand.”

Engendering
We find women employees in few diamond processing units, but get lesser
remuneration than men counterparts. Shri Dinesh Navadiya, regional chairman of
GJEPC argued, “The difference in salaries is because women are not into polishing,
which requires special skills. The polishers get paid for work done. Women prefer to
work in office jobs.”46In Mumbai, about 28 to 30 per cent of the total workforce is
female and the majority is aged 15 to 40 years, while in diamond factories in Southern
India, female’s account for a much higher percentage of the workforce. There is a
clear gender-based division of labor, as the more highly skilled jobs are allotted to
men, while the lower skilled jobs are allotted to young women.47 A study in 2015
reaffirms that women get lesser remuneration because they are not into diamond
polishing. The study with identical sample size of women and of men reveals
Rs.11,883 as women’s average monthly income and men receive almost double of
that with Rs.23,340. However, the study did not find any woman artisan in polishing
department.48 It should also be noted that women are relatively very new in this sector
whereas men have been part of this sector since its emergence in middle of last
century.
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Journey of Saurashtrian Patel as Diamond Worker to Owner
Diamond industry of Surat has Patels in practically every sections, starting from being
owners to workers polishing and shaping diamonds. They have travelled a long road
from onset of 1960s to this juncture. For those who set out to Surat in looking for
opportunities during 1960s had faced an upheaval task of not only learning of new
profession, settling and socially establishing in large city like Surat, understanding
and adjusting to new lifestyle while also coping up with non-acceptance by local
residents. Surat was witnessing a new trend by 1970s. Whereas in-migration is a
normal spectacle for residents of large cities, but influx in large number at short time
span and from single location was not expected nor welcomed by Surtis. Especially
Hindus avoided renting out their homes to any Saurashtrian, also known as
Kathiawadi; but Muslims would not mind renting their place. Thus, it was not easy
task for those who came to Surat initially during early 1960’s.
One interviewee recalls that the attitude of Surtis was not very friendly. The
manners of Saurashtrian Patels were unsophisticated, as we were pure
villages coming from rural areas. We were badly dressed. Proper Surtis
teased us: “that Kathiawad… that hiraghasu (diamond polisher).” When we
passed them on street they threw pebbles at us. We were strangers in urban
areas. Varachha Road did not exist then. We were staying in Rampura,
Saiyedpura and Mahidharpura, mostly in Muslim buildings; they helped us.
We started working hard. It was in our blood because of working in the
farms. There were many single men here in the beginning.49

Having successfully escaped aggravation by Darbars had landed them into bullying of
Surtis. Though, this hardship did not last long and only the initial migrants faced it.
Economic stability followed by upward mobility started gaining ground for their
permanent settlement here. Their ingress was at peak during famine in Saurashtrian
from 1972-74. An article in magazine had outlined severity of drought impact.
Picture this for 16 out of the state's 19 districts, for 106 out of the state's 184
talukas, for 13,390 out of the state's 18,114 villages, for a population of 18.4
million out of 35-odd millions. Picture, if you can, 8,444 relief works dotted
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across the 16 districts, employing over 16 lakh workers and distributing
wages of Rs 1.5 crore. And, finally, picture 525 cattle camps across the state
where a daily expenditure of Rs 45 lakh keeps 7.5 lakh cattle from dying.
Gujarat is no stranger to drought but its citizens cannot remember when it
was so severe and widespread. The kharif harvest was a mere 44.3 per cent
of the normal; Saurashtrian's groundnut crop was third of the average. In the
districts of Junagadh, Bhavnagar, Rajkot and Jamnagar hundreds of
groundnut oil mills have closed down.50

Though, initial migrants were here to look for better opportunities and also to escape
the social concerns faced in village. These early birds had settled by end of 1960s and
several of them had also established their own diamond factories, which they could
manage by pulling funds out of agriculture income from hometown. Therefore it was
no surprise that they famine affected Saurashtrian habitants, mainly Kanbi Patels,
looked upon their brethren, who were eager to help them out by arranging for a job in
diamond sector. This led to rapid swelling in numbers of Patels in diamond industry
of Surat during 1970s. Thus Saurashtrian Kanbi Patels started settling in Surat by
getting trained in various stages of diamond processing and making a comfortable
living. Upon learning of the skills, they started involving their family members from
back home. They worked at any diamond industry, mostly belonging to Palanpuri
Banias or local Surtis. As the time progressed, many Patels rose to become successful
and affluent diamantaire among Suratis. However, Shri Sevantilal P. Shah hailing
from Bania community remains all-time leading diamantaire of Surat; while also a
pioneering reforms in functionality of diamond processing units. We met several
people in diamond sector and everybody cited Sevantilal Shah of Venus Jewels as
indisputably numero uno among Surat diamantaires. While citing major reasons for
Saurashtrian Patels succeeding in this sector, president of Surat Diamond Association
Shri Babubhai Gujarati attributes it to their toiling in agriculture, before coming to
Surat. They continued their hard work in diamond sector too, by working for 12 hours
instead of 8. They also had knack to master the expertise on appropriate cutting and
attractive polishing of diamonds. He and other Patels highlighted the fact that
diamond sector does not require any minimum education and any diamond worker
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can become diamond factory owner. Though, journey to the top always began from
the bottom, by becoming a worker first. Initially they were only workers at a diamond
workshop, but many artisans started having their own workshop and several of them
succeeded in doing so. In most cases initial investments for starting a workshop came
from village income, which was from mainly agriculture. Diamond processing
workshop is an integral part of diamond sector, which involves purchase of diamonds
in rough conditions, processing it in workshop to give it right shape and size and then
selling nationally and internationally. The trading in diamonds requires appropriate
contacts and suitable skills to purchase a proper rough-diamond that can be turned
into higher-priced polished-diamond for fetching optimum profit margin. It requires
specialized skills as well as proper connections of people in diamond sector.
Successful diamantaires engaged in sharing and learning instead of competing with
others. Nanubhai aptly terms it as handholding instead of leg-pulling.51Such
comradeship boosted business for everyone. We also tried to statistics on number of
diamond processing units, but found it difficult to get exact numbers. The sector
involves large-scale processing units employing several thousand employees that can
be equated with industries while also having home-based or shop-based units of 2
machines and 8 employees. Smaller units do not even register with government or
non-government bodies. SDA estimates about 1500 to 2000 diamond processing
units, with minimum of 2 machines to 500. Workforce estimation is about 3.5 lacs to
4 lacs in Surat and about 7 lacs to 8 lacs in Gujarat. Jaysukhbhai of RVS estimates
about 100 large-scale units that employ more than 2000 workers.

Caste as Social Capital
Social capital, as recognized by World Bank, refers to the norms and networks that
enable collective action. Increasing evidence shows that social cohesion — social
capital — is critical for poverty alleviation and sustainable human and economic
development.52 Several writers have directly or indirectly supported caste-based
development. Vijayabaskara and Kalaiyarasan, in their article have mentioned such
opinions. Gurcharan Das, writer and newspaper columnist opines, “Instead of morally
judging caste, I seek to understand its impact on competitiveness. I have come to
51
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believe that being endowed with commercial castes is a source of advantage in the
global economy.” Swaminathan S Anklesaria Aiyar, in The Times of India, argues
caste to be “the social glue that enables cohesive communities to pull together, help
distressed members, mediate conﬂicts, penalise deviant behaviour and reward
desirable behaviour, far more efficiently and cheaply than government mechanisms”.
According to him, instead of worrying about negative aspects of the caste system, one
needs to use it effectively through “caste-based development schemes”. However,
Vijayabaskara and Kalaiyarasan are convinced that though identities based on caste,
ethnicity or religion do contribute to reduction in transaction costs, such identitybased networks also exclude those who do not have initial resources or belong to
these networks. Such identities may ensure efficiency in the market, but an
industrialisation process that reinforces such social divisions may only exaggerate
existing inequalities.53 They have detailed out case of Tamil Nadu’s Tirruppur, which
produces roughly 15per cent of the country’s cotton yarn and generates 45 per cent of
its knitwear exports. This region has witnessed rapid expansion and accumulation for
over two decades, mostly through a dense agglomeration of networks of small and
medium firms. This widespread accumulation has been attributed to the successful
entrepreneurship among members of the Gounder caste. They form 56 per cent of the
manufacturers registered with the South India Hosiery Manufacturers Association
(SIHMA). Akhil Alha divides social capital into three operational categories. The
capital that binds members of a homogenous group together is referred to as bonding
capital. It is the strongest form of social capital. Bridging capital connects people
from socially heterogeneous groups representing diverse interests. This enhances
social capital by expanding a ‘radius of trust’. Bridging capital helps in creating a
more democratic and inclusive institutional structure having implications for broader
political and economic development. The last, linking capital creates ties between the
relatively weak and the powerful (for example, relationships between institutions and
individuals, the former having relative power over the latter for providing access to
services, jobs or resources). Linking social capital is vital for well-being, but a high
level of it in the absence of mechanisms of control and accountability, promotes
nepotism through insider-trading, corruption and suppression. This distinction
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highlights how social capital may not always be helpful for society as a whole.54
Akhil is critical in considering caste as social capital. Those who support the use of
caste as social capital for economic development assume castes to be discreet and
horizontal categories whereas in reality, caste is a hierarchical system. Hence, Akhil
concludes, a community privileged with already a high amount of social capital may
achieve higher progress with equal or even less efforts in comparison to a community
with low levels of social capital. Preliminary trajectory of Surat’s diamond industry
did not witness caste as primary factor. Banias were owning the diamond processing.
They needed to expand by hiring workers, but their caste members were not available
for such work. Therefore, they were eager to hire anyone who was prepared to deliver
as diamond polisher. People from various working classes had tried their hands in
diamond polishing, but except Saurashtrian Patels, everyone dropped out. Thereafter,
caste played a major role as social capital in development of Saurashtrian Patels in
diamond industry. Banias had been handling diamond trading in Surat since long
time. As the time progressed, Saurashtrian Patels learnt the tricks of diamond trading
too. This bequeathed on Patels overall control of diamond industry of Surat. Having
bagged the control, they took ample care in reaching out to mainly fellow caste
member or fellow-villager. SDA president Babubhai stresses that caste factor did help
in the process. It was more about trust rather than favoritism. Whereas different
opinions prevails on reasons of recruiting own caste or village folks. Though, several
Patels attribute it to trust, faith and in cases of thefts there will be possibility to trace
back defaulters. In case of diamonds, a tiny piece is worth thousands and nontrustworthy workers would make them pauper; and it is difficult to trust a stranger. A
person known by means of contacts in own village or caste is more suitable for
placing trust.
Miranda quotes retired diamond workshop owner and trader Vithalbhai,
whose career spans during those times, “I came to Surat in 1966. My father
was a farmer. There was not enough land for me and my brothers, so I
decided to search for work in the city. My brother-in-law taught me how to
cut diamonds. For two years I worked for him as a hirakarigar (diamond
cutter) in his workshop. Then I started a workshop of my own with two
ghantis (polishing wheels). Later, when business expanded, I also became a
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trader, besides running a workshop. All the karigars I recruited were from
my village Saurashtrian, or from the area around it. Some of them were
recommended by relatives and friends. Also, workers came to my workshop
regularly to ask for work. I asked them which village they are from. If they
came from my village I gave them job in my workshop, otherwise I did not.
[I ask: Why did you take people from your own village?] It is matter of faith.
You can rely on them. They will not cheat you.”55
Saurashtrian Patel owning a diamond workshop would be very careful in appointing
only Patels and that too from Saurashtrian region. It also had other viewpoint that
workers hailing from faraway places would not visit their homes often, which is a risk
for appointing local people who are inclined to visit home often and person-days
worked are affected because of that. It would lead to lesser production, which cannot
be afforded in diamond sector. Mathurbhai Savani attributes success of Saurashtrian
Patels to their caste-specific characteristic of sibling helping each other despite
differences in their capabilities. This is not seen in people of other castes, wherein
success is centered on individual capabilities. Babubhai Gujarati supports this
viewpoint and considers that Patels are inclined for family bonding and it is a virtue
of his community. Among Banias, one shall find that one brother to be in diamond
sector and a rich man, whereas his sibling might be selling khakhra and not so
financially successful. This will not be the case in Patels. Babubhai generalizes
imbibitions of this virtue aspect by adding that Patels have compassion to support and
other castes lack such empathy. These are opinions and there can be claims and
counter claims. However, figures of 2014 do confirm that Patels outnumber all castes
in employee categories. In organized as well as unorganized diamond processing units
of Surat, 82 per cent employee belonged to Leua Patels; 79 per cent have their native
place in Amreli and Bhavnagar (48.5 per cent Amreli, 30.5 per cent Bhavnagar).56

Besides recruiting their village folks and caste members, Patels also supported in
establishing them with own workshops. They will encourage people with such skills
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to invest some money and also fund them to start their own workshops. Thus numbers
of Patels in diamond industries of Surat kept swelling and gradually their number of
owners surpassed Banias. As the time progressed, possession of diamond sector in
Surat changed hands. Saurashtrian Kanbi Patels started leading this industry. Pathak,
in his research in 1980’s, has noted this phenomenon in diamond industry.
On organizational side the diamond business is largely based on families and
traditions of business dating back to generations. The business would appear
almost like a closed circle. The diamantaires know each other fairly well and
many of them belong to same family or community… To an extent the
closed circle has been broken but not with any significant change in the
structure of business.57

He has further observed that such phenomenon might pose organizational problems in
times to come. Therefore, the trade will have to examine, among others, corporate
form as an alternative. His observations were during 1980s. Our research and in 2019
reveals that heavy weights in diamond sector of Surat have already reached turnover
worth billions of rupees, but the factory handling is in line with corporate style of
family-business. Key positions in the factory and offices are held by family members
and their decisions carry more weight vis-à-vis that of non-family employee. There
may be instances of any long-term associate being given similar distinction because of
dedications and commitment received over the years. These are more of familyenterprises. It can be argued that it is important to maintain family-enterprise structure
because industry has witnessed workers exchanging good quality diamonds and
replace it with similar looking lower quality ones. Thus, extremely high value of even
tiny sized diamonds lead to larceny even at worker level may increase the risk
multifold at higher level of HR hierarchy.

Patels as Diamantaires of Surat
Life and times of Saurashtrian Patels in Pre-diamond till 1960s witnessed nuclear
families in line with the usual trend in rest of Indian culture. A typical family
comprised of father-mother, their sons, daughters-in-law and grandchildren along
with unmarried daughters. Father was decision maker on family’s domestic, social
57
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and economic aspects. His decisions were acceptable to all and no eyebrows were
raised against it. Mother, or women in that matter, had no role in decision making
processes. For example a 60 year old father, the family head, would have a 40 years
of son whose child (daughter or son) attains age of 20. Therefore father, without
consulting son, would decide to marry the child and select the partner. Son would not
have a say in that and, as the tradition went on, would be happy for the same. This
was part of ancient Indian culture and was witnessed in several communities in
Saurashtrian as well.

It was not surprising that, in most cases, decisions of son/grandson shifting to Surat
rested on family-head. Nevertheless, Patels had started shifting and settling in Surat
from 60’s onwards. They were earning much more even as cutting and polishing
workers; which escalated even further when they owned diamond processing units.
Most earnings were sent home to family who were more than happy to receive an
amount hefty enough for them. Nanubhai has further noted that by 80’s
sons/grandsons had transformed into main bread-earners and family-head started
inviting their opinions on major decisions. Power-shift was more visible as time
progressed and Surat-based children became family decision-makers even for those
living in village.58 Several among Saurashtrian Patel migrants upon attaining
economic stability had started making their permanent residences in Surat. Though,
they were still not welcomed within mainstream of Surtis. Their isolation from Surati
habitation continued due to diverse culture, different accent and dissimilar customs.
One after other, their homes and factories started establishing in outskirts at Surat’s
undeveloped and uninhibited region of Varachha. During 1980’s Patel owned
diamond factories thrived and their residential premises mushroomed at Varachha.
Patels having permanent residences settled here and floating migrants, shuttling
between hometown and Surat without bringing families, could easily rent rooms or
houses here. Lives of new migrants was much easier now by readily getting lodging
and boarding facilities, which was a upheaval task for early migrants. People from
non-Patel community avoided living in Varachha for same reasons of not being so
conversant with Patel and their Saurashtrian culture. Varachha, which was primarily
uninhabited region, was now occupied by Saurashtrian. People of central Surat were
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gradually embracing them in their fold, but their antipathy was not totally concealed.
For them nickname Mini Saurashtrian for Varachha was specifying aversion, but was
compliment and recognition for Saurashtrian. Patels recognized Surat as their breadearning region and respected it as such. Economic stability established them socially
as well. They were now in position of ‘ruling’ instead of ‘being ruled’. Few of them,
most of the early migrants had already reached the top of the economic ladder; but
same was not the case for all, especially those arriving in 1970’s. Economic
differences prevailed within Saurashtrian Patels of diamond sector in Surat. Whereas,
some of them were very rich as against many who could not make it beyond a
diamond worker status. Settled individuals had started bringing families and made
Surat their home. Lifestyle and upbringing children in large city of Surat changed
their rural outlook to an urban one. There were also examples of children opting for
higher education, though not needed for career in diamond sector, and making career
as professionals like doctors, lawyers and accountants. These sections of Saurashtrian
Patels had made Surat their abode.

However, reality for those at lower end of economy remained unchanged; they
continued being diamond worker and were unable to earn enough to afford brining
families to Surat. Discontents surfaced within. A rift emerged and widened within
Saurashtrian. As the time progressed, certain outside factors, like infamous Mangadh
incident, played major role in unifying and establishing Patels as clouted community.
In diamond sector, one finds Saurashtrian Patels as factory owners and also as
workers in cutting and polishing section. Most owners have acquired financial
affluence and those in working class have also attained financial stability. Period of
Saurashtrian Patels’ influx has passed. There are different views on why non-Patels
and non-Gujaratis get inducted in diamonds. Babubhai observes that higher studies in
Patels’ next generation had averted them from being in working class categories in
diamond sector. Hence, new workforce needed has to come from a non-Patel
community, this is the reason we find not only non-Patel Gujaratis, but also people
from other States joining as diamond workers. He further states that people from
Hindi speaking belt are good and trustworthy. Though, he chooses to quickly add that
one finds people with good or bad psyche across all castes. In need of workforce,
diamond sector tried involving tribal from Dangs as well but found them not so
hardworking and are habituated to consuming liquor every evening. On widening
51

workforce net to non-Patels, Nanubhai opines that salaries of workers were regularly
increasing up to a point, but after 1990 living cost escalated with rising inflation and
increased commodity prices. Workers’ salaries did not increase in line with that.
Expert artisans along with other workers started shifting to other higher paying sectors
including offices and admin works, while some opted for self-employments. This
created shortage in workforce and to fill up the gap, diamontaires started inducting
non-Patels and non-Gujaratis, who were prepared to work with lesser remuneration.
Nanubhai is not happy that needy people are made to work at reduced salary-scale and
sympathises with workforce who work out of necessity. He has detailed out purchase
power of diamond workers’ monthly income in 1969 with that of 2019, which is way
too low.59His first monthly remuneration as a fully trained artisan was Rs.600, which
had capacity to feed 15 persons for 1 month in a lodge, at Rs.40 per person per month.
Nevertheless, non-Gujaratis have entered into diamond sector as workers and
Babubhai estimates around 50 per cent of current workforce from Hindi belt.

Making Presence Felt
Some of the first generation migrants among Saurashtrian Patels became aware of
certain practices within community. Some of them also desired a change. Shri
Ramjibhai Italiya informs that there were around hundred-odd successful
diamantaires among Patels in Surat. They used to remain in contact and discuss
welfare and reforms required in their community and in Surat. Some of them would
take a lead and others supported to carry forward. The issues ranged from social
welfare of common citizens and community prosperity to ending female feticide.
Ramjibhai has been arduous opponent for expenditures on religious and social
customs. He terms them as unfair practices in poverty stricken nation like India.
Ramjibhai has seen poverty during childhood in a village of Gariyadhar aluka in
Amreli district, and that was the reason he came to Surat in 1964. He is the lone
interviewee having no intention to settle in Surat. He had come to earn money and go
back to village, and therefore stayed in rented house for long time. However, after few
years he decided to settle down. His compassion for poor led him to retire at 48 years
of age by handing over business to brother and son. Ramjibhai initiated and supported
several reforms like mass wedding to cut marriage cost, upon his father’s demise he
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donated his body to hospital and avoided any post-death religious customs; he
encouraged all marriages in family without any religious discourses or large scale
marriage functions. His mantra has been to do away from religious culture and
customs while attending to needs of people living in poverty. He adhered to such
principles even during betrothal of one of his ward when family of other side, also
Saurashtrian Patel and one of the diamantaire, insisted that religious marriage customs
be followed. Both families stuck to their principles and marriage had to be called off.
However, no animosity ensued and each respected other’s opinion. Ramjibhai is now
office-bearer of All India Patel Samaj and claims that 270 million (27 crore) people of
Kanbi Patel community are spread across the country.

Shri Mathurbhai Savani is another reformist hailing from Saurashtrian Patel
diamntaire community. His activities have been radical and can also be viewed as
confrontational when viewed from orthodoxies of Patel community.
Mathurbhai Savani has led social reforms from the front. Focus of his social
work range from Saurashtrian Patels and region in general to reforms in
traditions. He came to Surat in 1975 and joined diamond processing unit
owned by his sister’s husband and owned a unit by 1980, “All present
diamond processing unit owners were once a worker. Their children are
opportune to be owner straight away.” In 1995, he launched a campaign of
constructing check-dams in Saurashtrian region. He started from his village
Khopala in Amreli district and proved a point of bringing up water-levels by
check-dams constructions by using people participation model. Thumping
success led him to establish Saurashtrian Jaldhara Trust and propagate the
idea in many villages of Saurashtrian. He also pioneered Save the Girl Child
for campaigning against female feticide. He proudly says that his role is of
generating activities, and not of merely joining ongoing events. He was
conferred Padmashree in 2014.
These are cases of most radical reforms that were floated among Patel community.
However, not every idea has gone down well with the community. While, concept of
mass wedding became extremely popular with other communities, but effluents
among Patels did not follow it for long. With an aim to push for reforms, leaders of
Patel community hall imposed a ban on varghodo (groom arriving in procession).
This resulted in people not utilizing hall for wedding ceremonies, and chose other
venues where they can conduct wedding with lavish procession. Ramjibhai is
disheartened with this, “People at large performance less and publicise more.” Patels
are planning to contribute their share in checking rampant corruption by government
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officials. Planning is underway for a training institute for Patel aspirants of joining
Indian Administrative Services (IAS). The institute is coming up at Nikol in
Ahmedabad and will offer free training to all Patels aspiring to be IAS. Though, there
is a catch. For admission, among other statutory requirements, they will have to sign a
pledge that upon occupying IAS office, they would not accept bribe. We can only
wish that this materializes at ground zero.

Social Welfare
Saurashtrian Patels soon established economically and also settled with their houses
and families in Surat. Their linkages with hometown continued and have remained
alive even till date by regular visits and social and developmental work there.
Concurrently, they have also taken up welfare of Surat as part of their routine; besides
establishing their community welfare centers in various capacities. Some of their
major public welfare activities for general masses include cleaning drive across Surat
city; propagating mass-marriage system for cutting costs by practicing it in their
families and community; conducting blood donation drives; establishing healthcare
facilities for all units like Kiran Multispecialty Hospital.

Mathurbhai asserts that most Saurashtrian Patels engage in some kind of social
welfare once they established as diamantaires. Though, he is not so confident of next
generation following the suit. Shri Govindbhai Dholakia of Shree Ramkrishna
Exports is one such successful diamantaire involved in charity works. Besides cofounding education and healthcare institutes, he has established relief center that
reaches out to people needing financial support for areas like education and
healthcare. Shri Purshottambhai Khadela and Govindbhai jointly spearheaded
cleanliness drive in Surat. They called upon concerned citizens to reach a pre-decided
location on every Sunday afternoon and it became popular as ‘Welcome Kliyarity
Club’. Saurashtrian Patel leaders of Surat felt a need to establish linkages outside of
diamond world and remain socially connected in wake of their increasing population
in the city. Saurashtrian Patel Sewa Samaj (SPSS) established in 1983 embraced
Saurashtrian Patels in Surat from all walks of life, including diamond factory owners,
workers, professionals, government and private sector employees.
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As we discussed the rise of Patidars in the diamond business and also managed to
settled down their family members and caste fellows, in the next chapter we will
focus mainly as how Govindbhai Dholkia had contributed in settling down his family
and also managed to become successful business.
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CHAPTER – 4
JOURNEY OF GOVINDBHAI DHOLAKIA: WORKER,
OWNER AND PHILANTHROPIST
Early Years
Govindbhai was born on November 07, 1950 in Dudhala village of Lathi Taluka,
Amreli District. Village population was 700 at that time, which is now 1170 as per
2011 census. Father Laljibhai Kanjibhai Dholakia and mother Santokben has five sons
and a daughter. Shri Bhimjibhai, Shri Nagjibhai and Shri Parbatbhai were elder to
Govindbhai and Shri Arjanbhai is youngest among all brothers. Dholakia family in
Dudhala village was a known entity in the region with 100 bighas of irrigated land.
Father Shri Laljibhai was a respected name of this region. During his stay in
Saurashtra, he engaged in practically every kind of labour activities in agriculture.
Except sowing, he had done every agriculture work by the time he was 13 years of
age. Farmers, in his opinion, live in a pitiable condition. They work in heat and dust
and entire family engages in farming while nobody gets enough benefits from it.
Whereas, only one person works in a family of an employee and entire family is
benefited from the job.

Major childhood games included kabbadi, gilli-danda, driving wheel and bathing in
the well. At the age of 10 he learnt cycling and it instantly became his passion. He
also tried his hand on gambling and could win at first attempt when he played at
Janmashtami festival. His monthly pocket money was 25 paisa when he was 9 years
old and thought of increasing this amount. His joined his friends who were into
gambling during Janmashtami, a festival rejoiced with gambling even at family level.
He won, but gave up gambling for life.
Govindbhai joined friends who were gambling with cards. His intent was to
increase the amount of pocket money, which was 25 paisa. Very soon he
started winning and had Rs.3.75 in his hand. His happiness made him sprint
to his home and share this achievement with his elder brother Nagjibhai; who
was angry and slapped him. This slap was a turning of his life. Thereafter he
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has never gambled nor placed any bets; despite two visits to Las Vegas, the
land of gambling.60

Shri Arajanbhai Dholakia, the youngest sibling gets emotional even today while
recounting childhood events that demonstrated elder brother Govindbhai to be a
leader, “Govindbhai and I were alone in field and I was hurt on a leg; it inflicted a
wound on my thigh. Blood started oozing and I was miserably crying out of pain
(tears rolls out while saying this). He was rushing me home for getting first-aid. His
words –Don’t cry or else Satan will come –made me look at him with hopes and
slowly I stopped crying. Cousin brother Shri Purhottambhai Dholakia remembers
Govindbhai expressing his desire while at Dudhala, “Time will come when none of
my family would be residing here.”

Domestic life
Dudhala was not having facilities for education beyond fourth standard and therefore
children used to travel to taluka headquarters at Lathi for studying beyond that.
Govindbhai followed the suit and studied at Dudhala Primary School till fourth grade
and up to seventh at Lathi School. His interest was mainly in arithmetic and history.
Love for mathematics used to make him go through the entire textbook and complete
the yearly curriculum in just few days. Teachers were his inspiration and teaching
profession was his aspiration. This was because in rural parts it would be hard to find
anyone more educated than a teacher. He was inspired by a teacher to do something
worthwhile in his life. However, he has studied till class seven, but did not appear in
final exam of seventh standard. Govindbhai married Champaben from Nani Vavdi
village in 1971. Champaben is not literate but has been expert in keeping the family
warmth intact with successfully raising 2 daughters Minakshi and Dhruma and a son
Shreyansh. Given a busy schedule Govindbhai has segregated his timings very aptly;
morning 7 to 10 is his me-time including exercise, 10 to 12 noon is spent in relief
center and other charity-related activities like visiting school, medical center etc. and
12 noon till 7 pm is office hours followed by 7 pm to 11 pm for family.
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Decision to Migrate
Shri Nagjibhai, elder brother of Govindbhai, opines that agriculture in Saurashtra was
generating enough income for comfortable survival of a family. However, he adds
that income in Surat was much more lucrative and that lured Saurashtrian to migrate
and settle in Surat. Cousin Shri Purshotambhai has similar views that agriculture was
good enough except intermittent droughts; and Surat had opened as a better
alternative. Opinion of Shri Nanubhai backs this as a trend of “let’s go to Surat”. This
era had begun and people followed it, including Patels from Saurashtra. Reasons like
droughts and hunger being highlighted are not true. Same trend exists even now, he
adds. However those were times when four hira karigars would sit around one ghanti,
it was labour intensive job. He also gives due honor to Jains by terming them as only
diamond traders during that era. They did not own diamond processing factories,
though. While non-Jains have started trading now, but even today they are leading in
this sector. As for bullying by Darbars also being a cause, we did not find Dholakias
agreeing to it except some isolated instances that cannot be generalized.

Shri Bhimjibhai, eldest brother of Govindbhai was first to come to Surat and it was
just because of such trend. His son Shri Dineshbhai said that many people left village
to try hands in diamond sector of Surat and that lured his father too. Thus, seeds of
migration were sown in Govindbhai also, when one of his close childhood friend
Shri Devchandbhai Jodhani left village to be in diamond sector of Surat city. He was
very satiated and happy with his new life and suggested that Govindbhai also should
join him. There were no financial crunch in family and no visible reasons for leaving
the village, but suggestion by friend convinced him to such an extent that he instantly
decided to migrate. At the age of fourteen the reasons to migrate cannot be so crystal
clear, but looking at the age and life at rural Saurashtra the reasons are justified to be
in city and thrive to upscale the family economy. Govindbhai was in seventh grade
and examinations were not yet conducted, but education was never a priority in life of
rural Saurashtrians. Therefore, he instantly acted and reached Surat for his endeavor
with diamonds.

Establishing in Surat
As narrated in previous chapter people of Saurashtra had started coming pouring into
Surat. Not many of them were economically strong enough to afford rented house. 63
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years old Working Partner of SRK Exports explains that, since most migrants were
youth, one family would rent a house and shift with wife and children. Five to ten
other unmarried male relatives would arrive for entering diamond sector and would
join them; they were either blood relatives or close acquaintances.

Govindbhai was 14 years old when he migrated to Surat in 1964 and joined his elder
brother, Bhimjibhai who was already in Surat since six months. There were no
vacancies at workplace of Bhimjibhai and his employer said that he cannot afford to
train anyone. So, Bhimjibhai arranged for his training at another workshop. He
underwent a yearlong training in Diamond sector, which was operating without
machines that time. His first job in the factory of Gordhanbhai Dudhalawala
(Chhashwala) fetched him monthly salary of Rs.130 when gold price was Rs.140 for
10 grams. His first carry home salary amounted to Rs.103 and that made him rejoice
beyond bounds, Govindbhai told us that,
“I came to Surat in 1964 and it was 2nd April. I was tired of agriculture work
that made me work under the sun. Diamond work in Surat required sitting
under the shade and it attracted me like a sun-stricken person getting lured to
cool water. My first salary was Rs.103. I was so happy. In agriculture back
home such an amount can be one day wage for 5-6 labourers.”61

Daily wage rate in agriculture at Dudhala village were 75 paise and it would add up to
about Rs.22-23 in a month. Therefore, it was stark contrast of earning Rs.130 in a
month by sitting in a shade for polishing diamonds as against getting Rs.23 by toiling
under the sun in agriculture fields. Whereas, Govindbhai was yet to witness the
demand vis-à-vis supply of money power and trouser stitching experience was an eye
opener.
Govindbhai had just come to Surat and was living with his elder brother
Bhimjibhai. For want of urban clothing, they purchased pant pieces of Rs.5
and approached a tailor for stitching a trouser. The tailor quoted Rs.3 as cost
of stitching, which was beyond their reach. So they argued with tailor that
they have heard the stitching price to be just Rs.1.25 and not Rs.3. Tailor
agreed to the price but added that it is the cost of stitching a pajama and not a
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trouser. Bhimjibhai had no choice and asked the tailor to stitch a pajama out
of the cloth meant for trousers. As the time went by, this became a normal
practice of wearing a pajama-styled trouser.

This incidence is not only published in print media, but is also in memories of family
members. In interview, Shri Dineshbhai Dholakia, son of Shri Bhimjibhai started
narrating this but could not recall details. His wife Smt. Manjulaben Dholakia
corrected him with finer details. Govindbhai used to live at Mahidharpura in Surat.
Factory time required him to be on duty at early hours of 0615, but he was routinely
delayed by an hour and always reached at 0715 hours. When owner asked reasons for
being late every day, Govindbhai fearlessly said that he has to visit the temple first
and that delays his arrival. Owner was impressed with his candid response and started
addressing him as Govind Bhagat and permitted him to arrive late on duty on
religious grounds. Relatives and friends, upon his invitation, started arriving in Surat
and joined diamond sector with his help and guidance. His preaching to kinfolks
derived from his experiences; keep living cost low and save for future. When
youngest brother Arjanbhai expressed desire for moped, a motorized two wheeler of
lowest end; Govindbhai declined with a positive note, “Not that, because it is costly.
But you can purchase two bicycles in a year.” Soon the diamond sector faced
recession and many workers went back to their native place due to lack of work in
Surat. Govindbhai followed suit and engaged himself in tilling land at Dudhala for six
months. After a year, he tried establishing diamond factory at Lathi, but was not
successful. This led him to set up such factory at Surat that also was not so successful.
Govindbhai continued in diamond polishing work for initial six years. He first
ventured into business in 1970 by establishing own factory and could own 4 machines
by 1971. However, economic stability was still eluding him. After few such upheavals
he could settle after entering into partnership.

Venturing into partnership
Exploring avenues and opportunities landed him in factory of Laljibhai Kheni where
he came close two colleagues Bhagwanbhai Patel and Virjibhai Godhani. In 1971,
these three colleagues started a new venture with just one wheel machine and one
lathe machine. There are various perceptions on ways of doing business and actual
business practices vary from person to person. One such popular perception is that a
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businessperson has to speak untruth. Govindbhai was not in favor of such perception
and avoided speaking untruth for achieving successes. In 1972, partners of reputed
firm M/s D. Navinchandra & Co62 noticed these emerging novices of diamantries.
Their passion and enthusiasm impressed the partners who started offering much
required guidance and assistance in tricks of trade. The company started emerging
with a repute of honesty and trustworthiness. Trust is the platform on which the
diamond trading blooms.
One of the favorite aspects Govindbhai cites includes the importance of trust.
He explains that normally any business across the globe follows a practice of
undertaking transactions first and relationship and trust develop later on,
based on experiences. Diamond industry is an exception and reverse is true
for it; stakeholders first initiate the relationship and on that basis they start
business transactions. Across the oceans, millions of dollar worth diamond
deals are closed just by the words then penning it down on a long contract.63

Upholding Ethical Values
Indulging in certain business transactions outside the purview of mainstream is not a
new aspect for any business world. At times, such ‘practices’ are considered as ‘being
practical’. Shri Arajanbhai Dholakia, youngest brother of Govindbhai recounts that
maybe because of such reasons, once a partner confided in Govindbhai about a certain
ongoing market practice of exporting diamonds without accounting for them and they
should explore that avenue. He explained that such trade increases profit margins
because by evading various taxes or duties. At that instant, Govindbhai responded
with silence. Next day he was furious at his partner and poured anger on him, “Let us
pull shutters on our Hong Kong Office, so you will not get such ideas. Such practices
if caught would land us all in jail.”

There are many diamond traders indulging in malpractices, Arajanbhai puts it
forthrightly. Many will show a good quality diamond to prospective buyers and upon
finalizing the deal they would handover lower quality ones by maliciously exchanging
them. Such traders have gone out of business. They might have had turnover of
millions, but it’s downsized to nothing. Govindbhai has always taken a stand against
62
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any kind of treachery. Thus, the reputation of trustworthiness earned by the company,
along with their passion and hard work took them to new highs. Among Kathiawadis,
Govindbhai and Bhimjibhai were one of the pioneers to start diamond export
business. However, the partners did not forget the goodwill gestures they had received
and carried it forward to other newcomers of the industry by helping them start and
establish diamond-export business. Business expansion had led them to interact with
foreigners and also undertake foreign trips. Govindbhai has studied up to grade seven
and English was not a part of his learning, but interaction with international
communities required him to learn at least basics of English. So, at the age of 27
Govindbhai hired English tutor and spent an hour a day with him for four months.
This exercise gave him understanding of basic conversational English. He has
travelled in many countries and knows that people from only handful of them had
knowledge of English. Others could barely manage the communication, and his
English is fine enough to communicate; “I go to Belgium, I talk with Europeans, I
understand; they understand. No problem. I go to the world, no problem with
Ingrezi.” Govindbhai also claims that vocabulary in India uses English words very
easily; like table, railway, bus. Police, station, sorry, thank you, yes, no… the list can
go on up to nine hundred such words. In 1997, an article on Govindbhai by Diamond
Samrajya published that he offered his village folks and friends non-returnable seed
capital of Rs.25,000to start diamond business64. The amount had later increased to
Rs.50,000 and then to Rs.100,000. Shri Vinubhai Dholakia, son of his cousin brother
remembers his words even now, “Develop eligibility and things would come to you.”

Living Up to the Partnership Ethics
In 1972, three colleagues had joined hands to start the venture and succeeded in
establishing it as a profitable one. In November 1983, demise of Virjibhai Godhani
came as a shock. Other two partners came forward and embraced his two minor sons
in company-fold. Nephews of Virjibhai who were already in company were entrusted
task of inducting them in business. Upon desired expansion the workload kept
mounting and necessitated formation of new companies. Partners met and decided to
form these new companies by dividing the assets into three companies in such a way
that each partner would own a company. In 1995, three companies were born;
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Govindbhai led Shree Ramkrishna Exports, Bhagwanbhai became owner of Bhargovi
and Godhani Gems was for descendants of Virjibhai. It is also noteworthy how they
selected these names; sons of Virjibhai retained their surname to name their company
Godhani Gems. Religious outlook reflected in Govindbhai selecting the name Shree
Ramkrishna. Whereas, Bhagwanbhai chose first letters of partners’ names Bha, Go,
Vi to coin the name Bhargovi. Memories of association with his friend and partner
Late Virjibhai Godhani and his sudden departure left a deep mark in Govindbhai’s
memory. As a tribute to him, he established a school for girl-child empowerment. V.
N. Godhani Kanya Vidhyalaya at Green Lines in Surat was initiated as Gujarati
medium school for girls. Later, it was to become English medium co-ed School.

Establishing and Expanding Shree Ramkrishna Exports
Ramkrishna Exports was originally born in 1977 as part of expanding the partnership
firm. In 1995 when partners amicably carved three companies out of their partnership
venture, Govindbhai took the lead of Ramkrishna Exports and renamed it Shree
Ramkrishna Exports, which became popular as SRK. His younger brother Shri
Arjanbhai Dholakia and their

nephews Shri Dineshbhai V. Narola and

Shri Jayantibhai Narola joined to steer SRK Exports with full steam. They have had
rich experience in diamond industries in various capacities.

Voracious reader Govindbhai enjoys reading biographies of leaders. He has read
biography of Mahatma Gandhi five times and says that he has not only read it but has
also imbibed most of his principles. He could absorb 90 per cent of Mahatma’s
principle and not all of them mainly because Gandhiji did not accept technology.
Govindbhai believes that one should support industrialization when science is
spreading its wings and providing appropriate technologies for the same. Keeping
pace with changing time would bring in progress of self and thereby progress of the
nation. Thus, it was no surprise that when mechanization in diamond sector was
intensifying and Govindbhai did not want to lag behind, He kept on modernizing his
factory by installing various state-of-art machineries. He also kept providing better
working environment to workers with use of new technologies.
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Life at Present
Govindbhai is committed to joint family values. He lives in a joint family set up. Four
brothers have their bungalows in same premises and two sisters live in the vicinity of
this premise. All children who work in Surat also live with them, and those having
occupation outside of Surat would visit them intermittently. A typical day in life of
Govindbhai, when in Surat, starts with morning chores at home followed by a couple
of hours visit to campus that houses relief center, schools, medical center and other
social welfare activities; where he personally interacts with potential beneficiaries,
staffs and management. From the campus he would reach SRK Exports office and
attends to business routines till evening. Regular lunches are in the dining hall in the
SRK Exports building along with his officers and relatives within SRK Exports at
Surat. He enters the dining area just as any other officer and dines while chatting and
exchanging views on matters under discussion. Ends his rendezvous with business by
around seven in the evening to reach home and be with family for rest of the day. Inbetween he also finds time to make regular visits to farm to look after agriculture
work there and other ongoing project of similar kinds. He has been a dedicated
follower of Shri Dongreji Maharaj since adolescence and continues to remains so. In
his interview with us he further elaborated Shri Dongreji Maharaj philosophy which
he adheres strongly to his own life:

“In his Bhagvat Katha Shri Dogreji Maharaj always said that nature is supreme and
nature make one’s own disposition. If your behavior is good to others, others also
behave same with you. We must accept everybody without any prejudice. Everything
is moving as per God wishes. We must prey for others well being. And always follow
the path of truth. I try to follow this in my own life.”

His past is an open book for anyone to read; history on how he lived his village life
and migrated to Surat to become a diamond worker and rose as a diamond tycoon has
appeared number of times in various dailies and magazines. However, he maintains
secrecy on amount of wealth and women in family. “Wealth and Women Should not
be Bragged About.” An article with this heading continues to quote him further,
“Destiny decides about one’s wealth and progeny. For success, one should struggle
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but not commit sin.”65 Govindbhai also opines for polity and leaderships of nation.
His opinion published decade back indicated him to be fond of former Chief Minister
of Gujarat Shri Chimanbhai Patel, but would give more credits to Shri Narendrabhai
Modi. His comments on national leadership of that time, “Shri Manmohan Singh,
sneered as yes-man of Smt. Sonia Gandhi, became a national leader only because of
his vision.” Govindbhai strongly believes that Shri Manmohan Singh, given a
freehold, is capable to guide India as a world’s leading nation.66His commitment for
religious preaching has led him to memorize 900 shlokas from Bhagvad Gita67. Being
a music lover he always carries a tablet full of varieties of music including religious,
folk songs and film music of retro and modern era. He also likes listening to religious
discourses, folktales and humorous anecdotes by raconteurs. He has maintained his
memories in an archive created at SRK a factory premise is unique one. It takes a
whole department of experts to capture and store important events in life and times of
Govindbhai, Shree Ramkrishna Central Archive is a department situated in premises
of SRK Exports. It has in-house storing of almost everything related with SRK
Exports and Govindbhai. The department stores data in soft copies segregated into
daily notes, invitation cards, kirtan, audio book, press-media, speeches, videos, photos
and letters. These are designated into 26 main topics like spiritual and educational; for
example every letter exchanged since inception of SRK Exports have been scanned,
named and stored. There are 19,121 outgoing letters and 10,079 incoming ones.
Tailor-made software helps locate desired information and it has levels of search
handles for locating exact requirement. It took massive tasks to gather all the past
information under one roof and scan them, clean them and name them for easy
retrieving. The department now keeps tab on ongoing activities of Govindbhai, SRK
Exports and family members and arranges to receive soft copies of relevant material
for storing them. They would work on each file received by cleaning it and naming
with appropriate keywords. This helps locate them for future references. This is
unique as far as any business person is concern. We benefited lot from his archive.
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I Am Nothing, But I Can Do Everything.

This slogan finds a loud prominence in the SRK building. It is inscribed on a large
plaque just opposite main entrance of building. Govindbhai occupies a modest office
space on fifth floor in this building, while his guest waiting lounge is more
commodious. There is an aisle leading to this lounge and a wall on its one side has
about seven large photo-frames; all but one frame have photograph of a renowned
persons and their respective names with quotes appearing below the photo.

“You must be the change, you wish to see in the world” –Mahatma Gandhi
“Take up one idea. Make that idea your life –think of it, dream of it, live on that idea.”
–Swami Vivekanand.
“Unless life is lived for others, it is not worthwhile.” –Mother Theresa.
“If you can dream it, you can do it.” –Walt Disney.
“When you work, work as if everything depends on you. When you pray, pray as if
everything depends on God.” –JRD Tata.
“I always thought records were there to be broken.” –Sachin Tendulkar.
Govindbhai’s cousin Purshottambhai recalls his response over reasons for his good
deeds, “It’s all God’s doing, not me.” On his successes, Govindbhai humbly attributes
to cultural values and moral standards inherited from parents. Added to this, his basic
nature of accepting reality as it is, and it led to positive thinking, “I have continued
adhering to my principles. My concept on life is same that I practiced in my village
Dudhala. I live in present and am not worried about future. Improving the present
ensures improved future. One must not vaunt over achievements.”68 Thus, one frame
at the center of these frames has a mirror in it instead of a photograph and the name
portion has question marks mentioned; whereas the quote says:

“I am nothing, but I can do Everything” –???
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1. SRK Empire –A Business Upholding Family Ethos
Surat was developing as diamond hub in 1970s. Banias were pioneers in handling
diamond industries and had monopolized imports and exports of diamonds. People
from Saurashtra had already started joining this industry since late 50’s and handful of
them tried starting their own manufacturing and exporting unit. Govindbhai, along
with his two partners were one of them to establish such a unit on March 12, 197069.
It was a humble beginning with couple of machines.

Shree Ramkrishna Empire imbibes its name from two deities, Lord Rama and Lord
Krishna. Amalgamation of deities’ names can be seen not only in personal names and
religious foundations but also in names of corporates and other institutions;
Ramkrishna, Sitaram, Radhekrishna, Gopalkrishna, Shivparvati can be few of them.
Devotees chose such names to denote their devotion towards particular deity, without
diluting their religious fervor for other deities. Citing reasons for choosing this name
for his industry, Govindbhai notes that Shree Ramkrishna has been his favourite
because ‘Shree’ is equated with laxmi-wealth whereas Shree Ram and Shree Krishna
belong to two great mythological poetries of India.

Established as One of the Leading Industry
Govindbhai is indebted to Shri Shantilal and Shri Navinbhai of D Navinchandra & Co
for their handholding during his struggling phase. He has always looked upon them as
his godfathers. Govindbhai attributes higher percentage of output as one of the major
reasons for his ever upward journey. Any average diamond trader would give an
output of 28 per cent weight, whereas Govindbhai was able to give output of 32 per
cent weight. Thus, 3 to 4 per cent more than average output boosted his profit margin.
Govindbhai opines on successes of diamontaires, “Operating and profiting in
diamond industry is forte of people who understand diamonds. Persons
having irrefutable expertise in handling businesses and enormous investment
capacities will also fail in this industry if they are unfamiliar with
diamonds.”
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SRK Exports was operating at Pajwa Falia of Katargam till mid-nineties. Shifting to
present location at Vasta Devdi Road, also in Katargam of Surat was a giant leap
towards making of a leading industry. The inauguration date chosen was birth
anniversary of Lord Rama, celebrated as Ram Navmi. It was April 16, 1997 when
doyens of diamantaires from India and also few from abroad along with numerous
dignitaries from various walks of life witnessed inauguration of this new location of
SRK Exports. Bouquets were offered, speeches were delivered and cultural
programmes were witnessed. Praise by leading dignitaries echoed, “Govindbhai’s
admirable progress is because of sticking to moral principles and co-operation.”70
Makeover of factory premises in April 2007 took premises widespread to 250,000
sq.ft. with latest diamond planning and cutting equipment and capacity to house more
than 4000 workers. Ms. Varda Shinde, Managing Director, Diamond Trading
Company, inaugurated the facility at a time when SRK had completed 41 years.

Embracing Mechanization
Diamond cutters in earlier era used to sit on wooden benches and use their hands for
cutting a diamond. This used to take long time for arriving at a desired shape and size.
It also disallowed the cutter to give various shapes as we find them now, after
machines came in to make the work easier. SRK have been committed to utilize
machines and technologies for better output and procured the best machines available
for the purpose. Machines of Sarin Technologies71 have been considered best in rough
planning machines and SRK have been using the same for long. Machines were
procured as per needs and by 2007 they had procured 100 Sarin Machines; which was
a landmark also among customers of Sarin. On this occasion, Sarin Technology India
CEO David Block admits:
“Ever since Sarin Technologies opened its fully owned subsidiary in India
back in early 2004, there has been a friendly competition between our
customers to see who will reach the 100 Sarin machine mark first.”72
SRK has pioneered in launching mobile app for selling diamonds through it.73 High
tech is seen even in security system of factory premises. This is a much needed
70
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system for safe keeping of diamonds worth millions under various stages of process in
this building, which gives a look of a corporate office rather than of a factory. Entry
and exit gates are electrically operated and a visitor can enter only upon verification
of credentials and confirmation from concern office staff. New factory building has
been constructed with exemplary energy saving options. Concept of cavity wall is
utilized by adding an additional outer wall along with the main wall. The space within
two outer walls encompasses air; which acts as heat insulator. Such system has
arrested heat penetration in building and heavily reduced air conditioner usage. It is
estimated to save forty per cent of electrical consumption.74SRK Empire has adopted
several other initiatives for environment protections and awareness. Expansion of
SRK required launching its offices beyond Surat and also outside of India. Besides an
office at Mumbai, there are offices in five countries other than India. D. Goldie
BVBA was started in 1995 at Antwerp; in 1997 A Goldie INC was launched at New
York, 2001 saw emergence of V Goldie in Tel Aviv, S Goldie came up in Hong Kong
in 2003 and J Goldie at Dubai in 2005.

Current Standing
Journey of Shree Ramkrishna Exports Private Limited, popularly known as SRK,
began in 1964 when Govindbhai shifted from village Dudhala in Amreli to Surat. He
joined diamond sector and later formed partnership company Ramkrishna Exports; by
partnering with Bhagwan Patel and Late Virji N. Godhani. Partnership was dissolved
in 1995 culminating in three independent entities. Bhagwanbhai chose the name of
Bhargovi, combining names of original partners BHAgawanbhai, GOvindbhai and
VIrjibhai. Virjibhai’s sons selected name Godhani Gems. Govindbhai went ahead by
adding Shri to their partnership company’s name of Ramkrishna and Shri Ramkrishna
Exports Pvt Ltd emerged in 1995.

Headquarter of the company is located at Mumbai in Maharashtra and manufacturing
unit is at Surat, Gujarat. Five more overseas offices are at China, USA, Belgium,
Israel, Dubai. Annual turnover of SRK Exports Pvt Ltd is more than Rs.8,500 crore
(US $1.2 billion).(list of major offices of SRK Annexure - 3) Company is now
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headed by Shri Govindbhai Dholakia and is based at Surat. It is mainly engaged in
diamond cutting and polishing having main focus on diamonds within 0.30 to 20.00
Carats, D - Z color. SRK Exports is a family enterprise, a business actively owned
and/or managed by more than one member of the same family75 and is not listed in
capital market. Board of Directors (Annexure - 4) includes members of one family,
related by blood or by marriage. SRK Exports has 5,258 persons employed in units of
Mumbai and Surat. (See the social classification of employees in Annexure-5) There
are 18 partners that include 9 relatives of Govindbhai and other 9 are non-relatives
and include working partners. 15 more relatives of Govindbhai are in employments
but are neither partners nor in management category. Among employees not related
with Govindbhai, 3,110 are Patel’s, constituting 59.1 per cent of total strength; out of
these 2,491 employees, 47.3 per cent are Saurashtrian Patels. Major industrial
certification acquired include DTC sight holder status, Tanishq Zero Defect
Certificate, ISO 9001:2008, ISO 50001:2011, Membership of USGBC (United States
Green Building Council), The Gems and Jewelry Promotion Council (GJPEC), Star
Trading House.SRK has been receiving various awards and mementos as recognition
in business as well as in social and welfare activities. Major recognitions included
"Suryapur Ratna Award" in 2005 from Surat Mahanagar Palika for contribution in the
Business sector, "Udyog - 2010 Award" from Southern Gujarat Chamber of
Commerce & Industries, "Highest Exports 2012" award from The Gems & Jewelry
Export Promotion Council, "ISO 50001: 2011" certificate from British Standard
Institute (BSI), "Manufacturer of the Year 2012-2013" award from Jewellery News
Asia. Annex-1 details out these milestones received in various capacities including
business, personal or social sector. Heera Zhaveraat76 a magazine for jewelers ran an
article on Shree Ramkrishna Export in October-2003, when SRK was still a
partnership enterprise. The write-up cited some of its landmark feats considered as
achievements in diamond domain; some of the excerpts are:
Having focused previously on the polishing of fine-make diamonds, the
company diversified into manufacture of “heart-and-arrows” diamonds in
2001. On higher sales in first half of 2003; Mr. Dholakia attributed the
positive result to the company’s successful strategy, “Last year we expanded
our manufacturing strengths to include pointers. Demand for pointers was
75
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very robust because customers found our diamonds to be high and consistent
in quality.” The company operates a total of 11 diamond-polishing
manufacturing workshops in India, producing about 33,000 carats per month.
Round goods are its major items, accounting for 85 per cent.

Family Become an Employee
Initial phase of diamond sector was led by Palanpuri Jains, a section of caste Banias,
says Arjanbhai. Though, they were traders and are still present in the industry. People
like Shri S. P. Shah have been leading this industry since long and have extended help
to SRK Exports too. Arjanbhai continues, Kathiyawadis were initially involved only
as workers. Among them, Patels are very hard working and trustworthy and these are
basic requirements in diamond sector, as trading is done on words of honor. There are
varied opinions on this. Bhavani Gems has been a diamond processing venture by
their cousin Shri Manajibhai. They did not restrict recruitments limited to their caste
or fellow-villagers. Shri Nanubhai Rasia, an elderly and a distant relative of
Govindbhai, refutes the claim of casteism playing major role and Patels preferred only
Patels. Citing it as a nothing more than normal social practice in any other sector,
“There are no caste dynamics. Each person would fetch another one from own caste,
nothing new in that. It is not about trust or no-trust; and also that current scenario of
digitization has done away with inscriptions on pieces of papers.”Arjanbhai asserts
importance of such inscriptions. Diamonds are exchanged just by scribbling details on
piece of paper; date, weight in carats, cost in rupees and number of pieces. Both
parties honor this scribbling. Arjanbhai opines that Patels’ commitment for honoring a
promise, besides their hardworking approach, has played crucial role in their upward
mobility in diamond sector.

There used to be Darbars dominance in earlier times, says Arjanbhai. Their
harassment on Patels used to take ugly turn and Patels avoided retaliation by
remaining silent. Though, there were isolated instances of a Patel revolting at times.
All these used to happen during Congress regime. It all stopped when Keshubapa
(Chief Minister Shri Keshubhai Patel) came to power. Arjanbhai adds that Patels have
severed all ties with Darbars, “No relations whatsoever, neither love nor hate. There is
a saying in Gujarati kathi ne fali nahi, daant ne hali nahi (In order to keep your teeth
healthy one should avoid toothpick similarly if you want to stay peaceful you should
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avoid staying near Rajput).” Purshottambhai, and elderly cousin shares similar views
of not recruiting Darbars and reasons for selecting Patels, “A Patel working for Patelowned factory instills sense of ownership that results in total honesty.”Govindbhai
believes that trust and working style is most important in diamond businesses.
Therefore, most suitable recruitment would be from within the family and after that it
would be the caste, which would be followed by fellow-villagers. Recruits with such
background are already congruent with thought processes and life style culture of the
owner; therefore they are quicker to fall in line with functions and work culture of the
company.

Thus, Govindbhai preferred to involve family members in SRK Exports, but was
aware of its dangers. A relative might possess attitude of holier-than-thou that would
lead to anxiety within relations. He found a way around to avoid this. His first step for
relative joining SRK Exports would be to give him an independent bungalow and a
car of his choice. This is for the close relatives not for the distance relatives. Thus,
even if new recruit; he would envision self at par with other relatives within SRK
Exports and chances of his competing with others would minimize. We were told that
many relatives inside SRK Exports are partners or are assigned important portfolios.
However, it is not so easy for a close relative to join SRK Exports. General tradition
in SRK Exports requires every future family employee to undergo more than one
‘training phases’. One of these begins before or after completion of their preferred
education that may include MBA or equivalent from any foreign universities.

Unique Training to the Close Aids of the Govindbhai
The rules of this trainings are preset; the boy will be given Rs.10,000 (earlier it used
to be Rs.5,000, raised first to Rs.7,000); which he can spend in unavoidable
circumstances. He is also given credit card that can be used in case of any
emergencies like health issues. He has to travel by train to a destination city he is not
aware of or not familiar with. He will expurgate all ties with people back home and
upon arriving to that unknown city, will remain anonymous too. He cannot carry a
mobile phone and for safety reasons he is to call a pre-decided friend or relative every
night by using any public phone booth and inform of his wellbeing and whereabouts.
His task is to find a job and work there for a month before returning back home.
Successfully completing such assignment does not automatically qualify a relative to
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straightaway occupy an executive cabin in SRK. Another task awaits him and it is
also to be carried out anonymously. Though, this time it is within SRK. He has to join
the company as trainee and undergo training in each of its department thereby
learning diamond cutting, assorting and polishing. The rules of working are not as
easy as it might appear; he cannot reveal his identity of a relative to Govindbhai and
he has to travel to SRK in a vehicle that is inferior to that of his line manager. There
have been instances in past when boys rode bicycle for commuting to company.
Govindbhai is unfazed with this, “They have to undergo training in every section as
depicted in diamond process flowchart. You won’t get desired results by simply
bestowing responsibilities, whereas person owning responsibilities will yield desired
results.”77 He would also keep close watch on their performances during training and
communicate his observations during weekends. Shreyansh Dholakia, only son of
Govindbhai reached 21 years of age when turnover of SRK crossed Rs.1000 crore
marks. Govindbhai mused over developments at business as well as at domestic front.
Leaving behind wealth without wisdom was not amounting to proper legacy. Wealth
is futile if not accompanied by wisdom. He shared this with his son and suggested a
way that will help him learn facts of life with own experiences. He advised him to
spend 45 days in anonymity at any unknown city and survive by earning through own
skills. Shreyansh agreed and embarked on such a mission by general coach of a train.
He traveled to Hyderabad in south India. Nobody in family knew of this development,
including his mother Champaben, who only knew that he has gone to Himalaya
terrain for tracking. Upon reaching Hyderabad, he stayed in a dormitory shared by 10
occupants. Once he was alone and three tough-looking men came and accused him of
stealing a mobile phone; Shreyansh became potential thief because he was the only
occupant in the room when mobile owner had left. Hotel manager rushed to the spot
when he heard the commotion and informed that mobile is with him, as it was found
on the bed during room cleaning. However, during the commotion, Shreyansh
overheard words like ‘thief’ and ‘son of a thief’; and it was painful to hear his father’s
name being dragged into it. He almost gave away his identity in a bid to prove
innocence; but refrained from doing so because he had given his word to father that
he will not reveal his true identity of hailing from a wealthy family. Other adverse
experiences also include a job of a waiter in a non-vegetarian restaurant requiring him
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to pick up used plates having bones of fish and chicken; entering a bungalow as doorto-door sales person and a boy asked security guard to take this intruder out;
Adversities continued and with more intensities. It reached a threshold when secretary
informed Govindbhai that Shreyanshbhai had not called since two days, whereas it
was mandatory that he calls every day to confirm his wellbeing. Anxious Govindbhai
asked secretary to cancel all engagements and book first available flight to Hyderabad
for him. Upon reaching the hotel where Shreyansh was staying, Govindbhai inquired
about him but manager said he has no idea and has not seen him since two days.
Another person overheard this and volunteered that he is unwell and had gone to
Swami Mandir for medication. Shreyansh was in a bed at that Mandir and was down
with high fever, but he refused to give up and leave with his father. He expressed that
it is just a normal fever and would go away in couple of days. Govindbhai reluctantly
agreed and left, only to return when his one month was complete and 15 more days
were still left. This time Govindbhai had come with a decision to end this training as
the required success was already attained and son had proved his credibility beyond
doubt. He reached the working place, a boutique, at the time when Shreyansh opened
the door with a broom in his hand, as he was cleaning the floor. Govindbhai went to
his son and hugged him with a message that training ends here. He also introduced
himself with the boutique owner and explained the reality before walking away with
Shreyansh.
Shreyansh is thankful for such training that gave him opportunity to
create own viewpoints for life and business, “I learnt not to lose hopes
in any circumstances. One must treat everybody as human, regardless of
her or his economic status. Now I am studying MBA, but what I learnt
in that particular month is not appearing in any academic course. I am
obliged to be son of such a thoughtful father and am gratified to be
member of a loving family. I am certain to send my children for such
expedition, because it’s a unique approach for practical training. If I
can, I would make such fieldwork as part of MBA course. Humanity,
and not wealth, is of utmost importance in life; and only life experiences
can instill humanity. That month has imbibed in us and we are going to
live that month for rest of our lives.78
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Concurrent to such expedition by Shreyansh, other children from joint family were
also sent for similar experiences. Son of his younger brother Akshay Arjanbhai
Dholakia had gone to Bangalore; Nirav Dineshbhai Narola went to Jaipur, Brijesh
Vijaybhai Narola was in Indore and Mitesh Manjibhai Bhatia went to Chandigadh.
None of them broke any rule. Everybody returned with more money than what they
had taken. Govindbhai took care that local people who made difference during their
stay were revisited and were explained the real reason behind the same. Everybody
was even given gift with values ranging from Rs.5,000 to Rs.50,000.

Employees Welfare
“Success at SRK, India’s leading diamond manufacturing company, is not just about
financial profits.”79 Govindbhai quoted this while receiving Export Credit Guarantee
Corporation (ECGC) award in March 2018. Govindbhai imbibed such ethics from
preaching by his spiritual guru Shri Dongreji Maharaj.
Govindbhai has implemented several such principles in his company and one
of them include the philosophy of give respect and get respect; thereby each
employee addresses other by adding salutation of “bhai” for male and
‘bahen” for female; being part of Gujarati culture on addressing respectfully.
Prof. Ashwinbhai Desai80 says, “His ideology of running the company is that
you must not turn your family into a business, but you must turn your
company into a family”. This is a paradigm shift from the way industrialists
and businessmen think and the primary reason why he is called “Kaka”

Major rules & regulations in any diamond industries apply in SRK Exports as well.
Working hours for staff category are 9 am to 7 pm with a lunch break for an hour
while tea is served three times at the work table. Usage of mobile phones is not
permitted, but they can access landline for contacting people outside the premises.
However, employees are not frisked before they leave from office unlike many
diamond enterprises. Management is not ruling out badlo81 happenings despite all
precautions, but in diamond workshops such practices is not looked upon kindly and
anyone caught doing it is immediately shown the door. Usual care is taken while
79
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employing new faces; a strong reference as a back up to fall back on if the person
steals. As in other diamond processing units SRK Exports has also started employing
non-Patels and even non-Gujaratis in diamond-handling sections, but have confined
the choice to Hindu community. Though, non-Hindus are employed in sections like
admin, logistics or accounts that do not handle diamonds. One senior personnel in
SRK Exports informed during interview that minimum salary for employee is
Rs.20,000 and maximum is Rs.50,000. We confirmed this during our fieldwork. This
is quiet acceptable norm for industries in India. Sensitivity of Govindbhai for better
health of employees encouraged him to ban all major vices in personal lives of
employees, including tobacco chewing, smoking and liquor consumption. While
launching this campaign, one year notice period was given to employees to free
themselves of such addiction. Checking at the entrance and monitoring by CCTV
cameras were regular features for ensuring the result. This was more of a supportive
campaign by notice boards depicting dangers of tobacco and also involving family
members in event of stubborn cases. Vinubhai attributes such measures by
Govindbhai to two major factor; family religiosity and bent for Swaminarayan that
bans such vices and death of his partner Shri Virjibhai due to cancer. Nevertheless,
Purshottambhai presumes that 20 to 25 per cent of relatives might be indulging in
some vices because, “Jiv ni savalai no paar nathi” (vices recognize no boundaries).
SRK Exports houses maximum employees belonging to similar caste and/or regional
background as that of Dholakia family. A senior manager in SRKKF opined that
fundamentals by Govindbhai on involving staffs from family and native place worked
well because basic understanding of culture and lifestyle is common among owner
and employee. They also encounter each other in social events outside of business and
make it easier to bond with each other. 82

All employees in SRK Empire building have comfortable working environment.
Amenities for them include air-conditioned atmosphere, individual computers for
better output, in-house lunch that is common for all including managers and owner. It
can be argued that such facilities are given with an eye on better and greater
production and also that the factory is not the only one offering such welfares to
workers. However, it cannot be ruled out that workers can expect such facilities when
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their working hours are from 9 am to 7 pm with tea served three times at the working
table and prohibition on mobile phones. In the world of diamond processing units, it is
important to produce as many diamonds as possible; because they have already
ensured employing high skilled artisans with ability of carving out high grade
diamond quality and now quantity determines degree of their profits. More the
diamonds produced, more the profits earned. Therefore, care is also taken to ensure
that workforce concentrates on production during working hours. Persons having
computers are not likely to have access to internet or USB drives, unless permitted
from higher authorities. Those permitted would have limited access of surfing only
job related websites. SRK also extends wisdom and material sources on safe driving.
Each employee is provided with a helmet for riding two-wheelers. It is a law to wear
helmet during scooter rides, but barely few citizens follow this. Thus, helmet gifting
gesture sends out a signal on company caring for their safety while also encouraging
law enforcement. Training sessions were also conducted on rational use of vehicles by
opting for pillion riding over single driving. A doctor is available at a cabin in ground
level parking facility. He is in attendance for any treatment that an employee may
require during 10 am to 5 pm. taking a clue from a diamond workshop in Visnagar,
Govindbhai opened a window in the same area of parking place where doctor sits. It
started catering as interface for an employee seeking government identity instruments
like PAN Card and passports. Persons attending to this window facilitate filling up of
all required documents for an application for new instrument or changes required in
existing one. This applications are processed with competent departments and
applicant need not visit any office unless mandatory for personal appearance.

It would be interesting to know the employees view on SRK management, its welfare
schemes and management attitudes towards employees. For this we have conducted
survey of selected employees of all the departments of SRK. Around 87 employees
have been selected randomly. We have prepared a questionnaire for this survey.
(Questionnaire is given in Annexure - 9) Following are the main finding of the
survey.


All sample respondents were literate. 16 per cent were educated up to primary
level, 52 per cent were up to secondary level and 16 per cent were up to higher
secondary level, 12 per cent were graduate and post graduate educated while 4
per cent were diploma holder.
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25 percent respondents were second generation member of the Saurashtrian
migrants hence when they were asked about their native place they said Surat.
While 30 percent from Amareli and 10 percent from Bhavnagar district of
Saurashtra. 20 percent from other districts of Saurashtra and 15 percent from
central and south Gujarat. In other words more than 80 percent respondents
were native of Saurashtra.



80 percent respondents were working in SRK for more than five years. Out of
this half of the respondent working in SRK for more than 10 years. Majority
of them got the job through their relatives and SRK employees.



Almost all respondents reported that they avail various benefits from SRK.
These benefits include bonus pay, mediclaim policy, birthday gift, marriage
anniversary gift, health check-ups, and provident fund and Diwali sweets.



From our sample 30 percent respondents were also employees of SRK during
2008 worldwide recession. We specifically asked them whether they remained
in their job during the recession and received salary, they responded positively
and categorically informed us that many diamond units in the city were closed
down and workers were asked to go but in SRK we were asked to continue
with our job and also got our full salary. This was the unique and sympathetic
approach towards workers from SRK owner Govindkaka and we will never
forget this.



When we asked the respondents ‘do you enjoy working in SRK exports’
without hesitation all had responded that we enjoyed very much working in
SRK. The reasons given by respondents were interesting many said that ‘we
feel homely atmosphere here, management and owners were very humane and
sympathetic to workers. They also said that Compare to other diamond units,
in SRK we have better chance of promotion and salary is satisfactory.’



It should be noted here that SRK Export office has a huge canteen and workers
of SRK export eat their free of cost. During our filed work we also eat many
times in the canteen. We found the quality of food is extra ordinary; canteen is
well managed and very hygienic place. All Respondents were very much
appreciative about the quality of food and variety of food served in the
canteen.
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80 per cent respondents reported that they work between 8 to 10 hours a day
and they get 0ne our recess during the day. They also reported that they get
medical facility promptly in a case of accident. Even SRK Export takes care of
the health of their family members.



All the respondents univocally told us that we were very much happy to work
in SRK export unit because Govindkaka and management treat us as their own
family members. They take utmost care for us and our family members’
wellbeing. Bad habits like chewing tobacco, smoking cigarettes, drinking
alcohol or playing gambling are strictly prohibited. If Govindkaka or any
management person found about bad habits among any of us they immediately
ask us to leave. Because of all these our life is happy and we are also healthy.
We appreciate such practices. Any one of us can go and talk to Govindkaka
without any hesitation. He is like our God. He is always positive and helpful.



Generally women are not seen handling diamond related work in this sector.
SRK Exports follows the suits. However, women are employed in almost all
departments

that

does

not

handle

diamonds;

reception,

accounts,

administration, chairman’s office, housekeeping, canteen and so on. We have
inquired on this with various interviewees and everyone is having similar
opinion of avoiding female-male co-working diamond handling departments.
Majority of them believe that co-working would bloom affairs among them
and unwanted concerns might arise. One employee argued that long working
hours without break is likely to create problems for women and office or desk
job do not have such work conditions. Though, it appears that affairs related
concerns are less bothersome in other departments. Nevertheless, women
artisanship is not encouraged in Surat’s diamond sector. Several smaller units
have started involving women artisans, but large units confine their presence
as support staffs. (Employees of SRK fondly called Govindbhai as
Govindkaka or address only Kaka).

Apart from above survey response many respondents while informally discussing
with them informed us that any employee or their family members, having apt for
upward mobility, get opportunities to prove himself and move forward. One of the
unique cases we were told about Govindbhai’s generosity and concerned for poor.
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One of the cattle-caretaker working on his farm, who is quite lower in staff and
economic hierarchy. It was quite impossible for his children to rise beyond a point in
upward mobility. Govindbhai gave opportunity to son of one such employee, a cattlecaretaker at his native village. The son had the apt and could rise to the level of
heading a multinational company in a foreign country. He has been managing it well
since years now. Govindbhai has kept insisting that nobody is a servant in this
company; we all are members of a family. These sounded like mere words till time
came for proving them in letter and spirit. It was a recession that hit the markets
internationally. Global recession of 2008 had dipped people’s capital by 30 per cent.
Reduction in employees’ strength had become very common phenomenon in various
industries including diamond sector of Surat. Govindbhai was not happy to take such
a call because he had been considering the entire staffs as one family, “This is my
family and how can I ask anyone to go just because we are not getting business?”
SRK Exports came up with various alternatives to retain the staff while also
downsizing production, because there were no sales. This led to conducting variety of
trainings based on staff’s needs. Though, production was also kept on and that only
added to stock. This stock piling became blessing in disguise. Thus SRK Exports had
continued business without showing doors to employees. It also should be noted that
for employee grievances unmarked suggestion boxes are kept in washrooms which
are not under CCTV surveillance. Any employee is free to drop grievances or
suggestions in these boxes, with the name or in complete anonymity. It is said that
except Govindbhai, nobody else can open these boxes and access the materials inside
it. However, we found things otherwise. We witnessed writing on one box mentioning
names of two persons who shall open the box once in a month. It is also mentioned
that secrecy will be maintained and information will reach and resolved by
Govindbhai within fifteen days. Modernization process led SRK Exports to reduce
remuneration of some workforce couple of years back. It became necessary from
management viewpoint because workers needed training time and therefore they
would not give optimum output. Chief of one labour union informs that around 200
workers did not agree to the system and were asked to leave the job. They were not
given their rightful gratuity. 65 workers among them had approached them for
assistance. The union first took up the matter with SRK Exports. He met a
management person, but not Govindbhai, with a request to settle their dues. His
request was not entertained and therefore he approached government authorities as
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well as media. News spread around and ultimately all workers received their dues,
close to Rs.1 lac. The union chief, while recounting the episode, considers a case
easily solved; because his first representation to SRK Exports had not reached
Govindbhai. He presumes that Govindbhai learnt about it only when it appeared in
media and immediately recommended its amicable resolution. Though, he has had no
direct interaction with Govindbhai, but is all praise for his bent for workers’
wellbeing, “Maybe because he had been a worker once.” This was noteworthy
because a union leader praises him despite not knowing what transpired when he had
first approached SRK Export.

Unequivocal Admiration by Associates and Executives
Our interactions with senior associates in SRK Exports were held at the office
premises. Interviews focused on their basic family profile, early life and how they
happened to join Govindbhai. We have annexed these details. We also learnt their
experiences of Govindbhai; discussions revolved around their impression, his
methods of handing company, learning derived from his benevolence, way forward
for Patels as community. All associates and executives praised Govindbhai’s nature.
Some of them also narrated examples of their first hand experiences in either personal
or official capacities. All respondents were Patels and were associated with
Govindbhai since long time. Therefore, our questions to them also included if they
learned anything from Govindbhai’s nature and their opinions on Patel community.

Generosity of Govindbhai
Vandanaben was a personal assistant to Govindbhai. She resigned from her job when
her domestic responsibility increased and demanded more of her time. Govindbhai
suggested that she continue and gave her freedom to choose her work timings, “Come
two hours in a day; come two days in a week or come whenever it’s convenient for
you. But don’t leave.”She gets emotional even today while recalling those options
Govindbhai offered to retain her. She could not turn him down and she continued her
service in SRK Exports. She is now part of chairman’s office staff and comes daily
for second half, yet her salary has remained unchanged. Popatbhai praises helping
nature of Govindbhai. He recalls his days of being just another worker in SRK
Exports and he wanted to own a house. Govindbhai arranged interest-free loan of fifty
thousand rupees. He adds, “Govindbhai has helped us more than what we qualify for.”
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In 2011, a tour to Switzerland was arranged for 100 people that included Dholakias,
Narolas and few close associates including his family. Such tours continue even in
current times and are organized by next generation of Dholakias. We have also
received few enthusiastic responses. One of them indicated that Govindbhai’s
farsightedness in establishing Kiran Hospital for workers in the diamond units at
Varacha area. There is also an opinion on his work in tribal areas of Ahwa and Dangs,
“This region would have turned naxalite had we not intervened with activities like
temple constructions, medical centers and healthcare initiatives.” Nonetheless, he is
being looked upon as saintly figure, as one person hails him and another leading
diamantaire, “Only virtuous persons will get such employers like Govindbhai and
Sevantilal.” Govindbhai always inquired for well being of people working in SRK
Exports. We heard several instances that conveys this point; arranging earthen pot for
drinking water when he found some employees averse to water coolers, wages
increased at intervals without waiting for any demands for it. Agenda on wage-rise
had come up during one executive meeting. Eldest brother Bhimjibhai objected for
any rise, “Workers would simply squander their extra income in things like movies.”
Govindbhai was in favour of increasing wages, so he responded, “Increasing workers’
salaries will escalate my production cost. So, I will sell diamonds at higher price in
foreign countries. Therefore, they will cost more to foreigners and workers in India
will get more money.”Govindbhai took stand ‘this shall also pass’ during 2008
economic depression. He conveyed that to lay off employees would be like letting go
off our expertise. Such quality people would be hard to find again. Relations are of
more important than money for Govndbhai. Once during construction, a chandelier
worth Rs.1 lac crashed down due to negligence of an engineer. Govindbhai
approached the engineer and asked, “Did it hurt you anywhere?” It is also noteworthy
that he never scolds anyone in presence of others. He would meet the person alone
and talk it out in a way that nobody else would learn whatever transpired between
them. Govindbhai exercises humility, Babubhai says. He approaches everyone with
respect. “I find this percolating even to his next generation. Younger generation is
expected to be generally puffed-up, but I have never seen any young Dholakias to be
boastful or disrespectful while interacting with people in lower strata.” We asked if
they imbibed anything worthy of replicating in their life. Many of them had a positive
response for that. One person exercised sacrifice-for-family; ‘let it go’ viewpoint and
gave away higher property share to brothers. Another reflection was of short tempered
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person, who was also not much of a family-man. A major lesson he learnt from
Govindbhai has been to reach out to family and maintain relations with them. He has
also helped relatives to settle in career. There is also learning on family values, some
of them lauded the idea of continuing joint family values, “Govindbhai preaches that
wealth will come to you if you view brothers as god.” An associate opined that joint
nature of family has always been in their tradition. His family comprises of 10
members; parents and families of two brothers living under one roof. It is noteworthy
that different income-level of brothers notwithstanding. Charity has been their virtue
by donating part of their income for cows and needy people. Immediate response of
one senior, when he became manager, Govindbhai advised, “We should think on how
to make our employees comfortable. We should behave in such a manner that they
can feel the difference while working with us and are able to become positive.” He
also added that Govindbhai’s quote ‘I am nothing, but I can do anything’ touched his
heart. Babubhai opines that, though his wife is working and has been a career-oriented
lady, but it is not a general trend in Patel community. Popatbhai opines that castes like
Brahmin, Patel and Darji are broadly glabrous with soft outlook, whereas Darbar,
Rajput and Koli belong to hard type. He is inclined to choose Patel, “We prefer Patels
and more so from our villages. Though, we do look for a good reference before hiring
anyone.” This equation is not working well when it comes to marriages, because
gender ratio is skewed among Patels and girls are less in numbers. Thus, girls have an
edge over boys in selecting her beau. This leads boys from poorer background to look
for brides from non-Patel families. Popatbhai submits that Patel are more religious,
but some progressives among them are doing away with ills of superstitions and
derogatory rituals. Veil tradition has gone now. Initially, we saw that newly wedded
brides would not follow it, but their mother-in-law continued with tradition. Slowly,
the tradition has vanished now from his family. We notice that Babubhai is a science
graduate and has worked in reputed companies. His wife too is a graduate and a
career-oriented lady. It is possible that his upbringing in Vyara, and not Saurashtra,
made this difference in family outlook. One senior person is dismayed to narrate his
son dropping out of education after clearing his tenth standard. He was helpless
because his own education level is very low and therefore could not persuade him for
further studies. Moreover, he became too busy in job. He used to work up to 11 at
night during earlier days and could not provide required attention to his family.
Another narrative is quite opposite to this; son and daughter are already graduate and
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now pursuing higher education. Needless to mention, his family encourages education
in girls to an extent that his cousin sister in mid-twenties is pursing medicine. She has
not yet decided on her marriage.

Going Beyond Diamonds
Journey of SRK Exports began in 1977 with partnership. Expansions of partnership
venture was intense enough in next two decades for encouraging partners to part ways
and establish independent units, which was more towards expanding business then
parting ways. Business kept achieving one milestone after other, initially in diamond
sector followed by ventures in jewelry, airlines and consultancy. Offices were
established in other parts of India and in foreign countries including USA, Belgium,
Israel, Hong Kong, UAE, Shanghai. In spite of expanding SRK business globally
Govindbhai heart is very much for helping to the needy. Several relatives verbalized
that Govindbhai has imbibed inclination for giving away certain part of income back
to the needy of society. He has been engaged in self-generated charitable activities by
way of establishing various institutes, employing people who are dedicated to charity
works, supporting charities undertaken by others and contributing to activities related
with social causes. He is a person with high level of positivity and is supportive to
others in their charities. Govindhbai had always remain in forefront whenever his
friends came up with an idea of revolutionary reforms not only for benefits of their
community but also for betterment of society at large and contributed generously
through monetary or personal help . Some of the reforms include campaign to save
girl child, mass-marriages to rationalize lavish spending and water conservation
through check-dams constructions. Govindbhai has supported most of these activities
and also taken lead in their implementation. He is a conscientious business person
having social awareness and care for people around him. Most of his friends, relatives
and leading personalities whom we met during our fieldwork unanimously and
candidly told us that Govindbhai is an extremely charitable person. He has a positive
outlook in his thinking and never ever hurt any individual. He respects every human
being and has a human concern for poor and needy. His contribution in the field of
education, healthcare and economic upliftment of poor is indeed valuable and
praiseworthy. Some of the ideas of social reforms were unique and genius. For
example building a check dam at bride’s native place in Saurashtra as a gift for
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Kanyadan was very novel and ingenious. Similarly cleaning of Surat city by self with
other friends had set an example of cleanliness drive in the city. This had a positive
impact on the people of Surat. Recognizing contributions of great legendry persona of
India and invited them to Surat for award is also very innovative and educative for the
citizen of Surat. Shree Ramkrishana Relief Centre has been working since last 15
years and helping needy in education, health care, religious purpose, economic
upliftment and social reform activities. Around 100 crore had been spent till date by
Govindbhai only for the welfare of needy. How much money Govindbhai must have
spent on Medical Relief Centre, V.N. Godhani School, Adopting Surat Municipal
Corporation School, mobile van for slum children, check dam construction at
Saurashtra region, Beti Bachcav Abhiyan, Satokba Award, Abdul Kalam Health
Project, creating educational facilities in the poor tribal region of Dangs, SRK
Knowledge Foundation and many more welfare activities were not available but
surely these figures are in thousand corer. What appears form the welfare and
charitable activities undertaken by Govindbhai confirms that his commitment towards
poor and needy is undoubtedly inspiring, exemplary and praiseworthy. His heart is
full of humanity and love. All workers in his factory consider him as their god father.
In our personal interviews with workers they told us that we were lucky because we
are working in Govindkaka’s factory. He is a Saint and never ever thinks negatively
or adversely about us. His heart is full of love and humanity. He has been associated
with more than 36 charitable or non-government institutions as a capacity of
president, trustee or as member. (List NGOs with whom Govindbhai has been
associated is given in Annexure - 6) In the next chapter we have discussed his social
reform activities in detailed.
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CHAPTER – 5
GOVINDBHAI’S SOCIAL REFORM AND
CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES
An industry engaging in charitable activities is now a known fact. Many more
industries in India started engaging in social work with onset of corporate social
responsibility (CSR). Govindbhai has also been engaged in wide range of charities
and several of them started much before emergence of CSR as a concept and a law.
These activities range from establishing girls’ school, instituting award for excellence,
healthcare to cash support for needy. Govindbhai primarily believes that diamonds are
luxury products and through it he cannot extend social assistance to people in need; he
owes the society from which he has gained so much. Govindbhai born an agriculturist
is not new to toiling in the farms and is well aware of importance of water in human
life. His social learning continues even after leaving rural life of agriculture and
settling in diamond glitters of Surat. Initial days in Surat taught him how family in
poverty faces hand-to-mouth situations in daily life. Preaching by Shri Dongreji
Maharaj has played major role in life of Govindbhai and we have chosen to quote him
at every possible instance. Thus, his own experiences and learning coupled with
strong bond with Shri Dongreji Maharaj kept inspiring him to engage in welfare of
society and give back from what you earn.

Govindbhai appears to be compassionate for a dignified life for all and has been
contributing towards making it happen. His family, including elders to him has
expressed this. Shri Purshottambhai Ravjibhai Dholakia is cousin brother and around
10 years older than Govindbhai. He remembers their grandfather Shri Kanjibhai
Premjibhai Dholakia, who owned agriculture lands in three talukas of Amreli district.
He had opportunity to inherit more land from his father, as his younger brother had
declined owning any land. Yet he declined for more land and that were distributed
among his sisters. His approach was to give away. He also practiced donating about
10 percent of his earning to charities. Pursottambhai has been seeing good deeds of
Govindbhai and is convinced that soul of Kanjidada has descended in him to make
him perform charities. We observe a series of activities in professional as well as
personal life of Govindbhai wherein he remains proactive in extending benevolence to
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the society. It was worth noting that we met close friends of Govindbhai like
Ramajibhai Samajibhai, Sevantilal Shah, Nanubhai Vanani, Mathurbhai Savani,
during our field work and asked about what they like most of Govindbhai? Without
any hesitation all said that “Govindbhai is like a saint. He is by nature a philanthropic
and charitable person. He cannot see others pain. He is always in forefront to help
needy.”

Launching Cleanliness Drive in Early Nineties
Dirty and messy streets were regular features of Surat habitation. Govindbhai was
well aware of this and therefore he readily joined group of friends who decided to
initiate a cleanliness drive. These friends started with an experiment. Each Sunday at
3.30 pm they would reach a pre-identified dirty street with a hired tractor. These three
to four friends would start cleaning the street meticulously and transfer all dirt in the
tractor. Cleaning would go on for about an hour and tractor would take away all the
dirt for dumping it at appropriate place. They continued this in same neighborhood for
couple of Sundays. It surely did not go unnoticed that high profile people like
Govindbhai Dholakia are cleaning their street. People started joining them. As the
numbers swelled, venue would shift to another location with same timing and
identical cleaning work. During initial days, words went around that they would
shortly be contesting election and seek our votes in exchange of the drama of street
cleaning; or these rich celebrities want to be famous by holding brooms in their hands.
Though, the group relentlessly continued their mission on every Sunday at 3.30 pm
and numbers steadily increased. They named the group as Welcome Clearity Club
(pronounced Kiliyarity Club). Member strength had risen to 500 in 1992-93 and
media started noticing the good work. Plague in 1994 was like eye opener for Surtis,
but lack of community awareness clubbed with apathy of administrative was not
much help till Shri S. R. Rao arrived as new municipal commissioner in May 1995.
He opined upon arriving at Surat, “Bureaucratically, it was a suicide posting. I had
little option but to clean up the city on a war-footing.” Surat soon turned into clean
city, which was considered impossibility. In fact, in one-and-a-half years, Rao
virtually attained the status of a demi-god. Between requests for autographs and
photographs for posterity, his sheer presence make Suratis go for broom. During
Rao’s tenure (in mid-nineties), Surat Municipal Corporation ranked first in the state in
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terms of recovery of taxes, in octroi collection and in tree plantation.83 Upon arriving
in Surat he had recognized good work done by the Clearity club members and had
acknowledged the same. He had even started involving these members in his Surat
cleaning drive. In the printed Pamphlet of Welcome Kilyarity Club (WCC) it had laid
down certain rules for the members. It says that this club will work on the style of
military. Member of the club will be called ‘Commando’. Member will have to work
without any expectation and it should be selfless work. Must work silently and should
not display that you are doing great work. The motto of the WCC is ‘by joining in this
work individual will destroy his/her ego by cleaning the street. By doing cleaning of
public places individual will clean his/her ego and feel mentally light. It is our
responsibility to clean our city and become disease free.’ During epidemic of plague
in Surat we had witness the work of WCC. At that time many news papers reported
WCC activities with photographs. On the basis of news paper report I myself went to
see the WCC functioning. On one Sunday in the year 1994 at around 3.00 p.m. group
of 200 people wearing white clothes with broom in hand started cleaning the public
places without any noise or lecture. They started their work by singing national
anthem. They brought all cleaning equipments and tractor. All were in discipline and
most of them were diamond merchants. There was no sign of arrogance by them.
They did cleaning for one and half hour and at the end they all again sang national
anthem and dispersed. It was very impressive work and without any publicity.
Govindbhai and his friends regularly joined in this work. WCC set an excellent
example for the citizen of Surat. This initiative by Govindbhai and his friend had a far
reaching impact on citizen of city in the years to come. Activities of WCC had
continued till 2003. During these years Govindbhai and his friends able to grew trees
in Katargam area.

Propagating Mass Weddings to Curtail Expenses
Shree Saurashtra Patel Sewa Samaj Surat was established in late 1980s by few
business tycoons and Govindbhai was one of them. Shri Ramjibhai Shamjibhai Italiya
had inspired idea of mass wedding or collective wedding for cutting high level cost
individual wedding ceremonies. Rich people spent lavishly and poor tried imitating
them. Thus, it used to become a huge financial burden for people from relatively
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lower economic strata. The idea floated was to conduct marriages of large number of
couples under one roof. Even the rituals performed are basic and low profile. Initial
mass weddings were conducted with much fanfare and that involved very high
expenses. As the time went by and many ideas started catching up in society, it was
decided to further reduce cost. Weddings rituals were shifted in line with Arya Samaj
ceremonies. Arya Samaj weddings are simple but rich in significance and are
performed according to Vedic rites. Unlike other Hindu wedding, an Arya Samaj
wedding does not involve lavish décor and are known for their simplicity and are
usually inexpensive. Arya Samaj weddings do not believe in idol worship hence the
wedding is performed with fire as the witness. The wedding ceremony is short and
simple and usually lasts for about an hour. Restricted invitee numbers, modest
decorations and simple food with some sweets further scaled down the cost. Important
aspect was that participating couples need not be hailing from poor families.

Govindbhai was highly supportive of this idea, and he was also aware of general
perception people shall carry for such wedding ceremonies. In most cases people
would consider these events as intended for poor and would shy away from
participating in it. Therefore, when his nephews were to marry, he arranged their
marriage as part of mass wedding event. He has been encouraging family members to
be part of such events whenever their children get married. He also contributes by
way of gifts to brides, popularly known as kariyavar, however some families opt out
of receiving such gifts. During the course of our fieldwork, we noticed that
granddaughter of his cousin brother was married in such mass wedding event in 2018.
Parents of bride, Shri Vinubhai and Smt Shardaben during interview proudly
described how they chose to marry their daughter in such event even when finances
were not a concern. As for kariyavar, they opted to arrange from their own resources.
Concept of such mass weddings started going down well in mainstream societies.
This was not limited to only Patels, but leaders of various sections of societies and
castes have been organizing such events for welfare of their people. Mass marriage
idea is very unique and it started by Sauratra Patel Seva Samaj way back in 1982.
More than 50, 000 caste members come together every year for this event. At these
big gatherings speeches emphasize the need for unity of the community; need for
education and the need to remove bad customs are also stressed. Big diamond
merchants from the city donate lakhs of rupees for welfare of the community and also
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emphasize that we all should not spent lavishly on marriage particularly those who are
rich. Mass marriage is now very popular events in Saurashtra Patel Seva Samaj. Three
to four times a year 200 to 300 couple get marry in this mass marriage ceremony. This
practice of mass marriage became important feature for all castes of Gujarat. It has
very positive impact on society and credit must go to Saurashtra Patel Seva Samaj
initiative. It also should be noted that during the mass marriage ceremonies
Govindbhai, Ramajibhai and others got a novel and innovative idea that in Kanyadan
or Kariavar (gift to bride by parents) we must construct one check dam at girl’s native
village, i.e. village in Saurashtra. As mentions earlier Saurashtra region is a drought
prone region and water scarcity was big problem hence it would be very useful for the
people of Saurashtra if check dams were built. Thus from 1990 to 2005 number of
mass marriages organized at Surat and in Kanyadan around 115 Check dams have
been constructed in Saurashtra. Mass marriages practices are still continuing but
direct involvement of Govindbhai and his friends are now limited. Number of small
Saurashtrian groups and individuals continued this tradition till today.

Eliminating Blemished Rituals
Veil tradition was an accepted tradition among Hindus and it was followed even
among Dholakias. Dholakia families had gathered in marriage functions in around
1988 when Govindbhai voiced out his concerns for the family maintaining hoary
ritual of veil tradition. He suggested to put an end to it and to free the women in
families of this practice. It was debated and finally accepted and from that day
onwards this tradition is not being observed in the family. Inspite of Govindbhai being
a traditional and religious person he is also a rational human being. He perceived that
veil tradition is backward and is undignified and shameful for women dignity. While
working in the diamond unit as a diamond worker he had to work hard for more than
10 to 12 hours a day while his wife used to work relentlessly for household work and
also taking care of Govindbhai’s brothers and his close relatives. Govindbhai realized
that why women should Vail throughout the day. He decided that such oppressive
system should be removed and I must protect the women’s dignity. How the vail
system had been eradicated from Dholakia family explained Govindbhai wife
Champaben in her interview with us;
“Once we were sitting with our entire family in our home. Govindbhai came
and instructed us that bow down to the eldest of the family and take their
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blessings and remove the veil in front of them. We all female of the family
followed his instruction and gradually the veil system had been diapered
form our home. Govindbhai always thinks positively and he does not have
any bias or prejudice against anyone hence every member of our family
respect him. Everybody think that whatever Govindbhai does is always for
betterment of the family. Initially it was difficult for us to go in a public
places without veil but later on many Saurashtrains started adopting this
reform. When we visited our native place there was some opposition by
elders but that too gradually died down. Today in all most all Saurashtrian
families veil system had been a system of past. Even in the mass marriages
Govindbhai and others always insist not to veil. This is a very positive
impact and we feel that we got the freedom.”

While discussing with Govindbhai about this social reform step, he candidly told us
that “I always believe to give respect to others. Veil system was an undignified
system which negates the dignity of woman hence I have decided that this age old
stigma has to be removed. I consider every problem is a progress. After lot of
persuasion to women of our family and elders of the family I succeeded in removing
this system and I am happy for this.” The act of abolishing a veil system might be
seen in the present context not that important issue but for Saurashtrian woman who
came from the feudal dominated rural social structure was very big issue and
abolishing it was a major social reform for women empowerment and dignity.

Campaigning for Save the Girl Child
Govindbhai and his friend Mathurbhai Savani were working together for water
conservation in Saurashtra region. In series of meetings they mobilized villagers for
importance of water conservation and extending their help in construction check
dams. In 2003 while travelling into various villages in Saurashtra for this work they
reached to one of the village in Manvadar taluka of Junagadh district. Some elderly
persons of the village had a word with them. They said, “The problem of water was
solved by the Save Water campaign. But there are more than 200 bachelors in our
village. The same condition prevails in other villages also. More boys and fewer girls
situation’ prevails in many villages. Availability of pre-natal sex detection
technologies has led to wide-spread female feticide. Govindbhai and Mathurbhai
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never thought that there is an acute shortage of girls in the Saurashtra and particularly
in Patidar caste. They further probed into it and found out that there has been skewed
sex ratio between male and female. “You should club the ‘Save Water’ campaign with
the ‘Save the Girl Child’ campaign.” This suggestion of those respected elders
impressed Govindbhai and Mathurbahi and they started thinking in that direction.
They thought that:
“Water Conservation Project required a number of materials to construct
ponds and check-dams. But the ‘Save the Girl Child’ mission demands no
materials as such. Men and women attend our meetings in large numbers for
the fulfillment of ‘Save Water Project. In those meetings if we discuss the
serious mission of ‘Save the Girl Child’ also, we can change the hearts of the
people and we can change their attitude towards a girl child. As a result we
can be successful in preventing female feticide. The birth rate of females will
be on the rise and gender imbalance will be reduced and removed
completely.”

As a result in each and every meeting they tried to persuade the people to make
untiring efforts to put a full stop to female feticide. To raise awareness in the people
about the importance of ‘Save the Girl Child’ campaign, Saurashtra Patel Seva Samaj
(SPSS) had organized a very historical and memorable program in January 2006
called Beti Bachao Maha Laddu. Prior to this event SPSS had started its preparation 8
months before. 35000 volunteers joined in this mission. SPSS had prepared a
questionnaire and canvassed among the 2,52,000 families. In the questionnaire they
had asked each family member about number of children in the family and how many
are boys and girls in the family. On the basis of the details they concluded that there is
acute imbalance of sex ration and in some district the sex ratio of female per 1000
male is only 800. SPSS rightly thought that gender imbalance gave rise to a number of
problems that were likely to disturb social order and social harmony. To get rid of this
gender imbalance it was mandatory to prevent female feticide and to cultivate an
attitude of equality to boys and girls. Volunteers then went to each village and
collected water and grains form the each houses for making ‘Beti Bachao Maha
Ladu’. This was an excellent strategy to involved people into entire campaign. From
this collected grain and water a very big laddu of 3,00,000 kilos was prepared. This
laddu was 35 feet high and its diameter was 65x 65 feet. It was as huge as a mountain.
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The function was organized on 1st January 2006 at Kamrej some 20 kilometer away
from Surat. Govindbhai who was the one of the organiser of the function described
the function in his own words: “The location of this program was at Kamrej, 20 kms
away from Surat. People attended this program in amazingly large numbers. The
volume of traffic was so huge that it became literally impossible to drive any vehicle
on the 200 feet wide Surat – Kamrej road. People who wanted to attend the program
were compelled to walk a long distance of 20 kms. They did walk 20 kms to attend
the program. More than 12 lakh people attended the program. Seven stages were
prepared, each being big enough to accommodate 200 people. More than 1400 leading
persons from all over the state, the nation and the world remained present. More than
50000 leading persons came from other villages and cities. In this grand and glorious
program Beti Bachao Maha Laddu was worshipped with AARTI. 12 lakh men and
women took an oath in front of this Maha Laddu prepared from the food collected
from each and every family. They took the oath ‘We are taking an oath in front of this
Maha Laddu that we will never let female feticide take place in our family; we will
cultivate an attitude of equality to both boys and girls and we will prevent others from
committing the sin of female feticide. All leading persons gave proper, adequate
guidance to lakhs of people. PRASAD was placed in 35 lakh boxes and these boxes
were distributed in all the cities and villages of Gujarat. All the people took an oath in
front of this Prasad.”

Sensitivity of Govindbhai also touched concerns for female feticide. During series of
his lectures to fellow-caste folks he has been urging to stop girl infanticide. In 2006 in
a lecture at Rajkot he explains that Gujarat with 825 females for every 1000 males is
far behind national sex ratio of 900 for every 1000. He has been voicing out this
concern in lectures at various locations. Due to his concern for girls he and his
partners started a girls School in Surat named V.N. Godhani Girls School at Katargam
area of Surat.

Propagating Campaign for Water Conservation
Govindbhai has remained linked to his native Dudhala village at Amreli district. This
area is drought prone and reels under water scarcity and therefore he was highly
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inspired by works of Shri Mathurbhai Savani84, who received thumping success in
water conservation by building check-dams. He initiated this movement from village
Khopala of Botad district, neighbouring district of Amreli.

Shri Mathurbhai was born in Khopala, migrated to Surat and engaged himself in
diamond industry. He established ‘Savani Brother’ diamond producing unit that soon
became one of the leading unit of diamond sector. Topography of Khopala village
disallowed retention of any rainwater because village is on topside of a hilly terrain
and rainwater would easily find way to flow away from village area. Check dams
were constructed at Khopala with technical expertise and this lead to water getting
retained in future monsoons. Even underground water levels were increased beyond
expectations. This success led Mathurbhai to work more on this and he established
Saurashtra Jaldhara Trust, which was later registered in 1999-2000.
In the mid-90s, large parts of Saurashtra used to get water through train
tankers from water-abundant areas of central and south Gujarat. Today it is a
thing of the past. Earlier, many small rivers and rivulets in this region used to
go dry by the end of monsoon. Now they have become almost perennial and
several villages have become self-sufficient in water. The check dam
revolution was triggered in 1999 by Mansukh Suvagiya, a Rajkot-based
social worker in Jhamka village of Junagadh where the villagers collected
money and constructed 52 check dams in a span of two months on small
rivulets in and around the village. Today, Jhamka is a symbol of water and
agro self-sufficiency. In the same year, the Saurashtra Jaldhara Trust,
an NGO run by diamond magnate by Mathurbhai Savani built 213 check
dams on rivulets in and around Khopala near Bhavnagar to turn the village's
fortune. As the success of this experiment travelled to other areas of
Saurashtra with the trust's help, the then chief minister Keshubhai Patel took
interest in it and launched the ambitious Sardar Patel Water Recharging
Programme in 2000 to build check dams in partnership with the people.
(Uday Madhurkar, India Today, 04/06/2010)
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Shri Mathurbhai Savani is a Padma Shri awardees for his work on water conservation through
check-dams. Born in village Khopala of Taluka Gadhada in Botad district, he first constructed
check dams at Khopala that not only ensured water retention, but also brought water levels higher
in water resources.
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Mathurbhai’s successful experiment on check-dams encouraged him to make this as a
movement by establishing a Saurashtra Jaldhara Trust, which was later registered in
1999. Its website observes that Mathurbhai started organizing series of conferences in
Saurashtra region and advertising these conferences through local newspapers /
dailies. Trust promoted an idea of “vacation at native village, for native village” for
encouraging Saurashtrians to take this up as a cause. He would extend help by
gathering people of that village working at Surat and jointly chalk out plans on
people’s participation model– formation of village committee, total cost estimate,
number of check dams to be built, and technical information related to check dams,
contribution of village residents, and allocation of JCB machines and so on. The
engineers of the trust would then visits village and prepare technical reports and
submit the files to the government. Government scheme had been to extend 60 per
cent of total cost while people are to contribute 40 percent of it that includes their
labour cost as well. This was a model involving financial participation from farmers
as per their land holding, because rising water levels financially benefits farmers
when their farms start giving higher crop yields because of better irrigation due to
these check dams. Govindbhai took up this cause for his native, starting with Dudhala
and four other neighbouring villages where he held first public meeting on
15/10/1999. He introduced Mathurbhai as pioneer of jaldhara movement in Saurashtra
and his success at Khopala village. While narrating his visit to Khopala he explained
extent of success in retention and elevation of ground water level; he cited example of
one well overflowing and its water running on the road. He also saw cotton crop
standing eight feet high in their farms. He suggested making a village committee for
implementing this project for benefit of entire village.

Govindbhai continued such meetings elsewhere too, even in Surat for carrying
message to fellow Saurashtrians to take up check-dam construction. He explained
government guidelines and suggested to form a required committee and gather small
funds that can avail the scheme. His meetings continued even in year 2000 with a
focus on Lathi taluka that included villages Pratapgadh, Aansodar, Akala, Zarakhiya,
Harsipur Devalia and Keriya. He kept finding various ways of convincing people;
water of our village, remains in our village; water within our border, remains within
our border; let us do it even if it recharges government-owned water bodies because it
is ultimately benefiting us; government aided schemes would start but never end, as it
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happened in case of Narmada dam, but our check-dams would be completed if we
undertake their constructions; making of check-dam would not cost us anything if we
smartly utilize 60 per cent of government funds while contributing free labour and
other resources, don’t mix this movement with politics and requesting people of all
political parties to shed their political-identity while working on this for improved
future; large dams like Ukai might collapse, but small check-dams pose no such
dangers; a better yield shall also ensure better cattle-fodder; humans used up precious
water, so humans have to replenish it. He had foreseen trouble makers and therefore
in every launch meeting at villages, he requested people to beware of discontented
elements of village who create hurdles in the progress.

His speech at Harsipur Devalia in mid-April 2000 informed people of constructing 21
check-dams at Dudhala and having received Rs.7 lac from government. Instead of
monetary contribution, villagers contributed labour. However, all was not so well at
Dudhala. Village unity was disturbed due to some concerns in project handling. This
gets evident from Govindbhai’s speech in August 2000. He apologizes to people who
were disheartened for reasons beyond his control. He ends with an advice of forget
and forgive. Similar fire-fighting is seen at a meeting here after about two months.
There were issues like cement-pipes brought for free but village’s tractor-owner
seeking rent for transportation; people promising financial contribution but do not
honor it, and were upset when asked for promised finances. Though, the project of
check-dams construction was complete and functional by that time but he wanted to
avoid any negative side-effect due to the project.

Besides advocating check-dams at village level, Govindbhai propagated the idea in
varieties of ways. One of them was to gift cement bags to bride in her marriage. When
a girl married in that region, Govindbhai would his share of kariyavar as part of
financially supporting marriage. However, such support started coming in form of girl
receiving about 200 cement bags, with a message that her in-laws should construct a
check-dam in their village for promoting water conservation.

Shri Ramkrishna Charitable Trust for Activities like Education and Healthcare
Govindbhai is a firm believer that education is essential for improving the socioeconomic and cultural condition of individual. He always emphasized that one must
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get meaningful education for person development. He also very much concerned for
imparting education to poor and deprived section of society. For this he has started
many such initiatives. Partners of Sheri Ramkrishna Exports founded Shri
Ramkrishna Charitable Trust as early as in 1988 and Govindbhai has been heading the
charitable activities under it. It was established under charitable trust act as well as
under society registration act. One of the initial projects the Trust undertook was
establishing a Gujarati medium school at its campus of Katargam, Surat in 1990 in the
memory of their late partner Shri Virjibhai Godhani. This place at Katargam area of
Surat also came in handy for establishing various charitable activities including other
educational and healthcare initiatives. Trust is working on education, health and social
field. It had organized advocacy meeting with industrialist and private practitioners of
Surat city.85

V. N. Godhani Kanya Vidyalaya
V.N. Godhani Kanya Vidyalaya is a Gujarati medium school situated within SRK
Charitable Trust campus at Green Lines of Katargam in Surat. It was established in
1988 to commemorate Shri Virjibhai Godhani, founding partner of SRK Exports. Late
Shri Virjibhai is survived by four children; daughters Smt. Rekhaben and Smt.
Rashilaben and sons Shri Vinodbhai and Shri Rameshbhai. Vinodbhai has been part
of the school management. Overall management include Shri Govindbhai as
President, Shri Bhagwanbhai as Vice President, Shri Shamjibhai, an elder brother of
Shri Bhagwanbhai, is Secretary and manages daily routine; while Shri Nagjibhai and
Shri Vinodbhai are trustees. Shree Ramkrishna Charitable Trust financially supported
and managed the school with an aim of free education to girls from resource poor
families. However, this approach was to change by century end and annual fee
structure starts from Rs.16,000.

Towards the end of twentieth century India was opening up for global arena and
importance of English language was gaining grounds. School management realized
and recognized this change and decided to impart education in English medium while
gradually phasing out the Gujarat Medium. The phasing out began more than a decade
back in 2004 and starting from initial standards, one standard is being closed down
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each year. At present, it has two classes left, class XI and XII, and it would take two
more years to down shutters on Gujarati teachings at this campus.

V.N. Godhani English School
V.N. Godhani English School, an English medium school with aims and objectives
similar to that of Gujarati medium was established in 2001. This is a co-education
school from Kindergarten to Standard XII offering Commerce and Science streams,
situated in the same premises of Gujarati medium school. It is affiliated to Gujarat
State Education Board and not dependent on government grants. Education is not free
and not much subsidized also. Annual fee starts from Rs.15,000 onwards and in
increasing order of standard. However, donations of any kind are not accepted.
Admission criteria follow few primary requirements and vicinity being of prime
importance. Admission becomes easy for applicant if any sibling is already a student.
Students under Right to Education (RTE)86 are also admitted, though there are no
students from minority community because they do not live nearby school. However,
some teachers are hailing from minority community.

Total student strength, during 2018-19, was 1500 in English and 300 in Gujarati
medium with a total of 100 staff members; English medium has three divisions per
class and Gujarati has two. Most of the school managing cost Government aided,
though SRK Charitable Trust extends help for larger expenses. Management
encourages sports including karate classes, instilling social values like tree-plantation
drive and sanitation drive. Two tours in a year include a long paid-tour along with
short one would have a 3C purpose of communication, coordination and cooperation.
School is able to boast of giving successful professionals including women doctors
and chartered accountants to the society. School had large open spaces all around it
when it started 30 years back in 1988. These spaces were freely utilized as
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playgrounds and other activities. Infrastructural development took place in
surrounding areas now they have no ground access nearby. Space crunch is visible as
entire school activities are confined to a building with no playground. Smt.
Chandrikaben Patel, a Kathiawadi married to Surati, has been principal of Gujarati
medium since 1998. She is impressed by Govindbhai giving so much time for school
and students despite his hectic schedule. Smt. Divyaben Gajjar is enthralled with his
persona having care for everyone around him.
Principals of both schools have admin offices in same premises and work in
unison with each other. They reiterated on how Govindkaka would come and
spend time in Relief Center first, which has been his priority. Even during an
non-eventful regular day, he would come down to the school admin office
and wave at us to inquire if all is well, while giving us a broad smile and then
leave. He has arranged for suggestion box in which any student can drop a
suggestion and it can be even against management. While English medium
school is not so old, but students from Gujarati medium have earned
reputation; while selecting a bride for sons, their parents opine that “If girl
has studied in V. N. Godhani School, she must have good sanskar (ethics).”
During recession of 2008, some parents had problems in paying fees.
Govindkaka came up with a solution that he would pay the fees of anyone if
that student or parents (if student is too young) can memorise one adhyay
from Bhagwad Gita and recite it. This offer was not limited for students of
this school, but for any students. School balance sheet always shows a loss
and it might escalate even to the tune of around Rs.10 lacs. But our
charitable approach does not dilute.

A day-long farewell to girls studying in standard-XII, Gujarati Medium, is arranged in
February on their last school-day. Govindbhai and Bhagwanbhai along with both
principals address gathering of students and parents wishing them a good life.
Govindbhai, with his apt of interacting with audience, starts moving around bridging
gaps between mothers and daughters.
Govindbhai offers his mike to student who complaints against her mother for
forcing her to cook despite her final exams round the corner. Govindbhai
then takes the mike to her mother who confirms that. To this, he responds
that it is good if daughter learns cooking, but it can be done during non-exam
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phases. However, he acknowledges feelings of the mother as appropriate, but
such action was avoidable. Mother accepts the advice and promises to avoid
it henceforth.

His advice to girls revolves around focusing on moral grounds in college and not to
commit a mistake that cannot be undone later. While pursuing a career is a good thing
but also to listen to parents when it comes to taking important decisions in life. It is
not advisable to get carried away for love marriages, it is also not proper to refuse
marriage when parents arrange it during ongoing studies. Avoid giving excuses of
pursuing a career etc. because parents know what is good for their daughter. He
cautions against having affairs during sensitive age of 16 to 20 years. One must not
cross the line and parents should also keep a check on whereabouts of their daughter
at least once or twice in a year.

He has a good word for them to remain calm at result time and accept whatever the
outcome is, “You have tried your best and now don’t feel sad if the result is bad.” He
narrates a story with gloomy end viewed optimistically.
A fakir has a wish. He offers prayers for 12 years continuously for having his
wish fulfilled. God appears after 12 years to tell him that time has not yet
come to fulfill his wish. This leaves fakir a happy man. A priest inquires onto
his happiness despite his wish being rejected. Fakir says, “I don’t care about
my wish, but at least God knows that there is someone offering prayers.”

Education in Mobile Van
This is an innovative progamme launched by SRK charitable Trust for imparting nonformal education to migrant and poor children. A mobile van equipped with lots of
teaching aides like games, outdoor games equipments, food, clothes and toys goes
every day to various construction sites in and around Katargam and Varachcha area of
Surat city. Van goes twice in day in different migrant workers localities. Morning
shift start around 8 a.m. until 12 p.m. and then after noon shift start around 2 to 5 p.m.
there are four dedicated trained teachers go along with van. Teachers give informal
education to children those who are not going to school. This project has been
successfully running since last three years. Those children who are interested in
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perusing further formal education were motivated and enrolled in the school.
Nutritious food also has been provided to the children.

Adopting Government Primary Schools
Government, through Surat Municipal Corporation (SMC) has established 293
primary schools starting from KG to standard VIII. They are teaching boys as well as
girls and have separate timings for their classes. Inadequacy of government funding
and lack of proper infrastructure and staffing leads to poor quality of education.

Shree Ramkrishna Charitable Trust adopted fours such schools for improving their
educational and infrastructural activities. It has been donating around Rs.150,000 each
month and it has helped in better functioning of the schools by appointing 20 more
teachers, 3 multipurpose workers, instituting CCTV system, establishing computers
along with its laboratory, improved mid-day meals and better sanitation facilities on
regular basis. Trust had adopted these schools since last 10 years. So far trust had
donated more than 5 corer rupees to these schools. When this project started there
were around 1400 hundred students in these schools today the number had gone upto
5000. The quality of education had improved lot and many students had done
exceedingly well in their career.

Nanduba Medical Center
Nanduba Medical Center, established in 1994 and managed by SRK Charitable Trust
at its Katargam Campus, offers medical consultations against a nominal fee. In 2002,
sophisticated testing machines like X-Rays and Sonography etc. were instituted as
part of expansion. The Trust has also placed a full time general physician for regular
out-patient department (OPD) services. Besides this, more than 50 specialist medical
professional take turns in visiting the Centre and offer consultations against nominal
fee. Besides OPD, it includes physiotherapy, pathology laboratory, digital X-Ray and
USG, HIV/AIDS Control Centre, dentistry, ambulance service. SRK Exports
instituted around Rs.10 lacs on ambulance and other equipment.87
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Shri Nanubhai Rasiya is full time dedicated manager for the campus. He opines that
while most consultations, testing and treatment charges are barely 20 per cent of the
cost any patient might incur elsewhere. However, he authorizes free treatment to
resource poor patients when they approach him. The Trust reimburses about Rs. 1 lac
each month towards losses due to subsides. All cash received are against digitized
receipts duly segregated towards consultancy, tests performed and treatments given.
Consultants are forwarded entire amount collected on their behalf. Free consultations
are not promoted because consultants might inconvenience the patients for want to
money.

There is a display board at the Center that indicates total number of patients treated in
previous month. It extends medical facilities to around 10,000 patients per month, The
Center treated total 10,644 patients in January 2019 that included 2,498 OPDs, 1218
consulting cases, 1746 physiotherapies, 2298 laboratory testing, 1018 X-Rays, 975
Sonographies, 842 dental treatments and 49 ECGs. Medical camps are organized
three to four times in a year having focus on diagnosis and medicine distributions.
Such camps are held once in a year for Dang, Bharuch and Narmada districts. Special
camps are conducted in remote areas for benefits of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes of that region. Other such initiatives include blood donation camps and dental
check-up.88

Shree Ramkrishna Institute of Computer Education & Applied Science
This institute was established in 1999 in the campus of a reputed education society,
Sarvajanik Education Society (SES)89 at Surat. SES founded in 1912 and is affiliated
to Veer Narmad South Gujarat University having varieties of schools and colleges
under its umbrella. SRK Charitable Trust donated Rs. 2.5 million in 1998 for
establishing an institute of computer education and applied sciences, an additional
Rs.5 million were donated for construction of building.

HIV - AIDS Awareness Center
This Centre was established in 2002 and is functioning in the premises of SRK
Charitable Trust at Katargam. The Center works under the guidance and banner of the
88
89

ibid.
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Gujarat State Aids Control Society (GSACS) and the District Aids Prevention and
Control Unit (DAPCO), both of which are subsidiaries of the National Aids Control
Program (NACP). SRK Welfare Trust is supporting activities of the Center. Main
objective is to spread awareness about HIV AIDS and its treatment to high risk
behavior (HRB) groups, as classified by GSACS.90

Major activities revolve around awareness generation and include Medical Health
Camp, Inter-Personal Communication, Counseling, Street Plays, Advocacy Meetings,
Condom Distribution, Developing and Distributing IECs and Community Events.

Shree Ramkrishna Welfare Trust for Financial Assistance
Govindbhai desired to undertake need based welfare activities for poverty-stricken
people. Therefore need arose for a welfare institute that can undertake such activities.
In 1999, he initiated Shree Ramkrishna Welfare Trust in personal capacity and
situated its operations at campus of Shree Ramkrishna Charitable Trust. Core
objective of this Trust has been to reach out to needy people of society, regardless of
their religious background. Govindbhai makes it a point to visit this office at around
10 am each morning, when he is in Surat, to extend monitory assistance. A Relief
Center operates under the aegis of SRK Welfare Trust in the same campus at
Katargam. Govindbhai has instituted this Trust in his personal capacity for
undertaking relief activities from his own resources. While this Center attends to
medical, educational, social and any other finance related needs of people; it also is a
contact point for member of public to meet with Govindbhai. At the entrance of this
Center once can see a prominent board requesting people to contact this office for
meeting Govindbhai for reasons like various financial requirements, medical or
scholarships or even to extend marriage or other invitations. It is also requested not to
disturb him over phone or otherwise, but to contact him via this office. Govindbhai
takes ample care to remain in touch with this office by contacting this office at around
10 to 11 am. He is most likely to visit the Center when he is in Surat. However, it may
not always be possible to do that in case of other work pressures and during travel
within India; but he would telephonically remain in touch during that period and
attend to urgent and emergency cases. There are instances of his international travel
90
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when he delegates approving authority to Manager of SRK Charitable Trust, having
full-time presence in the campus. Manager is a close aide, a relative and a longtime
associate of Govindbhai. This is a welfare activity for financial assistance without any
publicity. Word goes around and needy people come along. There were some
instances where some people would misrepresent their case with intent to get some
money. Govindbhai would extend a token relief of Rs.1100 as a goodwill gesture
without inquiring details thereof.

However, relief measures were extended for

specific causes, which may be relaxed in deserving cases. Deserving categories were
given in the application form; Education, Medical, Senior Citizens, Widow, Orphan,
HIV+ and others. Major cases supported range from scholarships for education,
financial aid for costly medical treatments, monthly aids to seniors and widows,
sewing machine support to widows, financial support to Sadhu Maharaj91 and cash to
brides as chandlo or kariyavar92 during her marriage.

Govindbhai would not shy away in extending helping hand to needy persons with
honest background. While giving away any financial support, he would verbalise the
conditions of returning back either in cash or in kind with a set timeline. However, he
never means to adhere to these guidelines after giving the money away. There have
been regular instances when beneficiaries have respectfully returned the money in
cash or by services, as agreed while receiving donation. Though, in several cases
people have not returned them, but it never touched Govindbhai because he never
expects any donations to come back. In cases when recipients are acquaintances, their
road would cross at social or business events, but Govindbhai would never bring out
this as topic because he believe that money is not as important as a relation should be.
There are also instances when friends and acquaintances expect a helping hand. Even
in such cases Govindbhai avoids giving direct cash to recipients; he prefers to help by
encouraging a person to earn.

Application Processing
An applicant fills up the form with help of staffs, which helps mainly in detailing
problem statements besides filling up gaps if any. In addition to asking identity details
91
92
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and reasons for financial needs, the application form also seeks information on family
members, caste, native place, monthly income, nature of housing and vehicle owned
etc. Form details are fed into tailor-made computer software. Staffs would also visit
certain houses of applicants, whose cases are serious and seeks high relief amounts.
They will physically cross-check information with family members and neigbours.
This helps circumvent applications with ill-intentions. However, it still cannot be
ruled out that financial support extended may get utilized for other purposes. To avoid
this, amount released are cheques, not cash, and in the name of institutes, not
applicants; for example applicant’s educational fee is paid by cheque in favour of
desired school/college; or cheque for medical expenses is in favour of medical
institutions. Therefore, an applicant is asked to attach quotation from these institutes
that details out nature of education fees or medical treatments. Needless to mention,
Govindbhai agrees to handover cash to deserving cases.

Manager of SRK Charitable Trust, a senior person and close aide of Govindbhai and
Head of staffs in SRK Welfare Trust have been authorized to discharge cases
requiring up to Rs.50,000. Govindbhai intervenes in cases requiring more than that.
These processes have evolved out of managing the Center for almost two decades,
and staffs are well trained in what to do when while discharging any applications.
Over one lac rupees in cash remains available with the Manager and it is earmarked
for extending cash assistances and regular expenses incurred by SRK Welfare Trust.
A daily diary is maintained with amounts disbursed by cheque or cash.

All

discharged application forms are being meticulously filed and stored inside cabinets
in this room, with each cabinet labeled with form numbers stored inside. First form
dates back to 5/10/1999.

Figures recorded since 1999 indicate that since 20 years, up to 2018, Relief Centre
catered to more than 1 lac applicants under varied categories and disbursed support
worth more than Rs.23.48 crores. Major applications catered were 73.5 thousands
under medical category and about 16 thousands under educational category. We also
looked into yearly figures of previous year 2018; wherein medical applicants
supported were 8,114, educational were 986 and 1,446 were extended economic
support. Total disbursed amount disbursed during the year was close to Rs.2.97
crores.
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Table 5.1 : Comprehensive Statistics on Beneficiaries Supported under Different Sectors
Sr

Year

Applicants
Supported

Medical

Widow,
Single,
Elderly

Educational

Sewing
Machine

HIV
Related

Organisation

Economic
Support

Total
Amount
Disbursed

1

1999

14

14

0

-

-

-

-

-

48,000

2

2000

240

193

5

2

-

-

1

39

6,42,297

3

2001

603

419

43

5

-

-

8

128

13,24,116

4

2002

1024

822

83

30

1

-

31

57

17,65,192

5

2003

1653

1307

93

38

1

8

51

155

22,11,167

6

2004

1917

1595

75

43

-

1

39

164

25,24,691

7

2005

2157

1676

164

87

3

3

45

179

37,72,076

8

2006

3279

2471

413

152

4

13

64

162

57,04,629

9

2007

4172

2931

636

173

4

19

161

248

69,68,301

10

2008

5479

3747

1062

259

9

34

56

312

1,04,61,567

11

2009

5607

3627

1410

200

8

35

24

303

79,24,742

12

2010

5695

4120

1021

214

5

3

9

323

95,21,239

13

2011

5103

3907

757

163

6

30

13

227

1,06,66,977

14

2012

6141

4931

778

183

2

1

4

242

1,45,10,510

15

2013

6779

5389

860

178

5

38

11

298

1,86,64,049

16

2014

8928

6837

1266

213

8

57

9

538

2,60,11,722

17

2015

13519

8394

3439

407

17

49

10

1,203

3,69,61,220

18

2016

11250

7334

2005

197

25

79

12

1,598

2,67,43,218

19

2017

9319

6327

1084

116

30

51

6

1,705

2,09,16,364

20

2018

Total

10,732

8,114

986

125

9

48

4

103,611

74,155

16,180

2,785

137

469

558

1,446
9,327

2,96,96,404
23,70,38,481

We visited the Center twice during middle of February in 2019. The Center is not so
large room with four tables with office chair facing the room having few plastic chairs
for applicants. Our first visit began at 9.30 am when about 15 persons were on plastic
chairs and two staffs on computers were busy interacting with couple of applicants.
Head of staffs with other colleagues was arranging forms that would be presented to
Govindbhai when he arrives at around 10.00-10.30 am. Head of staffs received a
telephone from Govindbhai sometime before 10.30 am; and he called upon two
applicants to a small cabin next door, which Govindbhai uses for face-to-face
dialogues for cases needing privacy. Next we learn that applications of both persons
were granted and one of them was a lady. While we were seating in the welfare centre
one student named Sagar Wala came to get his second year MBBS tuition fee. Sagar
was a son of a diamond worker and belongs to Koli community (Other Backward
Caste), he secured 94 percent in 12th science examination and got the admission in
medical stream at B. J. Medical College, Ahmedabad. He told us that so far he got
10,000 as tuition fee from the centre. We witnessed that another 4000 cheque was
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given to him for this year fee. While inquiring about how he came to know about the
centre, he told us that through my father’s friend I came to know. I approached the
center for help in tuition fee some two years back and submitted my application. After
that centre staff visited my home and inquired about my economic condition and then
I got the monetary assistance. He received the cheque in the name of his college so
that fees could be directly deposit in the college account. We also witnessed one of
the Saint belongs to Dashnami Sect from Saurashtra came for help in organizing mass
marriage of his caste. Govindbhai personally met him and inquired about his motive
and details of the mass marriage. After he got convinced, he has been given 11000
cash on spot. Similarly, one of the social worker from Varachcha area came with one
cancer patient and asked for financial assistance. After scrutiny of patient medical
report and doctor certificate, she had been given 4000 help. Similarly, some other
applicants were also informed of decisions in their respective cases. We were to learn
later that Govindbhai was not feeling well and therefore skipped visiting Center, but
took care of discharging applications of the day. Our second visit after a day’s interval
was also at about 9.30 am and we witnessed the same atmosphere of some occupied
plastic chairs and staffs busy with applicants, their forms and computers. Forms were
arranged on desk in order of applicants who would meet Govindbhai. He arrived at
around 10.10 am, occupied his desk and at once started interacting with applicants
while referring to their respective forms. He took not more than 3 to 4 minutes with
each of them and scribbles his comments on the form. If a person is granted the
assistance, it is enacted immediately, including offering cheques. There was also
couple of visitors in addition to applicants seeking financial supports. One such visitor
had come to invite Govindbhai to a community function. He also obliged a visitor by
clicking a photograph with him. Interactions with staffs helped us in learning various
other aspects including types of reliefs sought and extended in the Center since more
than two decades.

Educational Scholarships
Families seeking finances for educating their wards would approach the Center.
Center financially supports deserving candidates for studies in school, college or
higher courses in recognized universities. Support is not offered for any tuition
classes. There have been instances of students getting support not only for higher
level education but also for foreign universities. The rule of memories-and-recite an
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adhyay (chapter) or some Shlokas from Bhagwad Gita (or from Quran or Bible for
Muslim or Christian applicants) applies here. Parents are asked to do so if their child
is too young and unable to memories a chapter. During 2018, 986 students were
extended this support, and total 16,072 were reached till end of 2018.

Govindbhai does not want to instill sense of receiving things free in their minds.
Therefore, he tells each student to consider this as loan and return the same from their
own earnings. They are given options to either return it to Centre or use that amount
to help others in similar need. However, Govindbhai does not expect them to return
the money, though a small number of them have returned it. Center has also noticed
several students, when they start earning; help others instead of returning the money.
We collected data of students taking scholarships more than ten years back and of
students returning money till 2018, previous year of our fieldwork.

Table-5.2: Number of Scholarships and Amount Disbursed during 2005-2008
Year

No. of Students Received Scholarship

2005

164

Amount Supported with during the
Year (Rs.)
743,760

2006

413

1,297,535

2007

636

1,856,790

2008

1062

3,202,240

Total

2275

7,100,325
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Table-5.3: Number of Students Returning the Amount during 2007-2018

2007

No. of Students Returned Amount
of Scholarship
1

Amount Supported with during the
Year (Rs.)
50,000

2008

1

3,000

2009

1

5,000

2010

3

13,000

2011

3

20,000

2012

2

2,000

2013

5

48,000

2014

3

26,000

2015

2

19,000

2016

4

25,000

2017

1

5,000

2018

2

15,000

Total

28

231,000

Year

Scholarships amounting to more than Rs.71 lacs (7 million) were extended to 2,275
students during 2005 to 2008. Anticipating minimum 3 years and maximum 12 years
for a student to complete study and start earning; they will be in position to return the
money any time after 2007. We retrieved data of money returned during 2007 to
2018; it depicted 28 students returning the money. The total amount received during
this period was Rs.2.31 lacs (less than quarter million). However, Centre has learnt
several instances wherein students opted to help other students instead of returning the
money. It should also be noted that families applying for scholarships hail from low
economic strata. Moreover, Center does not extend financial assistance to families
that have ability to afford children’s education. Therefore, priority of such students
would be to attain family’s economic stability and that depends on extent of their
upward mobility. Primary reason of this statistics is Govindkaka’s intent of helping
students from poor background while exercising caution of not instilling guilt in them.

Medical
Patients needing support for medical treatment would approach the Center with
prescriptions and quotations by medical institutions they have selected for treatment.
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Regular cross checking is done in expensive treatment cases. Genuine cases involving
high costs would be supported even by availing subsidies from other institutes or
requesting concerned medical institute for reducing the cost etc. Sometimes patients
directly approach him when they have no finances for even basic treatment and he
would refer them to competent hospitals. 73,504 persons have been supported till
2018 and 8,114 cases were supported during the year 2018. In most cases, support
offered is directly transferred to concerned medical institution instead of giving cash
to any individuals. There are also instances of individuals supported for treating their
ailment in foreign countries.

Financial Support to Senior Citizens and Widows
Cases of senior citizens and widows are mainly requiring monthly financial
assistance. They approach the Center and verified once during initial stage.
Govindbhai approves monthly financial assistance for each and their cheques are
readied each month according to amounts approved. Such applicants are not expected
to undergo same processes each month or to meet Govindbhai for receiving their
cheques. Yes, these people receive cheques in their own names. Some widows would
not have any form of bank accounts and therefore they are entitled for getting cash.
Govindbhai puts such remarks during discharging their forms. 125 widows, elderly
and single women were supported during 2018; while 2,767 such persons are
supported till the end of 2018.

Sewing Machines to Widows
Tailor-work is considered basic occupation when a woman poverty-stricken family
loses her bread-earner. Applications of such kind undergo regular household cross
checking and verification from neighborhood. Applicant would be asked to
memories-and-recite a chapter or Sloka from any religious text, based on her faith.
Center asks successful applicant to visit a particular sewing machine trader and select
a machine, which costs anything above Rs.15,000. Affiliation with single trader helps
in negotiating the price. She has the liberty to select any sewing machine with a
condition that the Center would offer 50 per cent subsidy directly to trader and she
should deposit the balance amount. There are beneficiaries having received sewing
machines, however such cases are few and far between. 9 widows were given sewing
machines during 2018, while total 135 have benefitted with that till end of 2018.
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Experiences of Executive Dedicated for Charities
SRK Exports have appointed an executive for looking after various charitable
activities. Shri Babubhai Italiya, a Social Work Manager, has a cabin in parking place
of SRK Empire building. His job profile includes moving around in various regions to
learn about people in distress. Babubhai, during our interaction, very subtly recalled
his visit fortnight back, in beginning of March 2019. At instance of Govindbhai’s
response to a principal’s request, he travelled to Uchchhal at Tapi district and handed
over items worth Rs.4.5 Lacs to a nearby Haripar Primary School. Other incident was
of reaching out even when person does not apply. Babubhai approached Govindbhai
with a news-clipping on a widow of a village near Ukai losing everything when her
hut caught fire. Daughter’s marriage was nearing and she had nothing to eat.
Govindbhai asked him to visit her and learn more. Upon my return, he asked me to
purchase all that can be given as Kariyavar, including cot, bedding and mattresses, for
her daughter and give it to her. Though, several helping hands had come forward for
her, but still he wanted to ensure that her daughter marries without problems.
Babubhai never thought of being in diamond sector and never tried to even
learn about it. He feels that Govindbhai learnt of his liking for travel and
therefore he asks him to keep traveling and seeking people who need help,
“There are no laid down rules for locating such people, as long as they are in
real need. During one of my visits to Ahwa in 2012, I saw an elderly man
pulling plough instead of bullock. The sight was heart-throbbing. Upon
inquiry, I learned that his family had deserted him and now he only owns this
small piece of land and a plough. Bullocks are dead. He has a chhapru, a hut
made of large leaves and twigs, and is devoid of any household items, not
even clothing. Govindbhai asked me to list out all that one need in a house
for one year purchase them and give it to him. He instructed me to keep
doing it every year. I strictly followed this routine every year, till he expired
in 2017. I have many such instances to share.” Babubhai ends with this
compassionate remark.

Establishing a Knowledge Foundation for Better Future of Humankind
“Giving Back to Society” has been a major thrust for Govindbhai to initiate and
engage in charitable activities. With a vision to reach out with enhanced excellence,
he launched Shree Ramkrishna Knowledge Foundation, popularly known with its
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acronym SRKKF. The mission of this foundation is to cultivate a transformative
knowledgeable community open to free exchange of ideas ensuring individuals
achieving their full potential so that intellectually capable and imaginatively gifted
leaders can emerge in a range of professions by developing effective and socially
responsible individuals and organisations. Activities of the foundation revolve around
humanitarian award, education, environment awareness and healthcare. Under the
SRKKF following activities have been carried out.

1. Shree Ramkrishna Institute of Diamonds
New technologies kept on emerging for processing diamonds. SRK Exports had been
in favour of embracing modern technologies. Therefore, it was important to keep
employees abreast with upcoming technologies. Thus, concept of establishing training
institute developed out of need for training existing employees. With passage of time,
a full-fledged diamond training institute was launched at onset of 2013. Shree
Ramkrishna Institute of Diamonds (SRKID) is housed within SRK Exports premises
on Vasta Devdi Road of Katargam. All modern machineries are in place for imparting
comprehensive diamond manufacturing training for any novice joining the course.
Institute imparts training on all processes involved in handling diamond from minesto-market. A new venue for institute, with better facilities, is being readied within the
present location.

2. Training Courses and Eligibility
There are three modules to cover entire diamond processing; Grading of Diamonds,
Planning & Marking, Manufacturing (Cutting & Polishing). These are taught under
two courses; i) Manufacturing (Cutting & Polishing); ii) Planning &Marking.
Manufacturing Course involves art of cutting diamond and polishing it. This makes
the diamond ready for dispatching to market. Anyone opting for this course is not
involved in other modules. Whereas, Planning & Making Course is comprehensive
training for diamond handling and manufacturing; it teaches all three modules.
Common eligibility criteria for both courses include minimum 18 years of age and a
reference from dependable person. Besides this, candidate should be at least tenth
pass for Manufacturing Course and at least twelveth pass for Planning and Making
Course. Both courses are for 90 working days duration, which will be around 3.5 to 4
months, depending on number of holidays. Course fee is close to thirty thousand
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rupees and there are no government subsidies involved. Besides these requirements,
other criteria are identical to those applied for SRK Exports employments in diamond
handling departments. Natures of students include sons of diamantaire, new aspirants,
relatives of diamond artisans and workers besides relatives of Govindbhai. We also
noticed female students and found that they are mostly from families of jewelry shop
owners. They join such trainings to learn more about diamonds, so that it will help
them in becoming better traders. At times, overseas students also arrive from
countries like China, Belgium, Dubai and Singapore. There is no advertisement of
training. It is claimed to be the only institute that teaches entire diamond
manufacturing processes. Both courses begin on the same date and enroll 32 students
each, totaling to 64 students in one batch. Another batch of 64 starts two months after
the first batch. Thus, there are 128 students under training on any given day; adding to
around 350 students trained annually. Institute has trained more than 1,700 students
till August 2019. It is made amply clear to new students that SRK Exports does not
promise jobs even after successful training completion. Though, they try to retain
people with good communication skills with an eye to absorb them as sales-persons in
Mumbai Office. To achieve this, such persons are absorbed in 90-working-days of
externship programme, i.e. on the job training in diamond handling department
without any stipend or remuneration. There might arise opportunity to absorb them in
SRK Exports. Though, chances are less because of negligible turnover of human
resources.

3. Association with IIM-A
Annual Lecture Series
SRKKF has entered into a MoU with renowned IIM-A for dissemination and
acknowledgement of knowledge and wisdom of individuals from various fields.
Initiating Annual Lecture Series, inviting prominent people to drive debate on
significant social issues. The lecture series will be an important event on IIM-A’s
calendar, and will encourage students and invitees to enter into dialogue – often about
difficult subjects – in order to address the challenges faced by society today.


Professor (Dr.) Partha Dasgupta gave a talk on ‘Human Well-Being and
Economic Accounting’ in January 2019 at IIMA.



Nobel Laureate Prof. Eric S. Maskin delivered the second lecture on
‘Mechanism Design Theory’ in February 2018.
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Dr. Raghuram Rajan, Former Governor, Reserve Bank of India delivered a
maiden lecture in this series in December 2016 at IIM-A.

4. Recognition to Excellence
“SRKKF Distinguished PGPX Faculty Award” is instituted for conferring it on IIM-A
faculty for an outstanding contribution. Giving away an Award to a Meritorious
Teacher for his/her outstanding achievement or contribution in academics and other
socially relevant areas which may be determined by a Special Jury consisting of
individuals of wisdom. So far four faculty members had been awarded under this
scheme.

5. Supporting Website for HIV Positive Matrimony
A HIV positive young lady from Gujarat State Network of Positive People (GSNPP)
met Govindbhai at his relief center and requested to support a cause to help HIV
positive population. Govindbhai readily agreed to extend financial assistance through
Shree Ramkrishna Knowledge Foundation (SRKKF). Indian Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad (IIMA) had joined the efforts and it was agreed to devise a matrimony
website exclusively for HIV positive people, which will also give insight on HIVAIDS and ways to tackle it. Govindbhai launched this website93 in later part of
August 2018 in presence of IIMA Director Prof. Herald De’Souza,

6. Association with VNSGU
SRKKF has associated with Veer Narmad South Gujarat University (VNSGU) for
establishing and supporting a research scholarship. The scholarship is for the scholars
intending to research in Bioscience and Biotechnology fields.

7. School Empowerment Programme
Five government schools from rural region are adopted with a view to improve
outcome in their learning and further strengthen the teaching. The activity has aimed
to provision improved materialistic facilities for creating better opportunities to
students that can help boost their moral values and ethics. The project launched in
academic year 2017-18 was a pilot project to learn unmet needs of these schools in
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imparting better quality education, maintaining cleanliness in school campus,
improved education materials etc. the pilot covering 492 students of rural Surat
district reached out to government secondary schools at Gabheni, Nizar, Gavachhi,
Virpur and New Pardi. Support being offered includes lecture series for better
preparedness in board exams; provisioning alternative resources when government aid
arrive late; material support to students in form of school-bag with books and other
stationeries along with uniform; sport equipment like carom board, badminton set,
basketball and football equipment etc. The project also reaches out to enhance support
facilities like first-aid and primary healthcare items; sanitation materials having
buckets tumbler and cleaning fluids; education support materials like maps, writing
boards and sundry stationeries.

8. Wisdom –A Series of Lectures
This lecture series was launched in September 2017 for benefit of Suratis. Noted
personalities from varied sectors are invited for addressing a learned gathering at a
large hall Surat city. Creativity in Twenty First Century was first lecture by Mr.
Abhishek Jain, a movie director of successful Gujarati films like “Kevi Rite Jaish”
and “Bey Yaar’. This was followed by joint address by Nobel Laureate Mr. Kailash
Satyarthi and Former ISRO Chairman Mr. Kiran Kumar on Future of India. Mr.
Kartikeya Sarabhai, Director of Center for Environment Education gave insight
Towards Sustainable Cities as part of third event in this series. More than 250 noted
citizens of Surat participate in these lectures including leading bureaucrats,
industrialists and people from various professions.

9. Recognition of Good Samaritans
Govindbhai instituted Santokbaa Humanitarian Award in memory of his mother who
taught him values of life. The award has clear process of nomination, award criteria
and judging process. Award is designed keeping in mind principles of Santokbaa, for
truth, love and compassion are the values of highest order. Since its inception in 2007,
individuals of vision, wisdom, knowledge and experience have been conferred with
Santokbaa Humanitarian Award. Awardees till 2018 are Dr. Prof. Sam Pitroda, Dr.
Verghese Kurien, Dr. H. L. Trivedi, Shri Narayan Desai, Smt. Poornimaben Pakvasa,
Dr. M. S. Swaminathan, His Holiness Dalai Lama, Lord Prof. Bhikhu Parekh, Dr.
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Sudha Murthy, Father Carlos Valles, Shri Ratan Tata, Shri A. S. Kiran Kumar and
Shri Kailash Satyarthi.

10. Population Health Study
The SRK-Kalam Health Project has the distinction of being the first private initiative
for a public cause, taken up by the SRK Knowledge Foundation. The project is aimed
at developing a model to address the healthcare problems faced by the rural populace,
as envisioned by Dr. Kalam. As part of the project, physical checkups and laboratory
investigations, along with collection of the health parameters of more than 1,10,000
people were carried out in the Lathi, Liliya and Babra Talukas of Amreli District in
Gujarat State. This undertaking was a first of its kind population health study in India,
encompassing socio-economic profiling, primary medical examination, and
diagnostics. And also providing treatment and nursing assistance to the needy and
organizing referral and linkages for further treatment, when required. This was a
unique and important project launched by SRK-KHP. This project had a long term
positive impact on people.

Sensitizing Society
As part of spreading awareness in the society, SRK Exports has undertaken various
awareness generation activities ranging from conducting lecture series to publishing
and distributing books in their circle.

Series of Awareness Lectures and Discourses
Govindbhai shares his experiences of upward journey in economic ladder with
students educational institutes like Indian Institute of Management –Ahmedabad and
Indus University, Gandhinagar. A typical lecture begins with a short film on how a
young boy of peasant family in Saurashtra left his village to seek livelihood in Surat
during early 60’s and went on to establish one of the leading diamond industry in
India. Govindbhai then takes over and humbly recites his life history and also that he
is strong believer of God as an invisible power. His devotion is for Shree Dongreji
Maharaj, whose preaching kept indicating right path of life. When he invites
questions, students do not shy away and fire questions even on ways of balancing
spirituality with business ethics. His major messages are to leave the comfort zone in
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life, avoid addressing anyone derogatorily and avoid vices like smoking and tobacco
chewing.

Govindbhai is candid and advices to accept whatever they think is right and that he
does not desire to change anyone’s opinion. Audience is largely captured by his
scanty knowledge of English, which he demonstrates by speaking few sentences,
whereas his overall communication is in Hindi.

Publications and Internet websites
Diamond Education & Beyond
In 2007 Shree Ramkrishna Export published a book having various information
regarding diamonds; starting from their basics, history, processing in industry and
highlights on important diamonds in contemporary era. Details on Koh-I-Noor and
The Idol’s Eye from India make a very informative reading.
Koh-I-Noor means “The Mountain of Light”. It has the longest history of all
famous diamonds, many say it predates Christ. Later it passed through
Moguls, Nadir Shah, Sikh Kings, East India Company to British.94

The book having more than 200 pages also throws light on facts against prevailing
myths on diamonds. It emphasizes need for formal education on diamonds for
benefits of common people and beginners of diamond sector.
Particularly in India education is essential in field of diamonds. Domestic
and international institutes are already here to impart professional education
in the field of gems and jewellery. But, this is not enough. We need to do
something more in terms of exploring the real potential of Indian diamond
industry by increasing our efforts towards spreading formal education.95

Social Service Initiatives
Govindbhai has knack to use money very wisely even while engaging in social
services. Each paisa he spends is for some positive use. His nephew Dinesh backs this
information with an example on dispute in a Patel Samaj organization. It was
regarding nomenclature of a community hall that was used for various individual and
94
95

Diamond Education & Beyond, Shree Ramkrishna Export, 2007, p158
Diamond Education & Beyond, Shree Ramkrishna Export, 2007, p34.
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community events. Dispute withheld the fund flow and that led to closure of the hall.
Govindbhai intervened and said let the community place continue to function. He
offered to bear the all required expenses till dispute is resolved. This was a help
offered to community. Likewise, he has extended support for many other social
causes.

Disaster Responses
SRK has extended helping hand to affected population in coping up with several
natural disasters. Earthquake in 2001 had shattered Kutch District of Gujarat. SRK
initiatives helped reconstruct Lutavadar and Maniba, two villages in this district.
Much needed help medical and financial assistances were provided to other regions
impacted by such disasters. They include Latur earthquake in 1993, Surat plague
outbreaks in 1994, Surat floods in 1994, 1998, 2002 and 2006 and Uttarakhand flood
in 2013.

Leading Patel Diamantaires Applaud Positivism
Most diamantaires we met have lauded charitable outlook of Govindbhai. Opinions
ranged from personality and religiosity to his bent for charity and support for certain
reforms. Govindbhai has apt for nurturing and maintaining relations. He is a person
with high level of positivity and is supportive to others in their charities. There are
Patel leaders among diamantaires who came up with revolutionary reforms not only
for benefits of their community but also for betterment of society at large. Some of
them include campaign to save girl child, mass-marriages to rationalize lavish
spending and water conservation through check-dams constructions. Govindbhai has
supported most of these activities and also taken lead in their implementation. Even
though, he has not emerged with new ideas on social reforms and also refrained from
compromising religiosity, but all the while has continued his own charities. He is a
conscientious business person having social awareness and care for people around
him. Most of his friends, relatives and leading personalities whom we met during our
fieldwork unanimously and candidly told us that Govindbhai is an extremely
charitable person. He has a positive outlook in his thinking and never ever hurt any
individual. He respects every human being and has a human concern for poor and
needy. His contribution in the field of education, healthcare and economic upliftment
of poor is indeed valuable and praiseworthy.
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CHAPTER – 6
FAMILY: BONDING, WELFARE AND
SOCIAL REFORM
Grandfather of Govindbhai Shri Kanjibhai Dholakia owned assets in three nearby
villages; Lathi, Pratapgadh and Dudhala of Amreli district in Saurashtra. He could
have owned more land because his brother Shri Nanjibhai had no children and
therefore volunteered not to obtain any land. However, Shri Kanjibhai declined his
brother’s goodwill gesture. So, their father distributed the balance land to daughters.
Shri Kanjibhai then chose to distribute this agriculture land among his four sons in
way that his eldest son Shri Naranbhai and third son Shri Rudabhai received assets of
village Lathi, second son Shri Ravjibhai inherited Pratapgadh and youngest son Shri
Laljibhai, father of Govindbhai, received Dudhala village. Shri Purshottambhai,
cousin brother of Govindbhai detailed this out to convey that ‘giving away’ attitude is
an ancestral gift to them. As the time flew and people established in agriculture,
family of Govindbhai gained respect within agriculture as well as social fraternity of
Amreli region. Their agriculture practices and produce were highly appreciated
because of large landholding of 100 bighas having irrigation facilities. Father
Shri Laljibhai Dholakia was a reputed name in Lathi Taluka and mainly because of
the superior quality in agriculture produce. Agriculture was a family occupation and
every family member, daughters and sons, indulged in it from childhood. However,
Saurashtra has been a drought-prone region and therefore farmers hardly hire fulltime workers for daily farming work; except for agriculture intensive season like
planting or harvesting. Usual working hours in agriculture range from about 8 am to
almost 6 pm and working is always under the direct sun; with daily wages not so
attractive when compared with that in urban industries.
The study reveals that majority of the rural migrants arrived in the urban
areas due to social factors and male migration is more economic motivated
than female migration in India. Moreover, in short and medium distance
migrations, social factors like marriage and migration with household are the
major reasons of migration, while long- distance migration is mainly for the
work/ employment96
96
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Having come at an early age to Surat for leaving behind the drudgery of toiling in
agriculture and reaping rich dividends in diamond sector, Govindbhai could put his
acumen to good use that led him to thumping economic upsurge. He desired to bring
such laurels in lives of his siblings and kinfolks. His first visit to Antwerp in 1977 was
a point of departure for him to initiate inviting his brothers and husbands of sisters to
Surat. However, initially he did not help many, probably because of partnership.
Dineshbhai observes that Govindbhai opened up and helped many after partnership
ended in 1995. We interviewed existing siblings to learn genesis of their migration for
settling in newer occupation outside their native place. We also interviewed some of
their joint family members for understanding how family bonding is maintained and
role of Govindbhai in preserving joint family values. Interviews started during last
week of October 2018 by meetings with elder brother and two sisters. Series of such
interviews involving their children and spouses of children continued till October
2019. Profiles of all family members interviewed are annexed.

Dholakia Siblings
Shri Bhimjibhai Laljibhai Dholakia
He was the first among Dholakia brothers to arrive in Surat for trying his hands in
diamond sector. While in diamond sector initially in 1964, Bhimjibhai earned Rs.80
monthly and room rent was Rs.100. He started working night shifts at factories and
added Rs.100 to meet expenses. Dineshbhai recounts this past while adding that
grandmother Santokba would keep sending job-aspirant boys to Surat and his father
had to look after their needs including their lodging and boarding. He had come to
Surat with his wife, who would cook for all boys who stayed also in same house. At
one stage it was for 25 persons and all males. Though, they did help somewhat by
cutting vegetables etc. For Shivkunwarben it was like a community service and
considered as part of social life. They never had any relaxation phase, not even of
touring around in city, because it required money and they did not have it. Though,
Bhimjibhai did not remain in diamonds for long and tried his hands in other trades
before settling in textile industry. Bhimjibhai breathed his last in 1998 and
Shivkunwarben is also no more.
Arajanbhai recalls that he had developed knack for tackling unruly elements
and had established contacts to deal with them. He narrates an incident
wherein one acquaintance approached Bhimjibhai for having pick pocketed;
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his wallet having important documents and some money was lost.
Bhimjibhai picked up the phone, dialed a number and gave out instruction in
stern voice to track, locate and bring that wallet back to him on an hour; and
wallet arrived safely. Such was his personality, strong and robust.

Shri Nagjibhai Laljibhai Dholakia
Nagjibhai looked into the affairs of family agriculture business since adolescence. His
elder brother Bhimjibhai was not very inclined for putting in hard work. So, Nagjibhai
shouldered responsibility of fieldwork and started planning tasks in farming,
allocating work to brothers and sisters and deciding on future course. He remained in
Dhudhala village for long time and managed agriculture works there, while also
extending need based help to Govindbhai and others during their lean phases in Surat
stay. Nagjibhai forthrightly responded to all queries during interview session. His
elder brother did not want him to study so his schooling was short-lived and ended
when he cleared third grade. Bhimjibhai was eldest, but was not so active when it
came to agriculture works. Nagjibhai was next and so he had to take charge of
farming when he was 13 years old. He started taking routine decisions for cultivation.
Having 100 bighas of land that has irrigation facility was a respectable facet in those
days. Their agriculture produce were always of top quality, especially chilies. When
vehicle carrying their chilies produce reach main Amreli market, it would be sold in a
moment and at top price. Chilies were cultivated in 10 bighas of their land with an
average production of 300 mann97 per bigha, fetching price of about Rs.100 per mann.
Nagjibhai and his younger brother Parbatbhai toiled in agriculture and also earned a
lot. Govindbhai wished to start own diamond factory and he did so. Off and on he
kept requiring some money and Nagjibhai kept extending them. At a stage he required
large sum of money, "I am on oxygen and need this amount". Govindbhai had
requested Rs.20,000, it was a huge sum to arrange, but Nagjibhai has been confident
in Govindbhai's business acumen. He took a loan of that amount and gave it to
Govindbhai. None of them has ever kept account of who gave whom what and how
much. It is all within family. Govindbhai has helped everyone in family to come and
settle in Surat. Nagjibhai first came in 1977 to settle in Surat. He was not comfortable
and went back to village. However, his children had stayed back and that lured him
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back to Surat after a while. Diamond sector was not his forte and he entered into
construction line. Though, he had to start merely as a mason-helper stage because he
had no knowledge of construction. He initiated by purchasing available land and at
one stage he had purchased 25 large plots. Govindbhai had already established in
diamond and had a reputation in market, which came to his aid for procuring land just
with initial down payment. However, Govindbhai had clarified that his name should
not be utilized for land dealings and Nagjibhai stuck to that whereas Govindbhai
supported in every other possible manner. His earning would come when someone
purchases that land and he would collect his commission. His brothers and sisters took
up most of the land he purchased. Whenever he would develop a land, he involved all
his sisters and family, including Smt. Champaben, wife of Govindbhai. They have had
childhood experience in farming, so could do hard labour of lifting bricks, sand and
cement. In the year, 1996 Government of Gujarat under the Chief Minister Mr.
Keshubhai Patel relaxed the land act and permitted farmers to own agriculture land
anywhere in Gujarat. This helped Nagjibhai in procuring agriculture land around
Surat that mainly belonged to Surati Patels. Nagaji has two sons Rakesh and Rahul.
Elder son Rakesh had join Nagjibhai in his construction sector and continues to be in
that. Younger son Rahul joined SRK Exports at Mumbai office. Nagjibhai ends his
interview by saying that he has always been an outspoken personality. In his early
years he was called 'mute' because he hardly spoke, the adjective then changed to
being called 'crazy' because he was able to take rash decisions.

Smt Shantuben Vasrambhai Narola
Shantuben, married to Shri Vasrambhai Narola, moved in with her husband to village
Vavdi. It is nearby her village Dudhala. She stayed there for 15 years before coming
to Surat. Vasrambhai first came to Surat to try hands in diamonds and worked for 6
months. It did not go well with him because he could not sit on ground for long
duration, which was a precondition for a diamond worker. He gave up and returned to
his village. Govindbhai persuaded and asked him to come back and look into other
matters in diamond manufacturing. This time he could come and settle, by entering
into partnership with Jayrambhai, husband of Shantuben’s sister along with her
youngest brother Arjanbhai. Upon settling down comfortably, Shantuben and
Vasrambhai also invited and facilitated similar migration of their relatives. During his
struggle period in late seventies, government had demonetized notes of Rs.1000. His
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efforts to settle down in Surat also included facilitating exchanges of these notes on
commission basis. Shantuben recalls that it had earned him a comfortable sum and
had escalated their economic status of even affording own bungalow. Govindbhai
even shared with them his small house for 7 years till they could afford own house in
Surat. He also took interest in upbringing their children. Eldest son of Shantuben was
15 years old when he refused to go to school and remained at home entire day; not
heeding to pleas and threats by elders at home. Govindbhai returned home in evening
and was furious; he scolded and slapped him for being so stubborn. This slap changed
his life and till present day he has been considering Govindbhai as his godfather.
Today Shantuben is very happy and enjoying her life fully. While sitting in the sofa
on porch of the house, she concluded with taking as around the spacious surrounding
of the house. She said that purchase price of this land in 1997 was about Rs.300 per
sq.yard; now escalated to Rs.7 lac for sq.yard. Vasrambhai was already 30 years old
when he first arrived, but never learnt any diamond processing works. He entered into
occupation of diamond trading in local gray market.
Vasrambhai elaborated that it is a known reality that a diamond factory
worker exchanges diamond while on duty; he will lift a good quality
diamond from packet given to him and replace it with poor quality one. He
procures poor quality diamond at a cheaper price from the local trading
market after replacing it with better quality diamond; he would sell the same
at a higher cost. The difference in the price tag will be his profit. Then there
are commission agents who may or may not be attached with any diamond
industry. They facilitate purchasing or selling such diamonds; based on their
knowhow of people in the market. For each successful deal the agent gets 1
per cent of the price traded; now the commission has rose to 1.5 per cent.
This is called white theft and is prevailing in diamond industry as an
unavoidable evil.

His economic lift started from partnership with Arjanbhai and Jayrambhai. 2
machines in first year fetched them Rs.80,000. It was a whooping amount for him
because back at his village Vavdi Rs.700 was a maximum wealth that someone would
possess at a given time and Rs.80,000 would mean more cash that what is available in
whole of village. However, Vasrambhai existed by adding that toiling always eluded
him. He was also not habituated to physically count currency notes while in trading
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business. He has always been like that. Even while trading in diamonds he would
never count money while receiving a payment or giving it. He would rather ask other
party to give whatever amount is convenient. Having settled in Surat upon attaining
economic and social stability, Shantuben and Vasramnbhai started helping out their
relatives, including families of uncles and aunties. Younger brother-in-law of
Shantuben encountered challenges in life when he lost his wife in cancer. He went
back to village and married again. Upon learning of second marriage, elders were
worried about their children’s fate. Shantuben and Vasrambhai took charge of his
children and brought them to Surat. One of them, Shri Kantibhai Dharamshi Narola, is
with SRK Exports. Kantibhai, fondly addressed as KD-bhai, has key administrative
role in SRK Exports, as he rightly expresses when we first met, “I am the home
minister for Govindkaka.”

Shri Parbatbhai Laljibhai Dholakia
Late Shri Parbatbhai expired in 2015 and is survived by his wife Smt. Valiben, 70
years and four children, a son and three daughters. Our interaction with Smt Valiben
and Smt Varshaben gave insight of late Parbatbhai and narrated haw he struggled in
his life and looked after his family. Arjanbhai remembers Parbatbhai playing music
in the farm during his agriculture work. He noticed a change in the flowering pattern
and shared about this with his elder brother Nagjibhai, who rubbished his claim and
had ridiculed him. But well, Arjanbhai learnt fifteen years later about a research
claiming that music increases agriculture yield by 10 to 15 per cent. He had continued
farming at native village till late 1970s. He was asthma patient and when he first
arrived at Surat in 1977 to explore in diamond sector, he could not stay for long and
kept going back for next two years. Govindbhai had already opined that nobody in
family should be engaging in agriculture. He had insisted that this despite 150 bigha
of irrigated landholding at native place. His words for Parbatbhai were that dry
weather in Surat would be helpful for asthma and also, being a large city, better
medical attention is available. So, Parbatbhai tried his hands at diamond trading on
commission basis. Finally he thought of owning a diamond unit, named it Gayatri
Gems and settled in Surat in 1979. Valiben joined him. Moving with times, he
changed identity of diamond unit and also partnered with SRK Exports, but all the
while maintained ownership of his unit. Varshaben fondly remembers her father for
being so open minded and pious in nature. Govindbhai was known as Bhagat and in
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similar lines, Parabatbhai was also addressed Bhagat because of his virtues of helping
out people. There was a difference, however, of Govindbhai helping in lacs of rupees
while Parbatbhai could extend help limited to thousands. She kept hearing about his
good deeds even after his demise, and once she heard his name as Bhagat while
visiting Gangotri, a pilgrim place from where river Ganga originates. He gave full
freedom to his children and encouraged them to have their opinions, even if it invited
criticism from his elders. Varsha recalls that wearing jeans was very new for girls
during her teenage. However, Govindbhai’s daughter wearing it wound not attract any
attention because of his reverence in family, but once when she put on jeans, her elder
uncle had jibed, “Is this jeans even suits you?” But her father never objected, he
would rather encourage them to live life their own way. Parbatbhai was religious and
was known as Bhagat (pious person) because of his virtuous deeds, but was not linked
with any single temple or deity. He would visit all types of temples. He never
pressurized his family to visit temple or offer prayers. His mantra had been, “Be
spiritual, no matter what rituals you perform.”

Shri Govindbhai Laljibhai Dholakia
Shri Govindbhai is married to Smt Champaben and has three children. Govindbhai
came to Surat with aim to settle in diamond sector. He acquired skills to handle
diamonds and also mastered acumen for processing and dealing in that sector. He
went on to become one of the leading diamantaire of Surat. Arajanbhai recalls,
“Govindbhai joined the diamond sector and was at once conversant with ghat
(shaping); and it impressed the factory owner who was so pleased that he daily gave
him bakshish (bonus) of Rs.10-15, a major sum at that time. At the age of 15,
Govindbhai ventured to open a small diamond-processing unit at Lathi town of
Amreli. He christened, ‘Govind Lalji’ joining his first name with that of his father’s,
without any salutations in both. This was the first ever diamond venture in Amreli. It
was limited to only processing, Bhimjibhai, at Surat used to dispatch rough diamonds
and Govindbhai would process them and send polished diamond back to Bhimjibhai.
Private courier or parcel services had not yet begun. Therefore, services by Indian
Postal department were utilized for parceling consignments. Soon, Bhimjibhai did not
find it cost effective and suggested that Govindbhai return to Surat. His journey and
upward mobility has been detailed in earlier sections of this report. However, an
overview will be not out of place to complete this section on each sibling. Govindbhai
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schooled up to seventh standard, but did not appear in final examination. Instead, he
came and joined a diamond processing unit as trainee while living with his eldest
brother Bhimjibhai’s family. His religious devotion was very much visible at that
stage, because as part of morning chores he would visit temple before reaching
workplace. When his employer learnt this, he christened him Govind Bhagat –
Govind the devotee, an alias that went a long way in his life. Govindbhai married
Champaben and before she joined him in Surat; he arranged for a separate apartment
and a cooking gas assembly for her. Till that time Bhimjibhai’s family used sigdi with
coal for cooking. During interaction with Champaben, we inquired about her
education. She gets emotional while responding that she has not gone to school.
Though, she tried learning basics even after settling in Surat. A teacher was retained
for the task, but she used to develop giddiness during every lesson and thus
discontinued learning. She did not immediately like Surat and its city life, “How can
we live in such a place … like an isolated town?” Though, things settled down as time
went by. Champaben recalls that Bhimjibhai’s family kept using sigdi for few years
before accepting cooking gas. There were eight family members staying with
Govindbhai and Champaben during initial years. They are now living in Dholakia
Farm in outskirts of Surat. They arrived here five years back, in 2014. Minaskhiben
submits that affluence did not ingrain ego in them because, “I have seen wealth since
childhood. Father used to frequently visit Antwerp and brought us fancy toys from
there. We never developed things like ego.”

Smt Devkunvarben Jayrambhai Khokharia
Devkunwarben was 22 years of age when she first came to Surat. She recalls with
satiation that even when her husband was not happy to come to Surat, Govindbhai had
intervened and persuaded him to try his hands in diamonds. He partnered with her
sister’s husband Vasrambhai and her youngest brother Arjanbhai. They initiated
partnership with 4 polishing-machines (ghanti) costing Rs.20,000 and expanded to 16
machines. Meantime, their cousin brothers’s son Shri Savjibhai Dholakia had
migrated to Surat and requested partnership. Thus, 16 machines were split into 8 each
for two companies; one for Savjibhai and her husband Jayrambhai and one for
Arjanbhai and Shantaben’s husband Vasrambhai. Jayrambhai and Savjibhai continue
their partnership with company name Harekrishna Exports. Splitting the company into
two partnership firms was a part of expansion and not because of any bitterness.
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Shri Arajanbhai Laljibhai Dholakia
Arajanbhai first arrived in Surat in 1971, when he was 15 years old, and continued
studies for standard 7 and 8. He was married at that time, and Govindbhai insisted that
he should continue to study; but that was not to be and he gave it up to join diamonds.
Shardaben was married to Arajanbhai at the age of 12. They married 2 days after
marriage ceremony of Govindbhai and Champaben, who is daughter of her cousin
brother; while Vasrambhai is son of her other cousin brother. They feel indebted to
Govindbhai for arranging marriage of their all four children, two sons and two
daughters.

In-laws of Arajanbhai and his sons
A Brother of Shardaben and her two nephews have been inducted in diamond sector
and absorbed in SRK Exports. They have settled in Surat. Shardaben shared that when
her immediate blood relatives come to Surat, they would stay in their house as per
custom. She would be looking after their lodging boarding and while doing so, they
reached out and helped them settle down economically, too.

Husband of Krishnaben’s sister has been inducted in SRK Exports. Madhaviben is
daughter of an engineer of Surat and her brothers have settled in USA, after
undertaking their higher studies there.

The Cousins and their Families
Shri Purshottambhai Ravjibhai Dholakia
Purshottambhai lives in Surat and dons traditional white kathiawadi attire98. He enjoys
a retired life and spends time by hanging around with Nagjibhai, elder brother of
Govindbhai, for dealing in construction and real estate. Back home he owns 25-30
bighas of agriculture land, which he has given for sharecropping that fetches him
around Rs.50,000 to Rs.1 lac in a year. Though, not many people are left in villages
there, at the most one or two persons in few houses; most of them being locked due to
out-migration. Govindbhai is sole reason for his sons coming to Surat. Our
conversation was arranged at residence of Vinubhai. His wife Shardaben talked about
her father-in-law Purshottambhai being only living son of his father Shri Ravjibhai.
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Other brothers are no more. Back at village, he lived with his youngest brother, but he
lost his wife and also his brother. He kept sending one son after another to Surat for
settling down and he chose to migrate in late 1990’s. She married in early 90’s at the
age of 17 and settled at village house. After coming to Surat initial life was difficult as
five brothers and a father-in-law lived under one roof.

Shri Manjibhai Rudabhai Dholakia
Shri Manjibhai is Founder and Chairman of Bhavani Gems Pvt. Ltd. His company has
created a record in 2010 by manufacturing world’s smallest certified cut and polished
diamond with 57 facets weighing just 0.0003 carat or 0.00006 grams (3,333.33 per
carat).99 They named it Bhavani Mikro. Govindbhai opened small diamond processing
unit of two machines in Lathi town of Amreli district, where Manjibhai lived and was
studying there. He completed studies up to fifth standard. Govinbhai used to visit his
home for food and they were more like friends. Manjibhai spend his spare time in
Govindbhai’s unit and there he saw Govindbhai handling Rs.10 and Rs.100 currency
notes, a large sum in those days. This impressed Manjibhai and he decided to join
diamond sector under Govindbhai. He followed instruction from Bhimjibhai and
arrived at Surat; living in his house initially. His nights were spent in a ranch turned
dormitory with hard stones flooring. Bhimjibhai had rented a house having such large
space for accommodating new migrants from family. Manjibhai joined Govindbhai,
who had now shifted to Surat and had established partnership firm Ramkrishna
Exports. Govindbhai and Bhgwanbhai were into ‘ghat’ section, whereas Manjibhai
and Virjibhai were on ghanti. During 1978, he started a unit in Bhavnagar by roping
in younger brother and five village friends. His venture began with two ghantis and
went on to more than 10,000 employees for 21 years till 2003. At one stage employee
strength peaked 15,000.Manjibhai is proud of that era when his production capacity
was unmatched in diamond industry and his units were spread across Gujarat in Surat,
Ahmedabad, Bhavnagar, Lathi and Babra. Due to certain unfavourbale circumstances,
he incurred huge losses and was pushed under heavy debt. However, he settled all
debts by 2018. In addition to this, in 2013, he suffered from mouth cancer and was
successfully operated before it spreads further. Moreover, his sons have chosen to
settle in USA with motel business. Thus, he started winding up business, current
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employees’ strength has now slumped to 1,000, and unit is confined to only Surat. His
welfare activities are largely seen in his native, Lathi town. He has ensured water
provisioning to every household, food grain kits to poor on annual basis; healthcare
facilities are few among other welfares.

Shri Vinubhai Purshottambhai Dholakia
Vinubhai is an employee in Archive Department of SRK Exports. In 1994, he started
a joint venture, Dholakiya Exports, a diamond workshop with his three brothers and a
cousin. Govindbhai had offered them Rs.50 lacs to start this venture and another such
offer of Rs. 1 crore was from Manjibhai. They accepted latter and things went well for
three years. A raid in 1997 doomed them. They managed it till 2015 and decided to
take refuge from Govindbhai, who was happy to help but said, “I don’t need your
services as such, but your children are coming to age and marriages are round the
corner; so I will help you out.” Head of Archive Department requested his services
and Vinubhai has been employed there ever since. Bhavik is a civil engineer from
MIT Engineering College, Pune. His schooling in English Medium at Panchgini
benefited him in learning English and also learnt to do personal chores like laundry.
Initially he tried construction sector with son of Nagjibhai, but gave up because
continuous wandering did not suit him. He has joined diamond training institute of
SRK Exports since last 8 months and he is looking forward to get absorbed there upon
completion of training after 2 more months. He is treated like any other trainee, and
just a week back the head trainer learnt about him being a relative. He attributes their
happiness to family motives, viz. don’t upset elders with disagreement, always honor
their viewpoints and avoid creating troubles for family. Bhumika, a commerce
graduate feels lucky to be part of Dholakia family, “We follow values of
Swaminarayan culture; always bow to elders and do not entertain jealousy.” Sahil is
pursuing graduation in business administration during first half of the day and has
started work in polishing department of SRK Exports during second half. Vinubhai
and his three brothers had entered into partnership and established a diamond
workshop with help of their cousin brother Shri Manajibhai Rudabhai Dholakia.
Things were good initially, but the success did not continue for long.
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Shri Amarshibhai Gordhanbhai Dholakia
Amarshibhai came to Surat in late 1980’s. He recalls initial days when Govindbhai
kept inquiring into his wellbeing, ‘How much you earn?” he asked once and he
replied, “Rs.250.” His response was, “Very good. Eat well and spend well.” He sent
Rs.500 later so I can lead healthier life. Amarsinhbhai has retired now and his two
sons have settled; one is in construction sector and another is independently working
in diamond sector.

Family Unity and Bonding
It is a general norm that a person getting success in a particular sector, as an
entrepreneur or an employee, will be inclined to rope in close aides from family,
friends and acquaintances. Diamond industry is not left behind. Trustworthy
compliance is a prerequisite while dealing in diamonds and that inspires efficacious
people of this industry to take along their family members in the business. This
happened also with Dholakia family. Shri Bhimjibhai Dholakia, eldest among five
sons was among first descendants of Shri Laljibhai Kanjibhai Dholakia to leave
hometown to settle in Surat. Govindbhai followed and upon settling down a bit, they
started fetching others from Dholakia joint family including cousins, in-laws and even
distant relatives. Shri Manajibhai Rudabhai Dholakia is cousin brother of Govindbhai,
who loved investing and expanding in diamond processing workshops. Under the
brand name of Bhavani Gems, he offered working capital and raw materials to
relatives. He asked them to install ghantis in a large space that can house up to 100 of
them and did not mind if venture starts with only two. He went by simple arithmetic;
one ghanti accommodates four karigars, one hundred diamonds output of one karigar
will yield 400 diamonds per day. He believed in mass production. Purshottambhai,
while narrating this informs that he desired to establish a brand name wherein people
can locate them as “Manaji Ruda Factories”. Govindbhai lauded this effort, “Manaji,
you did well and succeeded.” Success was short-lived due to certain unfavorable state
of affairs and Bhavani Gems had to go on back foot. However, family and hometown
village folks benefited to great extent; making Govindbhai and Manajibhai a
household name.
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Upholding Values for Joint family
Upbringing of Govindbhai in joint family and preaching as well as practices by his
parents had already instilled values of it. A publication on Santokbaa Awards notes,
“Although, Santokbaa was a doting mother to all children, she was particularly fond
of her fourth child. “Govind” whose eccentric persona and mature sensibilities were at
par with other children of his age.”100Love and care showered by mother Santokba has
left deep mark in him. In 2010, Govindbhai has noted, “Our lives revolved around our
mother during early childhood. We would rush to meet her when she is returning from
agriculture field in evening. She would be herding cattle while carrying fodder over
her head and hands busy peeling sugarcane; making small pieces for us. Till now, I
have toured and traded in 20 countries across the globe; occasionally staying at five
starred hotels and devouring rich foods. While in Russia, once I had dinner costing
$300 (more than Rs.21,000 approximately). At that time, I recollected sweetness of
mother’s sugarcane bites and five starred dinner seemed paltry in comparison.”101 He
has inculcated nature of brotherhood very deeply, “Person unable to recognize god
inside brothers is incapable to serve god; his belief that he is serving god would only
be a myth.”102 Govindbhai visited Antwerp103 for the first time in 1977. Visit to this
city of diamond trading made him think of his family back home and that he should
create such opportunities for his brothers and sisters as well. Having lived in joint
family has led him to bond with his cousin brothers and sisters as well. Therefore, his
family boundaries are not limited to his 4 brothers and 2 sisters, but it also encircles
17 cousin brothers and 13 cousin sisters; that would add up to 36 brother-sisters
besides self. He vowed to reach out to all and help them establish. Whereas, he did
not want to dole out cash just for helping out, but wanted to help each one establish
and earn with dignity. He started helping one person at a time and year after year
continued this till all of them were settled in the year 2000.

Maintaining Family Bonding
Social fabric in Indian culture had joint family structures till middle of twentieth
century. Joint family system started disintegrating slowly and steadily and nuclear
family setup became an acceptable norm by onset of twentieth century. Similar would
100
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have been the case for family of Govindbhai, whose father lived in a joint family at
Dudhala village in Amreli district. Govindbhai thanks his wife Smt. Champaben for
withholding values of joint family in large city of Surat. Friends of Govindbhai
appreciate these efforts and recognize Smt. Champaben, an unschooled, as a doctorate
in compassion for family. There are several instances observed in the joint family that
are remarkable in contemporary societal practices. For example, four sons of
Purshottambhai entered into partnership with his nephew Shri Pareshbhai Valjibhai
Dholakia. Valjibhai, father of Pareshbhai was no more when this partnership was
entered into in diamond processing unit. Business suffered losses and had to be closed
down. Decision was taken to sell all assets and divide revenues among all partners.
Four sons of Purshottambhai and Pareshbhai would make five stakeholders, but
Purshottambhai intervened and revenues were divided among two major stakeholders;
himself and his deceased brother. Brother’s stake was half of it Pareshbhai received it;
other half was for Purshottambhai and was further divided in four, one each for his
sons. Purshottambhai humbly attributes compassionate nature of joint family to their
ancestral kind heartedness. However, he remains grounded while talking of future and
does not rule out dilution of closeness in coming generation. Shri Vasrambhai Narola
is candid while talking on family bonding, “We all have heard proverb ghar hoy tya
vasan to khakhde (trivial discontent are expected in a household), however I have not
heard of any in our joint family till now. As for future, it’s always uncertain”
Dholakia family has remained bonded since beginning and more so even after settling
outside of their native, Kathiawad. Practice of remaining in live contact continues not
only with help of digital world, but also with a customary regular gathering of entire
Dholakia fraternity under one roof. The last such gathering was on October 2016 in a
farm house in outskirts of Surat, wherein 964 members participated. Dineshbhai
shared that families of five brothers jointly visit native place once in a year. They
travel together in a bus and it makes a joyful ride to Dudhala. The last one was during
Diwali of 2018. We tried interviewing family members at their homes, rather than at
workplaces, and have succeeded in most cases. This gave an advantage to get views
of other family members, including young generation. We found a photograph of
entire Dholakia family during this gathering was displayed in every home we visited.
A regular biennial family gathering is a virtue of Govindbhai. Purshottambhai points
out at this photograph, “You see this photo? All this togetherness is because of
Govindbhai. He is compassionate.”
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Marching with Modernization
Changes in lifestyle are evident with economic rise. Besides eradication of veil
tradition and youngsters changing their attire by coming out of only-saree culture,
daughters-in-laws have continued studies after marriage. Shantuben shares the fact
that wife of her grandson expressed to pursue learning English.
In those days girls were not allowed to study and therefore she is not gone to
school. She came to Surat at 35 years of age and till that time her occupation
was in agriculture fields and household chores. A noticeable change was
witnessed during the interview session, when Smt. Shreya, wife of her
grandson alighted from car in a modern attire; she was returning from her
classes of learning English. Manjulaben, wife of eldest nephew proudly
informs that Govindbhai gifted her pair of skirt and a top in 1980’s.

While introducing her granddaughter-in law Shreya, Shantuben added that she is a
graduate and at present undergoing English coaching during afternoon. She had
expressed desire for studying a bit because there is nothing else for her to do even at
home as servants and cooks look after regular requirements of family. Shantuben was
fine with that, so a chauffeur drives Shreyaben to the city area every afternoon and
brings her back home early evening. Also the grandson Utkarsh is studying
management in a 120-days study cruise. The cruise is exclusively for studies having
750 students on board who will travel through 8 different cruises during the study
course. Utkarsh was very excited before leaving and had invited his friends to explain
them the details of this study-cruise. Govindbhai daughter in law Sweety informed us
that there is no restriction on us for working outside. I am interested in fashion
designee hence whenever I get time I do my work but not as a job. My priority at
present is my children. Govindbhai is strongly believes in change. He is not an
orthodox. He recognized the importance of technological advancement in diamond
industry and whenever need arises he has adopt the new technology in his unit.
Similarly, he also believes that new generation must and should change them and
accordingly adjust to the new changes. The glaring example was of V.N. Godhani
high school. Govindbhai and his partners started this school with Gujarati medium but
as time and demand changes they gradually closing down Gujarati medium standards
and instead introduced English medium. Even SRK factory premise was built and is
managed as per British factory system.
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Sometime in 1980s, an event for three marriages was arranged; sons of Shri
Bhimjibhai, Shri Nagjibhai and Shri Parbatbhai were to get married. Certain social
reforms were already witnessed in society at large. Govindbhai took initiative and
convened a joint family meeting. He proposed that veil tradition in the family should
end. Discussion ensued and everybody agreed. Relatives outside of family had
objected. One cousin brother satirically said that he would cover his face in a veil, if
women do not. However, Dholakia sibling stood firmly with decision. Champaben
remembers that Amratben was not happy to comply initially because she was still
living in village. To this, Laljibhai gave a go ahead for women living in village as
well. Thus, slowly the veil tradition vanished from their family. Likewise, in late
1980’s he also encouraged family to reduce 13 days of mourning to 5 days. Thereafter
came an era when next gen daughter-in-laws were permitted to start wearing Punjabi
dresses instead of sarees-only. Freedom of dresses stretched to jeans and t-shirts as
well. Another bold initiative Govindbhai demonstrated was denial of female feticide,
even when law against it was not framed. One nephew was father of one girl child.
His wife was pregnant and it was a girl fetus. Govindbhai strongly advised against
abortion, even though many advised in favour of it. Family stood-by Govindbhai’s
advice. There is a tradition of addressing son-in-law as "Patel" out of respect.
Therefore, this practice was followed for addressing Shri Vasrambhai Budhabhai
Narola and Shri Jayrambhai Bhikhabhai Khokharia, husbands of Shantuben and of
Devkunvarben respectively. Govindbhai had asked everyone to stop calling them
"Patel", and address them VB and JB respectively, being abbreviation of their names.
Financial statuses of all brothers were not equally good when Parbatbhai’s eldest
daughter was getting married. Govindbhai suggested that each brother should
contribute for the wedding in accordance with his status. Education was not given
much importance in earlier times and girls were in least priorities for the same.
Shardaben quips that wives of all brothers are illiterate, but we have educated our
children well.

Compassion Instilled in Family
Govindbhai has established the practice of sending sons to anonymous expedition.
Akshay, son of Shantuben was one of the four to venture out. He had gone to Indore
and he was a changed man when he returned. Govindbhai takes all such decisions.
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Parents were not even informed of their realistic whereabouts and everyone is fine
with that.
Akshay left for Indore in an unreserved compartment of a train. Shantuben
was told that he is going to a personal trip. While at Indore, he stayed at
dormitory and avoided costly foods to keep living cost down. He was given
some money before he left and he had added his earning to bring home more
money than he had taken.

Shri Savjibhai Dholakia is son of Govindbhai's cousin brother. Dharmesh,
Savjibhai's son, was also sent for such expedition. Dharmesh worked as a
waiter in a restaurant. His job included clearing tables of used plates and
cleaning it. At occasions, he would find that customers leave behind a food
plate untouched and it surprised him. Untouched sandwiches and burgers
were luring him to taste, but feared losing job if owner or manager notices it.
Once, he picked up a juice glass that was untouched and owner told him not
to throw but to drink it. Also that he should refrain from consuming such
untouched foods. Dharmesh was so happy and has remembered this as a
lesson learnt in life. Upon returning home, he asked elders in family to
encourage cook and other servant to eat whenever they are hungry.

Rinkle, daughter of Vinubhai is crystal clear about philosophy Govindbhai follows;
“give it first to family, if something is left then give it to fellow-caste people and then
to others if you still have something more.” She has studied in V. N. Godhani School
and is impressed how Govindbhai encouraged students to speak directly to him,
without any teacher intervening. Niece Varsha observes, “Kaka has taught to forget
any negative experiences of past. He advises to develop positivity. Therefore, there
might have been savor experiences in our past, but I am unable to recall any.”
Krishnaben is awed while recounting goodness in Govindbhai. She is wife of nephew
to Govindbhai and her son Dron is barely 9 years old, and yet Govindbhai calls him
Dronbhai and addresses him with tame rather than traditional tu used for younger
people. Amarshibhai feels similar admiration to such gesture, “I am his nephew and
my grandson is too young, but he chooses to call them with bhai suffixed in his name.
A person acquiring such gesture will always respect others. Because of Govindbhai
nobody in our family will insult anybody.” Savjibhai is devout admirer of Govindbhai
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and blatantly attributes his success to Govindbhai. He also learns compassion from
elders. One of his compassionate deeds has been to create a 100 bigha of pond in his
village Lathi at Amreli and donated it to public. While narrating this, Purshottambhai
also added that lack of good monsoon sometimes disallows water retention in pond,
but villagers have received the intent in good spirit.

Grievance Redressing –A Regular Feature
However, Govindbhai has made it a regular practice that once a month family
members of all brothers should meet and spend an evening together. Initially this
monthly meetings involved families of all five brothers, but that has become annual
event now. Yet, families of four brothers living in vicinity continue to meet once
every month. Valiben candidly informs that while marriages of second generation
brought new female faces in family fold, it also led to some grievances among them.
Govindbhai would suggest a meeting whenever any serious grievance surfaced.
However, meetings continued even when grievances declined and vanished. Meetings
became more of religious gatherings. Dineshbhai recalls his childhood when
Govindbhai initiated such gathering as religious event on every agiyaras. Family
would gather and recital of bhajans while holy books would be the attraction. As the
time flew, these gatherings are now more of a social event with an aim to voice out
grievances, if any. The meeting was aimed at voicing out any concerns they face
within family or in personal life. Nobody would have such grievances every month,
but this event is also utilized as an opportunity to speak out any burning issues; like
having done anything wrong unknowingly or hurting anyone innocently or being hurt
due to someone else's actions or sharing any such confessions. Such events have
helped create and maintain a bond with kith and kin in family.
Each family would host a dinner on day of such meetings, which was held
when members away from city are in Surat. The gathering shifts to
Govindbhai’s house, being spacious enough, for purpose of meeting. It
begins with address by youngest who is able to speak; who would verbalise
anything, it can also be a shloka. Then it would be turn of the person elder to
her/him and in that way everybody will be expected to speak.
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Benevolence of Govindbhai
Govindbhai does not scold or get wild on anyone disobeying or not falling in line. It is
his personality that commands respect, says Vinubhai. Such opinions have flowed
from more than one person. Valiben opined that every family member would readily
follow advice by Govindbhai. Govindbhai was living in a small house when both
sisters, Shantuben and Devkunwarben with husband and children, arrived to settle in
Surat. Though, the house was not big enough, but Govindbhai’s wife Champaben
invited them to share the house. She would also look after their needs and cook for
them. They stayed in that house for 7 years, before their husbands could earn enough
for affording own house. Sisters are thankful to Govindbhai for helping their
husbands in economic stability and upward mobility. Govindbhai’s good deeds
extended even to instilling values in children. Govindbhai also supports marriages in
families of employees. Bhumika, granddaughter of his cousin shared that in 2018 he
helped arrange mass-marriage of 21 couples. Govindbhai arranged for Kariyavar for
all brides. Her sister Rinkle was married in this joint function, but they had not opted
for the kariyavar. Manjibhai considers Govindbhai’s apt to keep family intact and
taking care of all family members as his uppermost virtue. Money has remained
second priority for Govindbhai. Manjulaben is wife of his nephew and was awed by
his support showered to her brother during a serious ailment, a peculiar tumor in liver
that was very painful. His salary of Rs.5000 was not enough to bear Rs.4.5 lacs as
surgery expense. A Mumbai based doctor was an expert in such surgeries who
explained survival chances to be 30 per cent and that too if operated instantly.
Govindbhai, at once, agreed to shell out the expenses and operation was conducted
next day, which was a success. While narrating this, Manjulaben expressed that
Govindbhai is loaded with such compassion to help people. Daughter-in-law of
Arajanbhai, Krishnaben married when she was 19 years old. She tenderly recounts
experiences during her first pregnancy in USA, where she stayed for 8 years after
marriage for purpose of green card holding. It was difficult for any of her parents to
be in USA due to VISA related concerns. Govindbhai took initiative to go there and
be with her for two months, till she had stablilised after delivery and had successfully
adopted her newly acquired motherhood. Govindbhai would remain with the newborn
and look after his needs including nappy-changing. She never felt absence of her
parents, because of such profound care by Govindbhai. Govindbhai daughter
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Meenaben informed us that I love my father helpful nature. He never disappoints
anyone who came for any help. Helping family members whatever way he can is his
main motto. Even he extends his help in securing job for my in-laws relatives.

Honesty in Business Transactions
Manjibhai was closely associated with Govindbhai since almost beginning of later’s
upward mobility. When asked about his virtues, Manjibhai revealed three of them
related with business. Govindbhai has business acumen and would stick to his words
under all circumstances. He will not lay hands on anything that is available free; he
certainly desires financial gains, but not by compromising moral values. Manjibhai’s
winds up with last one, “I have worked with him for so long. I have never seen him
speaking untruth.” Govindbhai has in him that be-good-to-all approach; but how such
goodness-factor got imbibed in others? To this, Arajanbhai reflects proudly that it is
like telepathy; if you have goodness inside you, it is bound to flow to others. He also
offered examples on extent of goodness flowing from Govindbhai:
His concept is take everyone along. New variety of diamond, known as
Russian Diamond, surfaced in market. Trading in that variety turned out to
be very profitable. Govindbhai circulated this information and kept
suggesting to go for it. Likewise, a particular diamond weighing machine
was introduced in market with a claim of giving accurate weight. We used it
and were astonished to find it to be too good because it was certainly giving
very accurate weight. Instead of confining such information to self for
gaining grounds in competitive market, Govindbhai advised everyone,
including competitors, to buy that machine.

Devkunwarben equates Govindbhai to a God, who came to Surat at a very tender age
and transformed entire family to affluence. Arjanbhai holds same opinion and break
down while talking about Govindbhai, whom he equates with all-in-one God. He even
experienced such Godly persona when his 20 year old asthma vanished because of
Govindbhai; who had asked him not to get out of bed before 8 am every morning. It
was difficult to remain in bed till so late, but he started this practice because advice
had come from Govindbhai and, “my asthma was cured. If Govindbhai has said
something, it’s God’s words.” Tears rolled downs as he remembered their mother, a
kind and humble woman, who imbibed graciousness and integrity in children.
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Shardaben, wife of Vinubhai considers Govindbhai as their God who helps people in
society for schooling as well as other important needs. He stands beside everyone who
is in trouble. Nephew Vishnubhai while talking of his good deeds, says that he is
Kaliyug na Bhagwan (God of Dark Age) for villagers.

Present life of Dholakias
Most siblings of Shri Laljibhai and Smt Santokba live in vicinity in periphery of Surat
city. Families of four brothers have their abode as posh bungalows in one campus of
Dholakia Farm; whereas families of one brother and both sisters live in equally noble
houses nearby each other and not far away from brothers. Children of eldest brother
live little far away, inside Surat city. All sisters and brothers present have been living
in their respective houses and most of their children live with them as well, except
those who have their occupation in other cities. Being in the neighbourhood has
facilitated their regular interactions. Families of four brothers in Dholakia Farm have
been ensuring active interactions within. Sweetiben shared the daily routine.
Govindbhai, when in Surat, will be back home by around 7 pm and spends time with
them. At 9 pm, post dinner, everybody present in Dholakia Farm gathers at centrally
located shade to spend time together. Gathering begins with Hanuman Chalisa recital,
followed by gupsup and then retiring to respective homes. It was interesting to know
that nobody is a television freak, not even for games like cricket or football. Though,
some interested persons would use mobile phones to view them. Interest in television
remains limited to news channels. Apart from this, family members from Mumbai
intermittently come down during weekends. Such occasions are not many, Arajanbhai
informs, “… and therefore we rejoice the union by brothers’ families dining together.
Regardless of menu, it is like a feast for us and all servants are extended same food
sans any discrimination.” Nagjibhai is proud of harmony in kinfolks, "Family unity
has remained bonded to such an extent that you will not realize who is whose child."
They have 52 cars and 17 cows among 5 brothers. Shantubhen and Devkunvarben
have made it a point to meet at least once, when in Surat. They will talk it over in
morning on where and when; mostly it would be evening tea. Such meetings have
helped them remain in touch and remain updated with family affairs. Shantuben
happily shared her good deeds that include funding visit of 200 people to a pilgrimage
place. Very next day of this interview, Shantuben and family were to leave for her inlaw's village, Vavdi in Amreli District. This village is very near to Dhudhala village,
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where she was born and brought up. They will be going by aircraft they own fly from
Surat to Amreli. They own two aircrafts in partnership; four partners besides her
husband include Govindbhai, Savjibhai and others. She also shares the information
that very frequently they organized Bhagvat or Ram katha at their native place. They
all remain present in all nine days of Kathas. Entire villagers were given free meal
both the time during the Katha. It would be worth mentioning that at their native
villages, they had built a permanent community kitchen and all elders of their caste
who were staying in the villages were given free lunch and dinner. This practice is
very much present in many villages of Saurashtra from where diamond merchant went
to Surat. Even guest house with all facilities had been constructed in the native
villages for those coming from Surat. Govindbhai considers younger age as
appropriate for marriage. His eldest child, Minakshiben shared that he prescribes age
of 19-20 years for girls and 21-22 years for boys as most suitable for marriage.
Govindbhai’s belief, she adds, is primarily based on high level of acceptability at that
age. Though, things are changing with times and several girls desire graduation.
Hence, girls are now marrying at 21. This almost explains why one does not witness
any woman family member in SRK Exports in any capacity; not even in
administration. Sisters Shantuben and Devkunwarben are happily passing their days
with young family members. Their typical day, when in Surat, begins with morning
chores followed by prayers at home and visit to nearby temple. Entertaining guests
and meetings other women of family makes their perfect day. Shantuben is fond of
undertaking pilgrimages and arranging religious discourses. She quickly adds that it’s
a routine for women like her. They do not expect or consider male members to
participate or join in such events. She is not worried about the amount of expenses
involved, “We are not worried on how much we spend. Daughter-in-laws are happy
with donations and offerings.” She has also attempted pilgrimage by air to places in
four different directions; Badrinath in North, Puri in East, Dwarka in West and
Rameshwar in South. Accompanied by other women, she traveled by aircraft and
helicopter to complete these pilgrim in eight days. Pilgrim to these four places in one
itinerary is popularly called Chardham Yatra.
The Char Dham ("four abodes") is a set of four pilgrimage sites in India.
Vaishnavite Hindus believe that visiting these sites helps achieve "Moksha"
(salvation). It comprises Badrinath, Dwarka, Puri and Rameswaram. It is
considered by Hindus that every Hindu must visit the char dhams during
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one's lifetime. The Char Dham as defined by Adi Shankaracharya consists of
four Vaishnavite pilgrimage sites.104

Shantuben has travelled extensively and she keeps encouraging others to embark on
tours, “If anyone wants to travel, they should go ahead. We have all the money to
afford traveling, so why stop them?” Her eldest son Jayantibhai had taken his
relatives, almost 400 of them, to Phuket, Thailand. Jayantibhai took care of all
expenses of this tour. Shardaben, wife of Arjanbhai, quipped about wives of all five
brothers, “We are five sisters-in-law and all of us are angutha-chhaap (illiterate, a
person who gives thumb print as signature). None of us had gone to school; but we
could raise our children to become educated adults.” Krishnaben, her daughter-in-law,
shared that she was engaged while pursing studies in tenth standard. She completed
her twelfth standard before her marriage at the age of 19. On her limited education she
opines “In those days, it was important that girls marry at young age, whereas
educating a girl was not important.”

The Younger Generation
Second generation daughters-in-law explore ways and means of giving back from
their end. They organize seminars wherein most women participate. Human Resource
Department facilitates logistics and other arrangement for such seminars held at
conference room of SRK Export premises. Govindbhai would spare an hour for
addressing the gathering. Manjulaben feels closely bonded with them all. She adds
that they also found a way to remain closely bonded by going on eves-only out station
trips wherein only daughters and daughters-in –law participate and choose destination
that is affordable by all. They travel together and spend two days hanging around with
each other. Such trips are during summer vacation and all expenses were shared
equally. Last, such trip was to Europe. Kailashben informed on fruitfulness of such
closeness. It not only helps emotionally but also in conducting large functions at
home. Any family having such function would have no tensions for its success,
because all women will be involved in getting things done effectively. Parbatbhai’s
daughter Varsha recalls a meeting in middle of last decade when financial exchanges
within women were being discussed. Govindbhai came up with an idea that they
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should fix an amount, say up to Rs.500 for now, for which no accounts be maintained
or settled within Dholakia women. Dholakia daughters are married at the age of
around 20 to 22 years. Bhavshe, Favshe, Chalshe (It shall be tasty, It shall be
comfortable, It shall be acceptable) has been main mantra Govindbhai preaches to all
girl children in family and also to girl students at V. N. Godhani School. Kailashben,
wife of his nephew informs that every daughter was taught this to make her life
smoother and easier. Niece Varshaben married at 19, while giving up studying in first
year of commerce. She never had desire to pursue studies or making a career, because
this has been way of their upbringing. She adds that she and her sister, Bhanuben,
tried hands at entrepreneurship. Bhanuben was a jewelry designer and she continued
even after marriage. Though, she stopped after 10 years of married life. Their
brother’s wife desired to pursue a career, but gave up the idea after having four
children. Varshaben was the most successful as entrepreneur, “I was clothes designer
and pursued that career for 5 years. It was also financially helpful because my in-laws
were not so well-to-do. Shweta (Govindbhai’s daughter) joined. In Shreyansbhai’s
marriage, we took up task of designing women’s clothing. There were 10 different
events and a dress was designed for each event; all women in family were to get 10
set of dresses; in all we were to make 600 dresses. All sisters and sisters-in-law
helped. The venture was a gala success. Govindkaka was very proud of all of us. But
well, things changed. Our financial condition improved slowly. My children were
getting older and needed more attention. So, I closed down the business.” Among
daughters and daughters-in-law, elders have had no desires to work outside home;
they opine as a matter of fact, “Among Dholakias, girls do not work mostly” or “No
jobs for us because we don’t need to”; but younger generation do feel the pinch and
candidly verbalize that such desires do surface at times. Almost all we met had similar
inclination, but they are happy to follow the tradition as well. Some of them also
opined that few, say ten per cent of women do pursue a career. Most of those
daughters-in-law settled abroad have been working women.

Group Tourism
There are 40 daughters and daughters-in-law among joint family of Govindbhai and
his brothers and sisters. These women have grouped themselves to spice up their life
for bonding closure as well as getting away from domestic routine. Once in every year
they plan a 3-4 days tour. Only 40 women join the tour by leaving their children in
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care of their parents and/or in-laws. Destination of this tour can be anywhere in the
world. They have divided themselves in groups for sharing responsibilities. Each
group has about five members, identified on ad-hoc basis. During every ongoing tour,
one group is unanimously selected for making arrangements of next trip. It become
duty of identified group members to facilitate all logistics and other arrangements for
selecting destination, agreeing on dates, booking for travel, lodging and boarding. The
daughter in law of Govindbhai, Sweety informed us that each person who was given
responsibility for arrangement was very meticulous and careful about planning. Group
leader always tried to do better than earlier group. This practice gave us confidence
and group solidarity. Such tours were very helpful among us. We discussed lot of new
things during tour and came very near to each one. We became more helpful and
careful to each other.

Affluence had no Adverse Influence
Upward mobility in family invites unrest among kith and kin. Such instances were
common in society. Once you became rich, you became selfish. However, in the cae
of Dholkia family it happed other way round. Vasrambhai indicated an incidence that
is totally reverse to popular belief, “Jayanti once told Govindbhai that your
partnership stake should be increased and I offer to transfer part of my share to you.
Govindbhai refused.” This is not an isolated incidence, he adds. Several others have
also offered because we observe his inputs in SRK Exports as whole are much more
than that of ours. He has kept refusing all offers. This is totally reverse of what we see
elsewhere, people rather fight for increasing the stake rather than transferring it.
While visiting residences of relatives, we observe visible differences in economic
level. They are aware of such differences and do not entertain such thoughts in
practice. Special care is taken during functions like marriages. Eldest nephew
Dineshbhai informs that on occasion of a marriage, all cousins and their wives had a
similar dress code. It demonstrated equality, economic levels notwithstanding. Second
generation women, including daughters-in-law keep planning their outings while
keeping in mind unequal economic status among them. While expense incurred are
equally shared by all and arrangements agreed are such that everybody is able to
afford. Manjuben, wife of Govindbhai’s nephew adds while informing this, “We hail
from village and are able to absorb inequality in economic condition with a family.
Such aspects are non-issues for us.” One important observation we noticed during our
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interaction with Dholakia family members that they all were down to earth. There was
no sign of arrogance of wealth. Their dressing pattern, conversation with others, food
habits, understanding of others problems and behavior with ordinary person was
extremely humane. There was complete absence of arrogance and proud in their
attitude and behavior.

Matrimony system for prospective candidates
When a family member reaches marriageable age, exercise begins to seek a right lifepartner. It is not very difficult for a joint family of more than 900 to locate an
appropriate partner from within family of numerous in-laws. Communication
department in SRK Exports at Surat keeps collecting and collating data of prospective
youths from within the family and from families of all in-laws. The data collected
with high resolution photographs is then circulated to prospective candidates for
match making. It remains choice of parents to utilize these services. Until now, there
have been no incidents of inter-caste, inter-religion or love marriages in family.
Parents also chose to marry their ward in a community marriage function, which take
place during marriage seasons. Govindbhai offers kariyavar, gifts to brides, during
such functions. It is also parents’ prerogative whether to accept such gifts. Shri
Vinoobhai, son of his cousin brother identified groom for daughter with help of this
matrimony and married her in 2018. They arranged for kariyavar and did not opt it
from Govindbhai. Amarshibhai also lauded such gesture by adding that Govindbhai
gifts gold ornaments during marriages within Dholakia family.

Farm produce regularly reach everyone
Agriculturist by inheritance has led Govindbhai to own a farm nearby Surat and start
organic farming and animal husbandry. Household requirement of vegetables and
milk is the major focus and he feels satiated that he is able to provide organically
produced vegetables and milk to all his joint family members in Surat as well as in
Mumbai. This practice is ongoing since early nineties and he adds, “We don’t use
chemicals to grow vegetables but only cow dung manure. These vegetable even tastes
sweeter.”105 Minakshiben humored an example of how they, as children, started using
onion-garlic in menu despite dislikes of their parents. Being followers of
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Swaminarayan, Govindbhai and Champaben refrained from onion-garlic in their diet.
Children were inclined to have them. It was agreed to cook and eat onion-garlic
recipes in separate kitchen outside the house, to avoid its smell spreading in the house.
The practice went on for some time and slowly the cooking part remained outside,
while eating it in the house became accepted.

Younger Generation: Education and their ideas
“We appear to be last generation that respects elders’ wishes and first generation to
obey children’s desires.” Minakshiben submits that times are fast changing and it will
not be possible to stop certain reforms. Minakshiben is mentally prepared for any
youth wishing to marry outside Patel community or a girl desiring to pursue a career.
Manjibhai is not so hopeful for either higher education or career for women. He
argues that girls in Patels marry before graduation. Further studies become
meaningless because men earn enough and therefore women are not expected to earn,
“So why study? Anything in excess is not good, and it applies to education too.” He
further claims, “Women pursuing career shall be from poor background and shall be
educated. Our women lack both, they are neither poor nor educated.” Though, he is
not totally averse to change, “Conditions shall change. I am not certain on when,
how… it will take time” It is interesting to note that younger generation is well
educated and mainly exposed to urban life. Their attitudes and thinking was quite
different then old generation. They were mainly focused on business and its
expansion. Unlike old generation they were not much concern for social cause. They
were polite and imbibed certain positive values of old generation like politeness and
respectful to common employees but they were not much sensitive to social problem
of society or their community. Mathurbhai candidly expressed his view on this during
the personal interview with him that “due to education and economic comfort new
generation was not much concern for social problem. Their attitude and thinking was
more individualistic”. Similar view expressed by Nanubhai Vanani. In his book ‘Surat
ma Saurashtra ni Surat’ he pointed out explicitly that there were three generations of
Saurashtrians in Surat, Those who came first between 1955 to 1965 for employment
were around 15 to 25 years of old that time, today they are around 60 to 70 years of
age. They born and brought up in Saurashtra and attained primary education in village
school. They were agriculture cultivators and very much rooted with Saurashtrian
culture i.e. such as food habit, dress pattern, language, attitude, behavior and thinking.
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This first generation migrant were hardly educated up to primary level and in a very
early age they started working in agriculture field. They were hard working and
meticulous in their work. They came to Surat for employment, earn more money and
extend help to their family at their native. Surat urban exposure did not change them
much. They had a strong affinity with their native villages and with their family.
Though they were not educated much but they were wise and sensitive towards their
fellow member’s well-being. After settling down in Surat they brought their family
members to Surat for employment. By this time first generation had already
established them economically hence second generation had not faced much
difficulties. Second generation also born in Saurashtra and got partial education at
Surat, they were little bit more educated than first generation. They did not face much
hardship when they came to Surat. They came at very early age. But first generation
elders were dominating over them in terms of taking economic and business
decisions. Second generation came to Surat and got married and settled down
comfortably in Surat. This generation had dual characteristics. They had an affinity
with rural culture and with their native place but at the same time they are more
comfortable staying at Surat. They imbibed Surat culture and its way of life style.
They had sufficient money to spend on and also attracted towards city life. In short
there is change and continuity of culture among second generation. The third
generation was of second generation children. They born in Surat and got education in
Surat only. Third generation children are now 25 to 35 years old and they started
working in their parental business. They do not have any exposure to their parents’
native place. This generation is completely Surati and adopted urban life style. They
are more individualistic and self-centered. Unlike first generation they do not have
much concern for social cause. Mathurbhai Savani aptly explained this “present
generation of Saurashtrian who are in the diamond of any other business are well
educated and articulated but they do not have any concern for social cause or social
development. They are not ready to help needy. Education had made them selfish and
individualistic. Our generation people were uneducated but they had more concern for
society and community”. Similarly one finds there some perspective change among
Dholkias generation also. New generation of Dholkia family is highly educated and
exposed to international market but they do not share or take much interest on social
welfare and charity activities of Govindbhai. They are polite and non-arrogance but
very competitive in their business. We observed that Govindbhai was not much keen
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to expand Ramkrishan Knowledge Foundation activities because he was not sure
whether the present generation will carry forward his vision or not.

Change in

thinking and life style among generations is not a new concept and the change is a
continuous process. One has to accept it. Govindbhai has understood this very well
hence he accepts the change and not forces any one to accept his idea and carry
forward.

What emerges from the above description of Govindbhai’s effort for uplifting his
family and also to bonding them for unity is very unique and exemplary. This is
largely due to his moral values to bring the family to Surat and make them
economically strong and independent so that they also can live comfortable and
meaningful life like him. Such values were inculcated among family members across
the generation. These values also reflect positively in business culture and
environment of SRK Export.
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CHAPTER – 7
EPILOGUE
This study is on and about one of the most successful diamond businessman Shri
Govindbhai Dholkia, who migrated from Saurashtra to Surat in 1964 and started his
career as a diamond worker and after many years of hard-work and struggle; he
gradually became the owner of a big diamond unit called Shree Ramkrishna Export.
We narrated and documented the story of Govindbhai’s life journey, his effort to
uplift his family members and his contribution to society in various fields. This report
is a story of beauty of life: dark and grim at times, and then after lots of hard work and
struggle, bright and golden with lots of silver lining of charity and philanthropic work.
The diamond cutting and polishing work started in India is one of the most globalized
industries in India, with almost entire raw diamonds coming from abroad and more
than 80 % of the production exported out. Until 1960 the diamond trade was
completely in the hands of the Palanpuri Jain community. But as the scope of
diamond manufacturing widened, more and more people from Saurashtra began
joining this great workforce. Saurashtrian Patel came first as diamond workers but
very quickly they acquired the knowledge and traits of the business and started
controlling the business. The industry expanded gradually and took a big jump in the
1980s. Proximity to Mumbai for importing raw diamonds and for exporting finished
products on the one hand and the enterprise of Patels from Saurashtra and Jains from
North Gujarat resulted in the rapid growth of this industry. With the introduction of
the economic reforms in 1991, the industry took a great leap by taking advantage of
the new environment. At present, more than 80 percent of the diamond cutting and
polishing in the country is done in Gujarat. Though reliable data on diamond units as
well as workers are not available, it has been estimated that there are about 10,000
small and big diamond units that employ more than 7-8 lakhs workers. Most workers
in this industry are informal workers, not protected by any social security measures.
This is because most diamond units are not registered under the Factories Act, and
those registered also do not report all the workers. The structure of the diamond
industry is like a pyramid: At the top are a small number of large modern factories,
each employing up to 4000-5000 workers; below them there are medium units
employing up to 500 workers; and at the bottom are a large number of small units
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employing up to 50 workers. The large units are registered under the Factories Act.
However, 60-70 percent of their workers are temporary or contract workers. These
units also sub contract job work to smaller units including the units located in distant
towns and villages. Small units are usually engaged in job work, though some of them
do sell their products to local traders (who in turn sell these to exporters). The
medium size units are somewhere in between, and are primarily engaged in job work
of a slightly higher quality. Small units are almost always un-registered, while some
medium units could be registered if they are exporting directly. Majority of the
workers are from Patel community from Saurashtra, who have migrated to urban
centers through family connections. As diamonds are expensive, employers prefer
workers from their communities; Patels are from Saurashtra and Jains from North
Gujarat. Recently they have started hiring workers from other communities in Gujarat
and from Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and even Bihar and Uttar Pradesh.
Since most diamond units undertake job work for larger producers or traders, the
workers usually float from one unit to another. Most of these workers are school drop
outs trained on the job. Many of the biggest present-day Saurashtrian diamantaires,
worked as employees or polishers in factories owned by Palanpuris. Completely
unskilled and untrained Saurashtrians started getting on-the-job training and learned
the business from the grass-roots level, and soon started small manufacturing units of
their own. The Saurashtrian community’s passion, aggression and understanding of
the business helped it to climb the ladder of success in a short span of time. The main
factors for an industrial revolution or any particular industry’s growth are willing and
excited investors, businessmen and entrepreneurs, availability of resources, and a
huge flow of hardworking people. The determination and passion of the entrepreneurs
and workforce combined can change the game. Indian diamonds are universally
prized and the country has emerged as the largest diamond cutting centre in the world.
Today, the Indian diamond industry employs more than 1 million people, accounting
for 95% of the global diamond industry workforce. In 2012-13, India imported 148.1
million carats of rough diamonds valued at $14.8 billion, and exported 34.9 million
carats of polished worth $17.4 billion. Although India pioneered the cutting of small
diamonds, its craftsmen are equally skilled at cutting all shapes and sizes of stones,
and are even well versed with faceting coloured diamonds. While money, market and
material are a must for development, the real propeller of industrial growth is
manpower. The people manning the machines constitute the growth engine of this
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industry. Approximately 92 percent of the rough diamonds in the world were sent to
the city of Surat in India for cutting and polishing. The rest went to other cities like
Johannesburg, Amsterdam, Antwerp, New York, Tel Aviv etc. One of the main
reasons for the majority of rough diamonds being sent to Surat is the availability of
skilled low cost labour. A major proportion of the smaller carat diamonds is processed
in Surat while the larger or more valuable diamonds are sent to renowned factories in
Europe and America. It is here that they are cut and polished and turned into precious
gemstones. The diamond factories in Surat have made a significant impact on the
diamond industry. Earlier, cutting and polishing small stones was not financially
viable. However, due to the low rates of cutting and polishing in Surat, trading in
small diamonds too has become an extremely profitable business proposition. And it
is also thanks to the factories in Surat that diamonds have become affordable to vast
multitude of people in the middle-income bracket. The rough diamonds undergo a
miraculous transformation in the diamond factory. The most important processes in
this transformation are cutting and polishing. Both these procedures are complex and
crucial. The cutter first has to make a thorough analysis of the rough diamond and
take into consideration its natural shape and weight. If the rough diamond is square or
round, the diamond will also be of the same shape. But if the rough diamond is
oblong, then the finished diamond could be oval or pear-shaped or egg-shaped.
Another crucial decision is which cut should be used: single cut, old mine cut,
European cut, basic four sided cut, or the favourite cut these days—the modern
brilliant cut. Over period of time Saurashtrian Patels became expert in these jobs.
They were very hard working and passionate about their work. Besides these they
were also honest and trust worthy, these qualities of Saurashtrian Patels were assets in
the diamond industry hence their upward mobility in the diamond business was
phenomenal. Most of the first generation diamantaires had a similar story of hardship,
struggle and long hours of work in a shabby working condition. But their
determination and strong feeling of helping their family members pushed them to
remain in this business inspite of all odds. At least 6 to 8 lakh Saurashtrian patels have
migrated from Surashtra to Surat for work and mainly they are engaged in diamond
industry. Varachcha Area in eastern zones of Surat Municipal Corporation is the
home for Saurashtrian. This area is also called as mini Saurashtra. Apart from
Varachcha many Saurashtrians also stay in Katargam area of the city.
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There were many successful Saurashtrian Patel diamantaires, who rose from rags to
riches. But the story of Govindbhai Dholkia of Shree Ramkrishana Export is unique
and inspiring. Govindbhai Dholakia was born on November 7, 1950 in a remote
village of Dudhala (Amreli district) in Gujarat, Govindbhai’s family was employed in
agriculture. Govindbhai was just in the seventh grade when he left his education in
Dudhala and followed his eldest brother Late Bhimjibhai to Surat. Following his
footsteps, Govindbhai started working as a diamond-polishing worker in the year of
1964. After almost a year of training he earned his first big salary of Rs 103. “The
amount of Rs 103 was an extremely big for me at that time. After I received such a
huge amount, my faith in the diamond market grew and since many years now I
consider Diamond as my ‘God’.”The entrepreneur in young Govindbhai was
awakened as he spent hours with diamonds and just four years later of working as a
diamond polishing worker, he took the risk and started with his own diamond factory
in partnership with his friends Bhagwanbhai Patel and Virjibhai Godhani on March
12, 1970. After learning the tricks and ethics of running a diamond business, his first
import export operation christened as Shree Ramkrishna Export started in 1977.
Today, Shree Ramkrishna Export is a name to reckon with and has worldwide
operations. What started, as a dream in form of small factory is now a reality and an
inspiration to one and all in the gem and jewellery industry. After 35 years of
relentless hard work he is still as jovial, hardworking and zealous to scale new heights
as he was in 1964 when he moved to Surat with big dreams and two pairs of clothes.
Positivity and strong will power is the key for Govindbhai. He does not have negative
feeling such as tiredness or fatigue. His biggest inspiration in life comes from Sri
Dongreji Maharaj. Sri Dongreji Maharaj was a Bhagvad Geeta narrator. He heard his
narration in the year 1968 and liked his philosophy so much that it became the
guiding principle of his life and also of his organization. The lesson that he learnt
from him was about respect. Sri Dongreji Maharaj said that if you wish for respect,
you must first respect the other person. He gave an example of the echoing mountains
of the Himalayas. He said that if you go and shout, ‘May God bless you’, then your
voice will echo back the same words. Similarly, in this world, if you give something
to someone, they will surely return the same to you. The next day when he went back
to the factory, he started giving respect to people. As a consequence of his actions, the
people around him also started to respect him. And in two months he gained the
recognition of his boss. So, it became his personal philosophy before he started his
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own business. And this is how it has been for the last 47 years of his life. The same
philosophy is followed by his huge team. When you give respect to the managers, the
managers give respect to their teams. And this is how the culture of respect flows
down the hierarchy. Govindbhai has innate faith in Sri Dogreji Maharaj. He told us in
a personal interview that “Dongreji Maharaj has played a pivotal role in shaping me.
He has instilled in me such great values that have not only helped me in my personal
life but also in my business. The most important principle that he has taught me is that
there is no need for lies, cheating and unethical means to be successful. If you are true
and treat your business with staunch ethics then success will come to you no matter
what and will stay with you forever. Diamond business is one of the only businesses
in the world that runs on blind trust. Transactions worth millions take place only
based on faith and trust and if you maintain that trust, you can never go wrong.” This
philosophy makes him to expand his work in the sphere of philanthropy and charity.
After the demise of his close friend and partner Virji Godhani, Govindbhai started a
school in his name. He has also started many more schools and colleges with worldclass facilities. He has a medical centre where top doctors come for a weekly visit.
Philanthropy and social work gives him internal happiness. As we have narrated and
documented the entire philanthropic and charitable activities of Govindbhai in the
report from the narration and documentation it emerges that Govindbhai is a person
with social concern. He is sensitive towards poor and needy. He believes that
whatever you earn one fourth of your earning should go for welfare of the poor. This
was the principle of Govindbhai’s grandfather and that legacy has been continued by
Govindbahi and now it has penetrated to younger generation of Dholakias. Most
diamantaires we met have lauded charitable outlook of Govindbhai. Opinions ranged
from personality and religiosity to his bent for charity and support for certain reforms.
Govindbhai has apt for nurturing and maintaining relations. He is a person with high
level of positivity and is supportive to others in their charities. Govindbhai had always
remain in forefront whenever his friends came up with an idea of revolutionary
reforms not only for benefits of their community but also for betterment of society at
large and contributed generously through monetary or personal help . Some of the
reforms include campaign to save girl child, mass-marriages to rationalize lavish
spending and water conservation through check-dams constructions. Govindbhai has
supported most of these activities and also taken lead in their implementation. He is a
conscientious business person having social awareness and care for people around
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him. Most of his friends, relatives and leading personalities whom we met during our
fieldwork unanimously and candidly told us that Govindbhai is an extremely
charitable person. He has a positive outlook in his thinking and never ever hurt any
individual. He respects every human being and has a human concern for poor and
needy. His contribution in the field of education, healthcare and economic upliftment
of poor is indeed valuable and exemplary. Some of the ideas of social reforms were
unique and genius. For example building a check dam at bride’s native place in
Saurashtra as a gift for Kanyadan was very novel and ingenious idea. Similarly
cleaning of Surat city by self with other friends had set an example of cleanliness
drive in the city. This had a positive impact on the people of Surat. Recognising
contributions of great legendry persona of India and invited them to Surat for award is
also very innovative and educative for the citizen of Surat. Shree Ramkrishna Relief
Centre has been working since last 15 years and helping needy in education, health
care, religious purpose, economic upliftment and social reform activities. Around 100
crore had been spent till date by Govindbhai only for the welfare of needy. How
much money Govindbhai must have spent on Medical Relief Centre, V.N. Godhani
School, Adopting Surat Municipal Corporation School, mobile van for slum children,
check dam construction at Saurashtra region, Beti Bachcav Abhiyan, Satokba Award,
Abdul Kalam Health Project, creating educational facilities in the poor tribal region of
Dangs, SRK Knowledge Foundation and many more welfare activities were not
available but surely these figures are in thousand corer. What appears form the
welfare and charitable activities undertaken by Govindbhai confirms that his
commitment towards poor and needy is undoubtedly inspiring and praiseworthy. His
heart is full of humanity and love. All workers in his factory consider him as their god
father. In our personal interviews with workers, they told us that we were lucky
because we are working in Govindkaka factory. He is a Saint and never ever thinks
negatively or adversely about us. He treats us as his family members.

Apart from Govindbhai’s social service activities, we have also try to capture his
dedication and support to his near and distant family members with love and dignity.
Indian society is collectivistic and promotes social cohesion and interdependence. The
traditional Indian joint family, which follows the same principles of collectivism, has
proved itself to be an excellent resource for the upliftment of the other family
members. Families do not exist in isolation and family dynamics are often best
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interpreted in the context of their societal and cultural background. Culture has been
shown to determine the family structure by shaping the family type, size, and form
and the family functioning by delineating boundaries, rules for interaction,
communication patterns, acceptable practices, discipline and hierarchy in the family.
The roles of family members are determined largely by cultural factors (as well as
stages of the family life cycle), and finally, culture also explains families’ ways of
defining problems and solving them. Culture, however, is not an external passive
influence on the families but families themselves serve as the primary agent for
transferring these cultural values to their members. Parents help children to learn,
internalize, and develop understanding of culture through both covert and overt
means. Family members modify behaviours in themselves and others by principles of
social learning. In this process, the general norms and beliefs may be modified to suit
the needs of the family creating a set of “family values” – A subset of societal norms
unique to the family. The above narration of Indian family system is well fitted with
Govindbhai family also. His elder brother came to Surat first and then invited
Govindbhai for work. After Govindbhai came he invited his other brothers and sisters
and his in-laws for work. So process of inviting brothers-sisters and other relatives to
Surat for employment and effort to settling down them was challenging and difficult
task. But Govindbhai did it with utmost commitment and compassion. He managed to
settle down around thousand his near and distant family members and provided them
employment. This pattern is very common in most of the families in India irrespective
of class and caste. Upward social and economic mobility of the family members in
India is a common sight. But in the case of Govindbhai it is unique and inspiring. As
mentioned earlier he did manage to inculcate certain positive family ethos among his
family members and that is the big achievement. He also started family grievance
meeting in his family. In this meeting all family members came together once in a
month, they had a mass prayer and then Govindbhai would ask every member to
express freely and fearlessly their opinion or grievances against other members if they
had any. We were told by many family members during the personal interview that
“many times we had expressed our grievances against other members in the meeting
and with our surprised we settled down there and there only. In most cases there were
misunderstanding or wrongly interpreted the incidence or behaviour which caused
some animosity between two. But such meetings were very helpful in settling down
differences or ill feeling towards each other. Govindbhai listens carefully with respect
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and allow us to speak. Even he encouraged everyone to spell out if anyone has any
problem with him in terms of his behaviour, injustice or wrong doing.” Such meetings
work as cementing for family bonding.

Making family bond stronger, promoting and protecting the community interest in a
positive way by Govindbhai is akin to using the concept of community as social
capital. Sociologists like Robert Putnam, Francis Fukuyama, Vaidyanathan and
Dasgupta and others argue that the basic premise of the concept is that social
interactions, relations, ties and connections in a social or network structure are
valuable resources, of course, depending on the density and content of such relations.
Social cohesion with encompassing elements such as trust, norms, reciprocity and
cooperation, when embedded in social relations and interactions, facilitates
coordinated action yielding mutual benefits; such social relations are viewed as a
resource in a social structure or organisation. In this way, social capital produces an
advantage for those pursuing for it. The social relations and interactions beginning
from close family and extended family circuits and then friends’ circles and
acquaintances to members in a group, community, association, network and in an
organisation are the content and substance for realisation or benefiting advantage of
social capital as a resource. Thus Govindbhai’s efforts for uplifting his family
members as well as his fellow caste members can be consider as positive aspect of
using caste as capital for benefitting them.

What emerges out of the entire life, work and social interventions by Govindbhai for
developing his family members, community and his employees is that merely
reduction of economic poverty will not improve the quality of life. For improvement
in quality of life requires equal consideration of underlying social and cultural
systems. Obviously, economic variables are prominent driving force of development,
but the frontier of development transcends beyond income. Socio-cultural value
systems help shape the economic, social, and political behaviour and affect
development through indirect multiple channels. Successful explanation of economic
development, thus, has to go beyond narrow measures of economic variables to
encompass social and political variables. Empirical studies have established the
positive influence of socio-cultural values and institutions on economic growth and
their critical role in the success of individual as well as community development. The
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strong linkage between culture and development has been well established now and
social scientists are now paying more attention as to how social values can shape the
overall development process. Govindbhai Dholkia’s life, vision and initiative should
be given more attention in order to understand the positive role of family and
community as social capital.
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ANNEXURE – 1

Following family members have been interviewed during reporting period.

Name and Relationship of Family Members Interviewed during Reporting Period of Study

Interviews of immediate family members of brothers and sisters

Shri Dineshbhai Dholakia

Nephew

Smt. ManjulabenDholakia

Wife of nephew

Shri VishnubhaiDholakia

Nephew

Smt. KailashbenDholakia

Wife of nephew

Smt. PriyankaBorad

Niece

Smt. JhanviDholakia

Wife of brother’s grandson

Shri NagjibhaiDholakia

Elder brother

Shri VasrambhaiNarola

Brother-in-law (husband of elder sister)

Smt. ShantubenNarola

Elder sister

Smt. BhavnabenNarola

Wife of nephew

Smt. Shreya Narola

Wife of grand-nephew

Smt. Devkunwarben Khokharia

Younger sister

Shri Arjanbhai Dholakia

Younger brother

Smt. Shardaben Dholakia

Younger brother’s wife

Smt. Krishna Dholakia

Nephew’s wife

Smt. MadhaviDholakia

Nephew’s wife

Champaben Govindbhai Dholakia

Wife of Govindbhai Dholakia

Meenaben Dholakia

Daughter of Govindbahi

Sweetyben Dholkia

Daughter in law of Govindbhai

Govindbhai Dholkia

Himself
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Interviews of relatives other than immediate kinfolks
Shri Purshottambhai Dholakia

Cousin Brother

Shri Vinubhai Dholakia

Son of cousin brother

Smt. Shardaben Dholakia

Daughter-in-law of cousin brother

Shri Bhavikbhai Dholakia

Grandson of cousin brother

Smt. RinkalbenDholakia

Granddaughter-in-law of cousin brother

Shri Bhumikaben Dholakia

Granddaughter of cousin brother

Shri Sahilbhai Dholakia

Grandson of cousin brother

Shri AmarshibhaiDholakia

Son of cousin brother

Shri Nanubhai Rasia

Association through wife relatives

Interviews of personnel in SRK Exports and its affiliate organization
Dr. Sanjaybhai Mehta

Chief Executive Officer, SRKKF

Shri Kamleshbhai Yagnik

President, SRKKF

Dr. Ashwinbhai Desai

Member, SRKKF

Shri Nikhilbhai Contractor

Head of Department, SRK Central Archive Dept

Dr. Chandrikaben

Teacher V.N. godhani School

Smt. Divyaben Gajjar

Principal, V. N. Godhani English School

Shri Pratikbhai Shah

SRK Welfare Trust

Shri Vijaybhai Dhandhukia

AIDS Control Programme

Shri Popatbhai Lukkhi

Working Partner

Vandanaen Patel

Govindbhai’s personal Assistant

Bhaveshbhai Lathia

Govindbhai’s personal Secretary
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Interview with Govindbhai’s close Associates

Sevantibahi Shah

Govindbhai close associates and leasing Diamond
Merchant

MathurbhaiSavani

Social activist and Govindbhai close associates

Babaubhai Gujarati

President Surat Diamond association

Ramjibhai Samjibhai Italia

Social Activist and Govindbhai Close associates

NanubhaiVanani

Political activist and former minister government of
Gujarat and Govindbhai close associates

C. P. Vanani

Govindbhai Fried and member Surat Diamond
Association

Jayshukhbhai Gajera

President, Surat Ratna Kakalakar Sangh

Laxmanbhai Moradia

Secretary, Manvata ni Mahek.

P.P. Swamy

Social Activist, Dangs

Gandabhai Patel

Social Activist, Dangs
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ANNEXURE – 2

Photos of SRK Charitable Activities

SRK Welfare Trust

V. N. Godhani KanyaVidhyalaya
Farewell to Girls students of 2018-19
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ANNEXURE – 3

Major offices of SRK Exports
Establishment Year

Name of the Company

1977

SRK Exports Pvt. Ltd (India)

1995

D. Goldie BVBA (Antwerp, Belgium)

1997

A. Goldi Inc. (New York)

2001

V. Goldi Inc. (Israel)

2002

The Jewelry Company (India)

2003

S. Goldi Asia Inc. (Hong Kong)

2005

J. Goldi (Dubai, UAE)

2007

R. Goldi Diamond Company Ltd. (Shangai)

2009

Jewel Goldi India (India)

2011

SRK Empire –Surat

2013

SRK Research and Knowledge Institute of Diamond (SRKID) Surat

2014

Airconnect Surat

2016

SRKAY Consulting Group –Pune

2017

SRK House –Surat
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ANNEXURE – 4

Board of Directors in SRK Exports Pvt. Ltd.
Sr.

Name of the Director

Relation with Chairman

1.

Shri Vasrambhai Bhurabhai Narola

Brother-in-law (sister’s husband)

2.

Shri Shreyansbhai Govindbhai Dholakia

Son

3.

Shri Arjanbhai Laljibhai Dholakia

Brother

4.

Shri Rahulbhai Nagjibhai Dholakia

Nephew (son of elder brother)

5.

Shri Govindbhai Laljibhai Dholakia

Self

6.

Smt. Champaben Govindbhai Dholakia

Wife

7.

Shri Jayantibhai Vasrambhai Narola

Nephew (son of elder sister)

8.

Shri Dineshbhai Vasrambhao Narola

Nephew (son of elder sister)
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ANNEXURE – 5

Numbers of Employees in SRK Exports Pvt. Ltd., Categorised
Sr.

A

Type of
Department

Nos. of Partners, who are…

Nos. of
Employees,
who are…

Relatives Not Relatives Total
Relatives Of
Of Shri
Of Shri
Partners
Shri
Govindkaka Govindkaka
Govindkaka
C
D
E=C+D
F

B

Nos. of Employees
who are Patels, but
NOT Relatives or
Partners, belonging
to…

No.of
Employees
who are
Non-Patel
but
belonging
…
…Other to Gujarat
Saurashtra Parts of
Gujarat
G
H
I

Nos. of
Total
Total
Employees Employees,
who are who are not
non-Patels partners
&
belonging
to outside
Gujarat
J

K

L=E+K

3

8

23

37

1

Management
Category

9

5

14

-

12

2

All
Departments
Handling
Diamonds

-

-

0

10

2407

549

1685

207

4858

4858

3

All
Departments
Not Included
in Management
and Diamond
Handling

-

-

0

5

72

70

30

182

359

359

4

Partners not
covered in
above
categories (if
any)

-

4

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

9

9

18

15

2491

619

1718

397

5240

5258

Total
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ANNEXURE – 6
List of Implementing Institutions and NGOs
Shri Govindbhai Dholakia is associated with following welfare and charitable
organisations106.
Sr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Institute
Shree Ramkrishna Charitable Trust
Shree Ramkrishna Welfare Trust
Matrushree Santokben Laljibhai Dholakia Charitable Trust
Dholakia Charitable Trust
Gujarat Hira Bourse
The Gem & Jewelry Export Promotion Council
Surat Diamond Association
Bombay Diamond Merchant Association
The Southern Gujarat Chamber of Commerce & Industry
V.N. Godhani Kanya Vidyalaya
Shree Prabhu Hraday Jivdaya Trust
Ramkrishna-Harikrishan Academy
Shree Saurashtra Patel Kelavani Mandal
Amreli Leuva Patel Kelavani Mandal
Shree Gohilwad Leuva Patel Kelavani Mandal Bhavnagar
Mook Badhir Vikas Trust Surat
Samvedna Charitable Trust Surat
Sarvajanik Education Society Surat
Samast Patidar Aarogya Trust
Nanduba Medical Center Surat
Shree Bharti maiya Memorial Foundation Surat
Matushree Nanduba Medical Center Lathi
Samast Patidar Samaj Trust Surat
Saurashtra Jaldhara Trust Surat
Shree Saurashtra Patidar Samaj Trust Surat
Shree Saurashtra Patel Seva Samaj Surat
Patel Social Group Surat
Leuva Patel Pragati Mandal Damnagar
Matushree Nanduben Popatbhai Patel Charitable Trust Surat
Matushree Godavariben Nanjibhai Godhani Charitable Surat
Swa. Matushree Fulima Nathubhai Narola Charitable Trust Surat
Dudhara Jaldhara Vikas Samiti
Sarjan Youth Club Surat
Traffic Education Trust Surat
Surat Officer's Gymkhana
Lalbhai Contractor Stadium

Associated as
President
President
President
President
Vice- President
Member
Advisory Committee Member
Member
Patron Member
President
Managing Trustee
Founder
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Committee Member
President
President
Trustee
President
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Member
Member

106

Report on Corporate Social Responsibility 2013-14 of Shree Ramkrishna Exports Pvt. Ltd; Konnect CSR
Impactors Pvt.; p53
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ANNEXURE – 7

Numbers of Beneficiaries in Charitable Activities

Sr.

Annual data on patients attended by Nanduba Medical Center
Year
Number of Patients Reached

1

2003

83,141

2

2004

117,139

3

2005

125,745

4

2006

123,516

5

2007

135,576

6

2008

138,146

7

2009

117,466

8

2010

113,449

9

2011

74,100

10

2012

88,671

11

2013

89,849

12

2014

114,741

13

2015

147,292

14

2016

158,011

15

2017

149,777

16

2018

146,344
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ANNEXURE – 8
Interviewes of Associates and Employees in SRK Exports
Profile of Executives in SRK Exports Interviewed
We interviewed cross section of people involved in SRK Exports, starting from working
partners to executives to managers. Their profiles are mentioned here. The responsents
selected have been with SRK Exports since long and have had close association with
Govindbhai. Apart from these interviews, we also interacted with several executives,
managers and department heads for information collection. In such cases, we did not collect
their personal information.
Shri Dharamsibhai Savani
Dharamsibhai is 68 and belongs to village Lakhanka of Taluka Vallabhipur in district
Bhavnagar. He is a working partner in SRK Exports. His wife is looking after domestic
chores and they have son who is married and his spouse is a housewife; they have one son
and a daughter. Dharamsibhai had one more son, and his elder brother did not have any
children; therefore it was mutually agreed and elder brother adopted second son, who has
been living with them. Dharamsibhai gets emotional while narrating this part of family
history. His son and two younger brothers joined SRK Exports, however one brother left the
company in 2008.
Dharamsibhai hails from poor family and thefore he decided to give up studies while in tenth
standard, without appearing in exams. Had he cleared tenth, he still would not have studied
eleventh because it was not only costly but also the school having eleventh standard was far
away, requiring expenses to commute. So, he left village in 1968 and came to Surat. He
joined his paternal uncle, who was a bacholer, in a diamond processing unit. Costing that
time was; monthly charges Rs.10 for sleeping in factory premises and Rs.70 per person for
food. He pursued this life for 10 years before joining Govindbhai’s factory in 1978.
Dharamsibhai’s cousin brother was living in same neighbourhood of Govindbhai and that is
how he came in contact with him. He joined Govindbhai’s factory in 1978 as a worker. He
was eliviated to manager in 1985, overseeing about 40 workers; he became main-manager in
1989, overseeing about 70 main-managers and close to 1500 workers. Finally, in 2000 he
became working partner. His work remains same as that of main-manager, though his income
had doubled.
In later years, his became an advisor to smaller extended units of SRK Exports; which were
in places like Surat, Gariyadhar and Bardoli. His role was to visit loss-incurring units and
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point out their lacunae, so they can turn into profit making units. His present job is to oversee
civil works.
Dharamsibhai is a religious person and considers that his religiosity has brought him close to
Govindbhai, who also has religious persona. He opines that people having ability to deliver
and who can work without an ego are likely to qualify as working partner in SRK Exports.
Shri Manubhai Mohanbhai Khoont
Manubhai is 65 and humbly declares that he hardly went to school for maybe six months. He
is a working partner in SRK Exports. His native is Akala village in Lathi taluka of Amreli
district. Wife is looking after home. He has two married sons and both are in SRK Exports
and their spouses are housewives.
He choose to come to Surat because of little agriculture land was not enough supporting
family. He came to Surat in 1967 and joined diamond processing unit of a Saurashtrian Patel.
His fellow-villager introduced him to Govindbhai’s factory in 1974. In 1975, a friend
informed him that he will be manager and warned him against induling in any dishonest
practices. He started a processing unit, an offshoot of Govindbhai’s unit; wherein Govindbhai
invested finances and Manubhai managed the unit. It incurred loss because workers eloped
with advance of Rs.70,000 and he had to close down the unit. Govindbhai arranged that he
can start a unit on his behalf and repay the loss in days to come. Manubhai agreed and put a
condition that he would do so while being his employee.
Govindbhai asked him to assist his partner Shri Virjibhai, who passed away. Later, when
partners parted to become independent entities in 1995, Manubhai had become part of Shri
Bhagwanbhai’s unit. Thus, Govindbhai had requested to keep Manubhai with him and
Bhagwanbhai had agreed. In 2001, he became working partner. Manubhai chooses to
attribute each of his succesees to god’s wishes and also says, “By grace of god, I was
opportuned to be in SRK.”
Shri Popatbhai Vasrambhai Lukhi
Popatbhai, 63 years of age from village Akala, nearby Dudhala village of Govindbhai, is a
working partner in SRK Exports. Having studied up to standard III, he has three daughters
and a son. Son is employee of SRK Exports and works as a Checker. He owns a rain-fed
agriculture land at village and his elder brother looks after it. It is mainly outsourced for
sharecropping.
He came to Surat in 1969 at 14 years of age and joined a diamond workshop owned by a
Patel. After four years, in 1973, he ventured into opening his own such workshop at his
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village Akala and going was good till recession 1976-77. Having established contacts during
his initial years in Surat, he was able to receive rough diamonds from Jain Banias. His job
was to work on them and return the finished product to them. He had employed 50 workers
that time, but had to close that down. He decided return to Surat and it was then he joined
SRK Exports, when there owned six ghantis and he never had to leave from here. He was
later elevated as manager and, “Sheth then asked me to start workshop with 25 workers.”
This was part of extension for SRK Exports.
He became part of Shri Bhagwanbhai’s unit when SRK Exports dissolved its partnership and
three independent units had come into being. He continued with the arrangement for next one
year and thereafter requested to be with ‘Sheth’, he chooses to address Govindbhai as sheth
during entire interview. Reason to shift was, “I feel at home when I am here.” Thus, he has
been with Govindbhai since last 40 years. He has retired 10 years back and is now a Working
Partner, who has a share in profit but not in losses. At present, there are 12 working partners
and it gives a sense of ownership to persons who are designated as working partners.
Accounts are settled during Diwali each year. His role involves supplementary support tasks
for employees and others. For example, in case of death of an employee, Popatbhai would
contact the family to learn any needs beyond the official reimbursement they receive.
While working in SRK Exports, his role was to receive diamonds from ancillaries
(workshops under umbrella) of SRK Exports, examine them and hand it over to designated
personnel. There were four other persons who were doing such tasks. Their role was also of
establishing such ancillary workshops that shall exclusively work for SRK Exports.
Govindbhai has encouraged people to voice out their concerns and Popatbhai feels elated for
having the right to even walk into his office without appointment, at best he might have to
wait for few minutes till he is free to see him.
Shri Hasmukhbhai Tadhani
Hasmukhbhai, a working partner in SRK Exports is 47 years old and has cleared tenth
standard. His wife looks after home and children are in school; daughter is in eighth and son
in fifth standard.
He left village in 1986 to acquire economic stability and better future because they had a very
small agriculture land to feed a large family. He joined paternal cousin in diamond sector.
Though, cousin was in Govindbhai’s factory, but Hasmukhbhai learnt diamond work in small
unit of his relative. Through his cousin brother, he joined Govindbhai’s unit in 1990. He was
regular manager in 1993 and became working partner in 2010. Presently he is manager of
polish department and manages about 670 HR.
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Hasmukhbhai helped couple of his relatives from own village for shifting to Surat and
settling in diamond sector. He also lured many people and it is difficul to recall names or
keep count on them. He does not rule out possibility of more financial success in other kind
of career, but quickly adds that he would not have enjoyed life the way he lived in this sector.
Shri Jaysukhbhai Goudani
Jaisukhbhai is 44 years of age having native village Eklara in Amreli district. He is a working
partner in SRK Exports. He attended school up to seventh standard but has not appeared in
final exam. His wife looks after home; son is a graduate, Bachelor of Business
Administration (BBA) and preparing to go to Canada for better prospects; daughter is
pursing BBA and plans to go for post-graduation and might choose a career in similar lines.
It was not poverty or need of money that pushed Jaisukhbhai to Surat, but sheer non-interest
in studies because getting educated was not a norm in those days. He joined his uncle, who
was working in a diamond processing unit. He moved to other units and and joined SRK
Exports in 1990; when his neighbor introduced him there. He became manager in 1993 and
considers his work-speed and outspoken nature as reason for that. Interestingly, his last
salary as worker was Rs.7400, but it shrunk to Rs.5500 as a manager. Though, the increase is
annual and gradual from thereon and therefore it is beneficial in the long run. Managers have
opportunities to handle finances and HR as well, besides diamonds. He became working
partner in 2001.
His paternal uncle has not been in favour of studies and therefore discouraged his son’s
education, “Why waste money in education?” So, Jaisukhbhai funded his studies. He is now
a phsiso-therapist and has shifted to USA. Another cousin sister is a gyneacologist in
Vadodara. She is 27 and has not married yet. He hails from a background of joint family
ethos and same culture continues. Even in present days, family of 10 persons including his
parents and a brother live under one roof. Social welfare has been in their tradition. They
have always extended financial help to poor and needy in their village as well as in other
regions; these include helping in cow-sheds during each Diwali, providing food and other
assistance to tribal students of Ashram Shala.
Smt. Vandanaben Patel
Smt. Vandanaben Patel is undoubtedly an ideal example of Govindbhai’s inclination for
retaining dedicated workforce. She worked as personal assistant to Govindbhai from 1995 to
2000. When she married and expanded family, she started facing time crunch and had no
option but to put in papers. Govindbhai refused to believe that she actually desired to leave
SRK Exports. Therefore, after accepting her resignation as personal assistant, he asked her to
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continue coming to office at her convenience. She, therefore, continues in job as Executive
Assistant in Chairman’s office and reaches office after lunch break everyday.
Shri Babubhai Italiya
Babubhai is 55 and from Italiya village near Vallabhipur of district Bhavanagar. He is Patel
and have lived in Vyara town of Surat district. He is science graduate from Bardoli. His wife
has acquired PTC certificate and is a teacher in a district panchayat school. Son is 22 years
old mechanical engineer and daughter of 20 years is studying in pharmacy.
A Swaminarayan devotee Babubhai worked for around three years in leading electric
company, BSES, at Kakrapar. He later shifted to another job at Kadodara, in outskirts of
Surat. He kept hearing about Govindbhai and good working environment of SRK Exports. A
desire developed in him to work for a person having such good nature and he approached the
gate of SRK Exports. He sent a note with his name and nature of work and waited at the gate
till evening, but nothing happened. He returned next day and repeated the ordeal, with no
results. This went on for three days, and on day-4 Govindbhai met him at the gate, listened to
him and asked to be at relief center the next day. There, he submitted a hand-written job
application. He had very good hand-writing, but that too yielded no immediate response.
Govindbhai called after three months and hired him in HR Department. He has been here
ever since. He was shifted to Stores then to Relief Center and now he is looking after
coordination of relief activities. He desk is at SRK Exports and main task is to undertake
visits and inquiries into schools etc seeking large relief for construction work and so on,
inquire and get things done after receiving green signal from Govindbhai; organize and
conduct at least one medical camp as annual event, in tribal areas including Dharampur,
Dang, Kaprada, Netrang, Saagbara and Dediyapada; prepare for tempo-load of items like
shoes, raincoat, biscuits and umbrella and take this tempo with Govindbhai when he goes to
Dangs, distribute these items on the way, three to four such trips happen in a year.
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ANNEXURE – 9
Questionnaire for Employees of SRK Exports
Field investigators asked following questions to employees during their interviews:
Center for Social Studies, Surat
Veer Narmad South Gujarat University Campus
Udhana-Magdalla Road, Surat
SRK – F AMILY ASSOCIATION PROJECT
Questionnaire (for employees)
Serial Number:
Your Education: _______________
Caste:
_________________
1.

Name of Native Place____________
Taluka_______________
District______________

2.

Since how long are you living in to Surat?

3.

Where were you employed before joining SRK Exports?

4.

When did you join SRK Exports?

5.

Who introduced you to SRK Exports?

6.

What have been your natures of works in SRK Exports?

7.

What is your current nature of work?

8.

Are you a related with family of SRK Exports owners?
Yes_________; No_________
If yes, what is the relationship?___________
Information on your family members:
Relationship
Age Education
with you

9.

Occupation

In SRK Exports, what benefits you receive besides salary?

10. Were you employed in SRK Exports during 2008?
Yes_________; No________
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11. If yes, did you receive salary during recession phase?
Yes_________: No________
12. Do you enjoy working in SRK Exports?
Yes_________; No________
13. If yes, what are the reasons?
14. If no, what are the reasons?
15. What is your opinion on food served in SRK Exports?
16. What is your opinion on tobacco-ban in SRK Exports?
17. Has your salary increased after joining SRK Exports?
Yes________; No________
If yes, what is the percentage increase?
18. Are you satisfied with your salary package in SRK Exports?
Yes________; No________
19. How many hours you work in a day?
20. What is the recess duration during working hours?
21. Does SRK Exports compensate in event of accidents/deaths?
22. If yes, what is the nature of compensation?
23. Do you receive any health benefits in SRK Exports?
Yes________; No________
24. If yes, what benefits you receive?
25. Please share other benefits you receive from SRK Exports?
26. How did you assist your family members after joining SRK Exports?
27. What you like most abour SRK Exports owners?
28. Do relatives of SRK Exports owners work with you as colleagues?
Yes________; No________
29. If yes, what is your opinion on their relations with you?
30. In case of any discontent while working in SRK Exports, do you inform the management?
Yes________; No________
31. If yes, to whom you inform and in what manner?
32. Has any of your representations been resolved?
Yes________; No________
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33. What are the reasons of diamond industry flourishing in Surat?
34. Are you of the opinion that Saurashtrian Patels are in majority in Surat’s diamond industry?
Yes________; No________
35. If yes, how did so many of them arrive from Saurashtra?
36. Who helped them to settle here?
37. In individual capacity, have you helped any relative or fellow-caste persons to come and settle in
Surat?
Yes________; No________
38. If yes, in what way did you help?
Notes by investigator:
Date:________
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ANNEXURE – 10

Profile of Families Members Interviewed
We interviewed at least one family member of Govindbhai, his brothers and sisters. Some of
them are not into diamond sector, but our focus was on family values and therefore it was
important to interact with at least one representative of his kinfolks. We also interviewed few
of his cousins and their sons; some of them are in diamond sector and some are not, but all of
them have settled in Surat. This section is divided in two parts accordingly. We have
mentioned their profile in order of their age, starting from the eldest respondent.
Families of Immediate Kinfolks
Shri Nagjibhai Laljibhai Dholakia
Second child in Dholakia family is 77 years old Nagjibhai. Married to Smt. Amaratben and
have two daughters and two sons. Eldest child Smt. Vasantben of 52 years and is married to
Shri Kanhaiyalal. 49 year old Smt. Induben is married to Shri Sanjaybhai. Son Shri
Rakeshbhai Dholakia, 47 and his wife Smt. Komalben have three children. Youngest is Shri
Rahul Dholakia, 44 and his wife Smt. Jinalben have two children. Shri Nagjibhai continues
in his construction enterprise with his eldest son Rakesh being part of it and younger son
Rahul is a director in SRK Export and manages Mumbai Office.
Smt Shantuben Vasranbhai Narola
Smt. Shantuben is 75 years of age and is third child of Dholakia family. Married to Shri
Vasrambhai Budhabhai Narola lives with her two married sons, two married grandsons and a
granddaughter. Vasrambhai is attached with SRK Exports as director of the company. Their
grandson Shri Apritbhai Narola is in SRK Exports managing factory at other location in
Surat. Their first son. Shri Jayantibhai, their second son is married to Smt. Bhavnaben, who
said that she was married at 20 and now she is 50 and already a grandmother. Their son Shri
Utkarsh is pursuing MBA and his wife Smt Shreya is learning English; they have a seven
year old daughter and it makes four generations living under one roof.
Smt Valiben Parbatbhai Dholakia
Late Shri Parbatbhai expired in 2015 and is survived by his wife Smt. Valiben, 70 years and
four children, a son and three daughters. Eldest Smt. Geeta is 52 year old married to Shri
Ghanshyambhai. Smt. Bhanu, 47 is married to Shri Ramesbhai. Shri Prabhubhai is only son;
he is 43, engaged in Mumbai office of SRK Exports and with wife Smt. Reenalben has four
children. Youngest child is a daughter, Smt. Varshaben.
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Shri Govindbhai Laljibhai Dholakia
69 years of age Shri Govindbhai and wife Smt. Champaben have two daughters and a son.
Smt. Minakshi Sojitra at 41 is eldest and married to Shri Anilbhai. Smt Shwetaben, 36, is
second child and married to Shri Piyushbhai. Youngest Shri Shreyanshbhai, 32, and his wife
Smt Sweeti have one child, 5 year old Ish. Govindbhai is Chairman and Director in SRK
Exports. Champaben and Shreyanshbhai are also directors of SRK Exports.
Shreyanshbhai have pursued MBA and is based at Mumbai, while Sweetiben and son Ish are
living at Surat with Govindbhai. Sweetiben has graduated in fashion designing.
Smt Devkunvarben Jayrambhai Khokharia
Smt. Devkunvarben is 65 years old sixth child in Dholakia family, married to Shri
Jayrambhai Bhikhabhai Khokharia. She has not been to school because girls in their family
never studied in that era.
Shri Arajanbhai Laljibhai Dholakia
Youngest sibling among Dholakias, 63 years old Shri Arajanbhai Dholakia and his wife Smt.
Shardaben Dholakia reside in Dholakia Farm at Surat and Arajanbhai engages himself in
SRK Exports. Their eldest son Shri Ishwarbhai Dholakia, 40 years of age having occupation
of solar energy equipment; is married to Smt. Krishnaben Dholakia and have a daughter and
two sons. Younger son, 34 years old Shri Akshaybhai Dholakia and his wife Smt.
Madhaviben, a graduate in computer software, have a son and a daughter. Both sons and their
family live with their parents in Surat. Two daughters, Smt Pinalben and
Smt Dharmishthaben are married.
Shri Dineshbhai Bhimjibhai Dholakia
Eldest child in the family Shri Bhimjibhai was born in 1933 and was married to Smt.
Shivkunwarben. Shri Dineshbhai. 54, and wife Smt. Manjulaben did not have any children;
so adopted a son Mit from his younger brother.
Dineshbhai, born in Surat, studied in Gujarati Medium public school and then graduated in
commerce. His school was nearby Govindbhai’s home and he would rush there during recess
to grab some bite. First two children of Govindbhai were daughters and having no sons was
worrisome. So, his continual contact with Dineshbhai had planted seeds of adopting him.
However, it did not happen because third child was a son, born 9 years after eldest daughter.
Dineshbhai tried his hands in diamonds and textiles. He was also part of SRK Exports during
1994-96. Presently he is into real estate sector. Wife Manjulaben feels proud for having got
maximum closeness of Govindbhai, being eldest of all daughters-in-law among five brothers.
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Shri Vishnubhai Bhimjibhai Dholakia
Shri Vishnubhai, 50 and wife Smt. Kailashben has 28 year old daughter Smt. Priyankaben
Borad married to Shri Shaileshbhai; Shri Divyangbhai, 24, is married to Smt. Jhanvi and
Shri Jaineel is 18 years old.Shri Kashyap and Shri Divyang are with SRK Exports.
Vishnubhai has a shop and deals in sanitary wares like cement, marble, stones etc. His son
Divyangbhai Vishnubhai Dholakia, short-named as DVD works in SRK Exports. He is the
only married cousin among 8 of them. His wife, Jhanviben has studied in V. N. Godhani
School and went on to graduate in commerce. Her father is working in SRK Exports. She
expresses happiness for being part of this family. Jeneel is studying in school at Panchgini
and wants to pursue career as a bowler in game of cricket.
Smt. Minakshiben Sojitra
Eldest child of Govindbhai, Smt. Minakshiben is 42 years and married to Shri Anilbhai, son
of close Govindbhai’s close friend. She studied up to twelth standard and gave up studies
upon marriage. She had settled in USA immediately upon marriage and lived there for seven
years. They are now shifted to Surat.
Smt. Varshaben Deepakbhai
Parbatbhai’s youngest child Smt. Varshaben, 39 is married to Shri. Deepakbhai. He is
engaged in diamond sector. They have two children, a daughter and a son.
Families of Cousins
Shri Purshottambhai Ravjibhai Dholakia
Born in 1939, Shri Purshottambhai is 88 years old. He has four sons, Shri Gopalbhai, Shri
Labhubhai, Shri Vinubhai.Shri Vallabhbhai, 44, is another son of Purshottambhai and
married to Smt. Ashaben having two sons, Ishit 21 and Jaineel 19. Two daughters of
Purshottambhai are Smt. Liliben, 47 married to Shri Ishwarbhai and Smt. Shardaben, 41 is
married to Shri Nitinbhai.
Shri Amarshibhai Gordhanbhai Dholakia
Amarshibhai is son of Govindbhai’s cousin brother. He is 67 years and married to Smt.
Baluben. Their eldest son Shri Pravinbhai is 43 years old married to Smt. Bhavna and has
three children; 18 year old Priyanka, 14 years of Hitakshi and 10 years old Heet. Shri
Rameshbhai, 41, married to Smt. Jignasha has two children Urvesh 14 years and Henshi 12
years old. Daughters Smt. Reshma 40 is married to Shri Arvindbhai and Smt. Vilasben 38 is
married to Shri Sanjaybhai.
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Shri Manjibhai Rudabhai Dholakia
Shri Manjibhai is 66 years of age and is married to Smt. Labhuben. They have four children;
eldest Smt. Reenaben, 45, is married to shri Samir; 41 year old daughter Smt. Ashuben is
married to Shri Miteshbhai; 39 year old son Shri Heetbhai is married to Smt. Priyaben and
youngest son Shri Rajbhai is 36, married to Smt. Riyaben. Daughters-in-law Priyaben and
Riyaben are sisters. He did not send his sons to far away cities for venturing anonymously.
He was happy enough that both sons studied in a distant boarding school at Panchgini.
Hence, remained away from home during schooling age.
Shri Savjibhai Dhanjibhai Dholakiya
Shri Savjibhai is 56 years old, married to Smt. Gauriben. They have three children, eldest
two being daughters; Smt Menaben is 33 and married to Shri Parthbhai, Smt. Nimishaben is
31 and married to Shri Ravibhai. Son Shri Dravyabhai is 24 years old.
Shri Vinubhai Purshottambhai Dholakia
Shri Vinubhai 49, and wife Smt. Shardaben have eldest son 28 years old Shri Bhavikbhai
married to Smt. Rinkleben; second child is daughter Smt. Rinkleben, 26, married to Shri
Alpeshbhai; 23 year old Bhumika is third child and 21 year old Sahil is last child.
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